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Nederlandstalige samenvatting 
Gedurende de 20e eeuw heeft de industriële polymeerproductie een snelle ontwikkeling gekend, 
die resulteerde in één van de snelst groeiende industrieën wereldwijd. Het gevolg hiervan is dat 
de afwezigheid van synthetische polymeerproducten in ons dagdagelijkse leven ondenkbaar is 
geworden. Oorspronkelijk lag de focus vooral op de grootschalige productie van alledaagse 
producten omwille van de lage kost en eenvoudige productie. In de recente decennia is echter 
gebleken dat de veelzijdigheid van deze materialen kan aangewend worden in op maat 
gemaakte hoogtechnologische producten zoals biodegradeerbare bouwstenen voor 
weefselregeneratie of lichtgewicht vliegtuigbekleding.  
Inherente limitaties en gebrek aan controle over de finale producteigenschappen in vrije 
radicalaire polymerisatie (Free Radical Polymerization of FRP), één van de belangrijkste 
polymerisatiemechanismes, kan overwonnen worden door de introductie van reversibele 
deactivatie radicalaire polymerisatie (reversible deactivation radical polymerization of RDRP) 
technieken. Door middel van RDRP wordt een groot bereik aan macromoleculaire architecturen 
zoals (multi-)blok copolymeren, sterpolymeren en moleculaire borstels beschikbaar. 
In deze doctoraatsscriptie wordt een combinatie van kinetische modellering en experimentele 
technieken aangewend om een fundamenteel begrip te bekomen van het mechanisme van 
reversibele additie-fragmentatieketentransfer (reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer 
of RAFT) polymerisatie. Dit is één van de meest veelzijdige RDRP technieken wat betreft 
monomeer compatibiliteit. Zowel bulk als mini-emulsie technieken worden toegepast. 
Enerzijds berust deze modelleringsbenadering op de essentiële bepaling van accurate RDRP 
gerelateerde snelheidscoëfficiënten, met inbegrip van de correcte beschrijving van diffusie 
limitaties en alle relevante kinetische stappen. Anderzijds is experimentele data nodig om de 
bekomen modelleringresultaten te valideren. Deze data berust op de doelbewuste keuze van 
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experimentiele condities, eventueel aangepast door preliminaire modelscreening, en 
karakterisatietechnieken. 
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een algemene introductie rond de chemische methodes en technieken waar 
de daaropvolgende hoofdstukken op verder bouwen. De concepten van FRP en RDRP 
technieken worden uitgelegd met als focus hoofdzakelijk RAFT polymerisatie. Aangezien in 
deze doctoraatsscriptie verschillende polymerisatietechnieken zoals bulk en (mini)emulsie 
worden toegepast, wordt ook een overzicht gegeven van de voordelen en uitdagingen rond deze 
technieken in combinatie met RAFT polymerisatie.  
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden moderne modelleringstechnieken besproken voor de beschrijving van 
de kinetiek van RAFT polymerisatie onder bulk/oplossing en emulsiecondities. Zoals vermeld 
hierboven kan kinetische modellering een krachtig hulpmiddel zijn om complexe chemische 
processen te begrijpen en optimaliseren. Voor RAFT bulk polymerisatie werden reeds meerdere 
inherent verschillende modelleringsmethodes ontwikkeld, die kunnen worden onderverdeeld in 
twee grote computationele klassen: deterministisch en stochastisch. Deterministische 
modellering omvat de integratie van een set van differentiaalvergelijkingen. Omdat deze 
vergelijkingen corresponderen met de massa-balansen voor alle species die aanwezig zijn in het 
reactiemengsel, kan het totale aantal vergelijkingen te hoog worden om binnen een redelijke 
tijdspanne op te lossen. Een elegante oplossing voor dit probleem is om de methode van 
momenten toe te passen waar verschillende polymeerketens niet individueel worden bekeken, 
maar enkel de gemiddeldes van de ketenlengtedistributie van elk type macrospecies wordt 
beschouwd. Als gevolg verkiest deze methode een significante reductie van de computationele 
tijd boven informatie over individuele ketens. Alternatief hiervoor is de kinetische Monte Carlo 
simulatie, de meest bekende stochastische modelleringsmethode, die elke reactie beschouwd 
als een willekeurig evenement waarvoor de keuze berust op de reactieprobabiliteiten en die de 
volledige reactiegeschiedenis bewaart. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om informatie met betrekking 
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tot een gedetailleerde polymeerstructuur te bekomen (comonomeer sequenties). Echter in het 
geval van complexe reactieschema’s kan dit een hoge computationele kost eisen aangezien 
polymerisatieprocessen bestaan uit duizenden individuele reactiestappen, zelfs in het geval van 
gelimiteerde reactievolumes. Het multi-fase karakter van RAFT emulsiepolymerisatie maakt 
de kinetische beschrijving uitdagend en vereist een meer complexe mathematische benadering. 
In de meeste gevallen wordt een gelijkaardige deterministische modelleringsbenadering 
gebruikt zoals bij bulk polymerisatie waarbij Smith-Ewart differentiaalvergelijkingen 
toegevoegd worden om de evolutie van de deeltjestypedistributie te beschrijven. In dit 
hoofdstuk wordt een eenvoudig (intrinsiek) FRP miniemulieschema gebruikt om het gebruik 
van de Smith-Ewart vergelijkingen te verduidelijken. Miniemulsie polymerisatie wordt vaak 
verkozen boven conventionele (macro)emulsie polymerisatie zowel in experimentele als 
modelleringsstudies aangezien dit het deeltjesnucleatiemechanisme vereenvoudigd. Het wordt 
aangetoond dat accuraatheid van de modelleringsbenadering gebruikt in dit werk kan worden 
bevestigd door gevestigde analytische vergelijkingen voor een aantal limiterende gevallen. 
Verder geven de resultaten aan dat het opeenvolgende vertrek uit en de reïntroductie van 
radicalen in de deeltjes, mogelijk gemaakt door ketentransfer naar monomeer, de 
polymerisatiesnelheid verlaagt aangezien de mogelijkheid toeneemt dat twee radicalen 
termineren. Verder bepaalt de grootte van de (intrinsieke) terminatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt of 
onmiddellijke terminatie kan worden aangenomen, en dus of een maximum van één, of 
meerdere radicalen kan aanwezig zijn in elk deeltje.  
De accuraatheid van kinetische modelleringsresultaten wordt bepaald door vele factoren. 
Belangrijkst is dat het direct gecorreleerd is met de volledigheid van het beschouwde 
reactiemechanisme, vandaar de minimalisatie van de benaderingen en vereenvoudigingen die 
worden gebruikt, en met de accuraatheid van de corresponderende snelheidscoëfficiënten, 
waaronder de juiste beschrijving van potentiele diffusielimitaties.  
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In Hoofdstuk 3 worden de degeneratieve transfercoëfficiënten voor de RAFT 
homopolymerisatie van styrene, geïnitieerd met (O-ethyl xanthaat)-2-ethyl propionaat, een 
xanthaat type RAFT agens, en zijn ketenextentie met vers styreen of n-butylacrylaat bepaald 
door een multiresponsieve regressie-analyse toe te passen op eigen gegenereerde experimentele 
data. Een belangrijke eigenschap van RDRP polymeerproducten is de eindgroepfunctionaliteit, 
de fractie slapende macrospecies ten opzichte van de totale hoeveelheid van alle types 
macrospecies. Deze eigenschap is echter niet eenvoudig experimenteel te bepalen, vooral in 
RAFT polymerisatie die xanthaten als initiële RAFT agens gebruikt aangezien deze aanwezig 
blijven gedurende het volledige polymerisatieproces. In dit hoofdstuk wordt uitgelegd hoe een 
combinatie van dialyse, om residueel RAFT agens te verwijderen, en elementanalyse kunnen 
gebruikt worden om EGF data experimenteel te bekomen. De gecombineerde experimentele en 
modelleringsbenadering laat toe om het degeneratieve mechanisme te bevestigen. Kinetische 
Monte Carlo modellering werd gebruikt om het polymeer product, toegankelijk via 
homopolymerisatie en zijn ketenextensie, te visualiseren. Verder wordt ook uitgelicht dat het 
xanthaat type RAFT agens resulteert in een lage RAFT reactiviteit en beide blokken van de 
ketenextensie worden gevormd door middel van een enkele uitwisseling, wat een transfergedrag 
impliceert zoals in conventionele FRP.  
Aangezien heterogene polymerisatietechnieken significante verbeteringen geven op vlak van 
procesveiligheid en milieuvriendelijkheid, verschuift de aandacht in Hoofdstuk 4 naar RAFT 
miniemulsie polymerisatie. Een twee-dimensioneel model werd ontwikkeld dat het aantal 
macro- en vertrekkende groep radicalen per deeltje in aanmerking neemt. Dit model beschrijft 
de degeneratieve RAFT miniemulsie polymerisatie van methyl methacrylaat met cyanoprop-2-
yl dithiobenzoaat als initiële RAFT agens. Bulk experimentele data uit de literatuur werd 
gebruikt om de micro-schaal model parameters (i.e. de snelheidscoëfficiënten en 
diffusielimitaties op terminatie en RAFT transfer) te bevestigen, terwijl miniemulsie literatuur 
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data werd gebruikt om de deactivatie en reïnitiatie coëfficiënten van het RAFT vertrekkende 
groep radicaal te bepalen. Het wordt aangetoond dat opeenvolgende reïntroductie/vertrek 
stappen met betrekking tot the RFT vertrekkende groep radicaal resulteren in een 
vertragingseffect gelijkaardig aan dat beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2. Echter wanneer het RAFT 
agens volledig geconsumeerd is wordt dit vertragend effect gestopt. In andere modellen wordt 
vaak een nul-één vereenvoudiging aangenomen die stelt dat enkel nul of één radicaal aanwezig 
kan zijn in een enkel deeltje, en dat onmiddellijke terminatie plaatsvindt wanneer twee radicalen 
elkaar ontmoeten. Echter, in dit hoofdstuk wordt aangetoond dat bij hoge monomeerconversies 
deze nul-één kinetiek niet mag aangenomen worden omwille van diffusielimitaties op 
terminatie. Bij een grotere gemiddelde ketenlengte wordt deze afwijking nog meer uitgesproken 
door diffusielimitaties op RAFT transfer.  
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt het model uit het voorgaande hoofdstuk uitgebreid tot de 5-dimensionele 
Smith-Ewart vergelijkingen. Deze laten toe om ook de drie mogelijke RAFT intermediaire 
radicalen (RiXRj, RiXR0 and R0XR0) in beschouwing te nemen, en dus om de verschillen tussen 
het niet-degeneratieve en degeneratieve RAFT miniemulsie polymerisatiemechanisme 
theoretisch te verklaren. Styreen, vaak gebruikt in modelleringsstudies omwille van de 
beschikbaarheid van de FRP gerelateerde snelheidscoëfficiënten, werd gekozen als monomeer 
en een macro-RAFT agens werd beschouwd om de focus op het RAFT mechanisme te 
behouden, aangezien vertrek/reïntroductie van het RAFT vertrekkende groep radicaal 
vermeden wordt. Drie relevante RAFT kinetische parametercombinaties werden onderzocht. 
De eerste combinatie bootst het langzame fragmentatiemodel na, waar de RAFT vertraging 
wordt verklaard door een lage fragmentatie snelheidscoëfficiënt in afwezigheid van RAFT 
kruisterminatie. Het wordt aangetoond dat de nul-één kinetiek niet kan worden aangenomen, 
aangezien de RiXRj radicaalpopulatie zal opgebouwd worden. In navolging van het 
intermediaire terminatiemodel, verklaart de tweede combinatie de RAFT vertraging door een 
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middelmatige fragmentatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt in combinatie met een hoge kruisterminatie 
snelheidscoëfficiënt. Nul-één kinetiek kan worden aangenomen alhoewel alle 5 radicalen in 
aanmerking moeten worden genomen in het model. Tenslotte werd de derde combinatie 
gebruikt om een ideale RAFT agent te bestuderen, die dus niet resulteert in RAFT vertraging 
wat bekomen kan worden door middel van een hoge fragmentatie snelheidscoëfficiënt zonder 
kruisterminatie te beschouwen. Enkel in dit geval kan het degeneratieve mechanisme in alle 
vertrouwen worden aangenomen en een vereenvoudiging kan worden gemaakt van een 
beschrijving gebaseerd op een vijf dimensionele naar een twee dimensionele Smith-Ewart 
vergelijking. Dit resulteert in een algemeen eenvoudigere kinetische beschrijving. Belangrijk is 
ook dat kon worden aangetoond dat de identificatie van de aard van de RAFT vertraging 
bekomen kan worden door een experimentele miniemulsiestudie. Dit is omdat de trage 
fragmentatie en kruisterminatie hypothese resulteert in een verschillende impact van de 
gemiddelde deeltjesgrootte op het monomeerconversieprofiel, de dispersiteit en EGF. 
Alhoewel (RAFT) miniemulsie intrinsiek de meest eenvoudige emulsiepolymerisatietechniek 
is wat betreft reactie- en transport mechanismes, vereist het een hoog energetisch toestel om de 
initiële condities te scheppen. Als gevolg is deze techniek industrieel minder relevant en wordt 
(RAFT) macroemulsie verkozen. Om het model uit Hoofdstuk 4 en 5 in de toekomst mogelijk 
uit te breiden, bespreekt Hoofdstuk 6 een experimentele studie van RAFT macroemulsie 
polymerisatie van styreen met (O-ethyl xanthaat)-2-ethyl propionaat, hetzelfde controle agens 
die ook werd gebruikt in Hoofdstuk 2. Net zoals bij bulk polymerisatie resulteert dit xanthaat 
type RAFT agens niet in controle over de ketengroei, wat tot een grote dispersiteit leidt in het 
polymeerproduct. Desondanks kan de concentratie van dit controlerende agens gebruikt worden 
om de gewenste nummergemiddelde molaire massa te veranderen terwijl de 
polymerisatiesnelheid kan worden verhoogd door de hoeveelheid inititiator of surfactant te 
verhogen, of door de hoeveelheid van controlerend agens te verlagen. Verder kan de surfactant 
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concentratie gebruikt worden om de gemiddelde deeltjesgrootte te variëren. Het belangrijkste 
voordeel van het gebruik van een xanthaat type RAFT agens is gerelateerd aan zijn 
oppervlakteactiviteit. Het werd aangetoond dat de bekomen polystyreen latex kan worden 
uitgebreid door middel van een semi-batch reactie om een polystyreen-blok-poly(n-butyl 
acrylaat) polymeerdeeltje te creëren, die hoogstwaarschijnlijk in een kern-schil structuur zal 
georganiseerd zijn.  
Ten slotte vat Hoofdstuk 7 de belangrijkste conclusies van deze doctoraatsthesis samen en 
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English summary 
During the 20th century, the polymer production industry has known a rapid development 
resulting in one of the fastest growing industries worldwide. As a result, daily life without the 
presence of synthetic polymer products has become unthinkable. Originally, focus was on the 
large scale production of everyday products due to its low cost and ease of manufacturing. 
However, in recent decennia, it has become apparent that its versatility can be used to design 
tailor-made high-tech specialty products such as biodegradable scaffolds for tissue engineering 
or lightweight aircraft skins.  
Inherent limitations and lack of control over end product properties in free radical 
polymerization (FRP), one of the most important polymerization mechanisms, could be 
overcome by the introduction of reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) 
techniques. Via RDRP, a wide range of macromolecular architectures such as (multi-)block 
copolymers, star polymers and molecular brushes became accessible.  
In this PhD thesis, a combination of kinetic modeling and experimental work is applied to gain 
fundamental understanding of the mechanism of reversible addition-fragmentation chain 
transfer (RAFT) polymerization, one of the most versatile RDRP techniques regarding 
monomer compatibility, applying both bulk and (mini)emulsion techniques. On the one hand, 
the modeling approach relies on the essential determination of accurate RAFT polymerization 
specific rate coefficients, including the proper description of diffusional limitations, while 
taking into account all relevant kinetic events, hence minimizing the integrated approximations. 
On the other hand, dedicated experimental data is needed to validate the obtained modeling 
results and relies on the purposeful choice of experimental conditions, which can be tuned by 
preliminary model screening, and characterization techniques. 
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Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the chemical methods and techniques on which 
the other chapters rely on. The concepts of FRP and RDRP techniques are explained, with focus 
mainly on RAFT polymerization. Furthermore, as in this PhD thesis several polymerization 
techniques, i.e. bulk and (mini)emulsion, are applied, an overview of the advantages and 
challenges concerning these techniques in combination with RAFT polymerization are stated.  
In Chapter 2, the state-of-the art on modeling tools for RAFT polymerization kinetics under 
bulk/solution and emulsion conditions is discussed. As stated above, kinetic modeling can be a 
powerful tool for understanding and optimizing complex chemical processes. For RAFT bulk 
polymerization, multiple inherently different modeling methods have already been developed 
which can be divided in two major computational classes: deterministic and stochastic methods. 
Firstly, deterministic modeling involves the integration of a set of differential equations. As 
these equations correspond with the mass balances for all species present in the reaction 
mixture, the total number of equations can become too high to solve within reasonable time. 
An elegant solution solving this issue is applying the method of moments approach, where 
different polymeric chains are not being considered individually but only the averages of the 
chain length distribution of each type of macrospecies are covered. Consequently, in this 
method, a significant reduction of the computation time is preferred over the information about 
individual chains. Alternatively, kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, the most notable stochastic 
modeling method, considers each reaction as a random event chosen based on its probability 
and stores the entire reaction event history, making it possible to obtain in detail the polymer 
structure, e.g. comonomer sequences. However, for complex reaction schemes, this can require 
a high computational cost as polymerization processes consist of thousands of individual 
reaction steps, even in limited reaction volumes. The multi-phase character of RAFT emulsion 
polymerization complicates the kinetic description and requires a more complex mathematical 
description. Mostly, a similar deterministic modeling approach as for the bulk polymerization 
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counterpart is used where Smith-Ewart differential equations are added to describe the 
evolution of the particle type distribution. In this chapter, a straightforward (intrinsic) FRP 
miniemulsion scheme was used to elaborate the use of the Smith-Ewart equations. 
Miniemulsion polymerization is often preferred over conventional (macro)emulsion 
polymerization in both experimental and modeling studies as this simplifies the particle 
nucleation mechanism. It is shown that the modeling approach used in this work can be 
confirmed by established analytical equations for certain limiting cases. Moreover, the results 
indicate that subsequent exit and reentry of radicals, made possible by chain transfer to 
monomer, reduces the polymerization rate as the probability for two radicals to meet and 
terminate increases. Additionally, the magnitude of the (intrinsic) termination rate coefficient 
determines if instantaneous termination can be assumed, and hence if a maximum of one or 
more radicals can be present in each particle. 
The accuracy of kinetic modeling results is determined by many factors. Most importantly, it is 
directly correlated with the completeness of the considered reaction mechanism, hence the 
minimization of the approximations and simplifications used, and the accuracy of the 
corresponding rate coefficients, including the proper description of potential diffusional 
limitations. In Chapter 3, it is shown how the degenerative transfer coefficients for the RAFT 
homopolymerization of styrene commenced with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, a 
xanthate type of RAFT agent, and its chain extension with fresh styrene or n-butylacrylate are 
determined by applying a multi-responsive regression analysis to in-house gathered 
experimental data. An important property of RDRP polymer product is the end-group 
functionality, which is the fraction of dormant macrospecies to the total amount of all types of 
macrospecies. This property however is not easily experimentally determinable, especially in 
RAFT polymerization employing xanthates as initial RAFT agent remains present throughout 
the polymerization process. In this chapter, it is explained how a combination of dialysis to 
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remove residual RAFT agent and elemental analysis can be used to obtain EGF experimental 
data. The joint experimental and modeling approach allows to confirm the degenerative 
mechanism and kinetic Monte Carlo modeling is used to visualize the polymer product 
accessible via the homopolymerization and its chain extension. Moreover, it is highlighted that 
the xanthate type of RAFT agent results in a low RAFT reactivity and both “blocks” of the 
chain extension are formed through a single exchange, which implies a transfer behavior as in 
conventional FRP. 
As heterogeneous polymerization techniques offer significant improvements in terms of 
process safety and environmental friendliness, attention in Chapter 4 is shifted towards RAFT 
miniemulsion polymerization. A two-dimensional model, accounting for the number of macro- 
and leaving group radicals per particle, is developed describing the degenerative RAFT 
miniemulsion polymerization of methyl methacrylate with cyanoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate as 
initial RAFT agent. Bulk literature experimental data is used to confirm the micro-scale model 
parameters, i.e. rate coefficients and diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer, 
whereas miniemulsion literature data is used to determine the exit and entry rate coefficients 
concerning the RAFT leaving group radical. It is shown that consecutive entry/exit events result 
in a retardation effect similarly as described in Chapter 2. However, when the RAFT agent is 
completely consumed, the retardation effect is halted in this case. In other modeling studies, a 
zero-one simplification is often assumed which states that only zero or one radical can be 
present in a single particle and that instantaneous termination occurs when two radicals meet. 
However, in this chapter, it is demonstrated that at high monomer conversions it is not afforded 
to assume zero-one kinetics, due to diffusional limitations on termination. With larger average 
chain lengths this deviation is more pronounced and further accelerated by diffusional limitation 
on RAFT transfer. 
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In Chapter 5, the model discussed in the previous chapter is extended to include 5-dimensonal 
Smith-Ewart equations. This allows the consideration of the three possible (RiXRj, RiXR0 and 
R0XR0) RAFT intermediate radical species and hence to theoretically understand differences 
between a non-degenerative and degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization. Styrene, 
often used in modeling studies due to the availability of the FRP related rate coefficients, is 
chosen as monomer and a macro-RAFT agent is considered to allow the focus on the RAFT 
mechanism itself as exit/entry of the RAFT leaving group radical is avoided. Three relevant 
RAFT kinetic parameter combinations are investigated. The first combination mimics the slow 
fragmentation model, where RAFT retardation is explained by a low fragmentation rate 
coefficient in the absence of RAFT cross-termination. It is shown that zero-one kinetics cannot 
be assumed as the RiXRj radical population will build up. In order to resemble the intermediate 
termination model, the second combination justifies the RAFT retardation via a medium 
fragmentation rate coefficient in combination with a high cross-termination rate coefficient. 
Zero-one kinetics can be assumed although all 5 radical types need to be considered. Finally, 
the third combination is used to study an ideal RAFT agent, hence not resulting in RAFT 
retardation which is achievable via a high fragmentation rate coefficient without considering 
cross-termination. Only in this case, the degenerative mechanism can be safely assumed and a 
direct switch can be made from a five- to a two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equation based 
description, strongly simplifying the overall kinetic description. Importantly, it is shown that 
the identification of the nature of the RAFT retardation can be achieved via an experimental 
miniemulsion study as the slow fragmentation and cross-termination hypothesis result in a 
different impact of the average particle size on the monomer conversion profile, dispersity and 
EGF.  
Although (RAFT) miniemulsion is intrinsically the most simple emulsion polymerization 
technique in terms of reaction and transport mechanism, it requires a high energy shear device 
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to establish the initial conditions. Consequently, this technique is less industrially relevant and 
(RAFT) macroemulsion is preferred. In order to potentially extend the model discussed in 
Chapter 4 and 5 in the future, Chapter 6 discusses an experimental study of RAFT 
macroemulsion polymerization of styrene with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, the same 
controlling agent as used in Chapter 2. Similar as during bulk polymerization, this xanthate type 
of RAFT agent does not result in control over chain growth, leading to a high dispersity polymer 
product. Nevertheless, the concentration of the controlling agent can be used to alter the desired 
number average molar mass whereas the polymerization rate can be increased by increasing the 
amount of initiator or surfactant or by decreasing the amount of controlling agent. Furthermore, 
the surfactant concentration can be used to control the average particle size as well. Importantly, 
the main advantage of the use of a xanthate type of RAFT agent is related to its surface activity. 
It is shown that the obtained polystyrene latex can be extended via semi-batch operation to 
create polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate) polymer particles which will most likely be 
organized forming a core-shell structure. 
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this PhD thesis and prospects for 
potential future work are discussed as well. 
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List of Symbols 
Roman Symbols 
[A] concentration of reagent A  mol L-1 
[A]0 initial concentration of reagent A  mol L-1 
Centry proportionality constant for R0 entry into a polymer 
particle  
- 
Cexit proportionality constant for R0 exit from a polymer 
particle  
- 
Ctr transfer coefficient for the exchange with the 
dormant macrospecies  
- 
Ctr,0 transfer coefficient for the exchange with the initial 
RAFT agent  
- 
Đ dispersity - 
DI diffusion coefficient of I radical m² s-1 
dp average particle diameter m 
DR0 R0 diffusional coefficient  m² s-1 
Dterm correction factor related to the rate of termination 
between two initiator radicals 
m² s-1 
f initiator efficiency - 
fn(i) number fraction of macroradicals with chain length 
i 
- 
𝑓  fraction of particles with k (macro)radicals - 
ftc fraction of termination occurring by recombination - 
I conventional initiator-derived radical - 
I2 conventional radical initiator - 
icrit critical chain length for entry into a micelle/particle - 
INTij intermediate radical with two arms of chain lenght 
i and j 
- 
iSL cross over chain length between short- and long- 
chain behavior  
- 
igel chain length at the onset of the gel-effect - 
jcrit critical chain length for precipitation - 
kA rate coefficient for reaction type A L mol-1 s-1 or s-1 
𝑘 ,  (apparent) termination rate coefficient for radicals 
with chain length 1  
L mol-1 s-1 
<ktc,app> average apparent termination by recombination 
rate coefficient  
L mol-1 s-1 
M monomer - 
m mass g 
M(A) molar mass of substance A g mol-1 
Mm mass average molar mass of polymeric species g mol-1 
Mn number average molar mass of polymeric species  g mol-1 
𝑀 ,  instantaneous number average molar mass of 
polymeric species 
g mol-1 
n(A) molar amount of substance A mol 
𝑛(𝑀•) average number of monomeric radicals per particle  - 
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𝑛(𝑅 ) average number of leaving group radicals per 
particle 
- 
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) average number of R0XR0 intermediate radicals per 
particle 
- 
𝑛(𝑅 ) average number of macroradicals per particle - 
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) average number of RiXR0 intermediate radicals per 
particle 
- 
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) average number of RiXRj intermediate radicals per 
particle 
- 
n0(A) initial molar amount of substance A mol 
NA Avogadro constant mol-1 
Nk,l,… number of particles containing k radicals of type A, 
l radicals of type B,...  
- 
Np total number of particles - 
Nt total number of reaction types - 
Pi dead polymer species with chain length i - 
𝑃   Monte Carlo reaction probability of reaction type v  - 
Px  reaction probability of reaction type x  - 
r monomer reactivity ratio - 
R0 RAFT leaving group - 
R0X initial RAFT agent - 
R0XR0 intermediate radical with two arms of chain length 
0 
- 
R0XRi intermediate radical of the pre-equilibrium with 
one arm of chain length 0 and one of chain length i 
- 
R1/2/3/4 oligomeric radical species with chain length 1, 2, 3 
or 4 
- 
r1/2/3 random number used in kinetic Monte Carlo 
modeling 
- 
Ri macroradical with chain length i - 
𝑅  macroradical with chain length i derived from a 
monomeric radical 
- 
RiX dormant macrospecies with chain length i - 
RiXRj intermediate radical of the main equilibrium with 
two arms of chain lenght i and j 
- 
𝑅  the total reaction rate of reaction type v  s-1 
T temperature K 
V volume L 
vp average particle volume L 
w(A) mass fraction of substance A - 
X persistent radical - 
xm mass average chain length - 
Xm monomer conversion  - 
xn number average chain length - 
XR0X RAFT agent conversion - 
Z stabilizing group of the RAFT chain transfer agent - 
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Greek symbols 
αgel exponent for termination of chains in the gel 
regime 
- 
αL exponent for termination of long chains in dilute 
solution 
- 
αS exponent for termination of short chains in dilute 
solution 
- 
δij Kronecker Delta function - 
λs sth order moment of the macroradical distribution, s 
= 0,1,2 
mol L-1 
µs sth order moment of the distribution of dead 
species, s = 0,1,2 
mol L-1 
ν kinetic chain length - 
ν0 kinetic chain length in the absence of chain transfer - 
ρ (overall) radical entry (molecular) rate  s-1 
τs sth order moment of the distribution of dormant 
species, s = 0,1,2  
mol L-1 
φ0 fragmentation probability related to the RAFT 
preequilibrium 
- 
Г partitioning coefficient - 
𝛺 / , /  contributions related to the moments of the 
distribution of RiXRj intermediate radicals 
mol L-1 
𝛺  sth order moment of the distribution of R0XRi 
intermediate radicals, s = 1,2  
mol L-1 
 




aq/p aqueous/particle phase 
chem intrinsic chemical contribution 
deact deactivation 
diff diffusional contribution 
dis dissociation 
entry,R0 entry from aqueous phase into particle of R0 radical 
entryR2 entry of oligomeric radical with chain length 2 from aqueous phase 
into particle 
exit,R0 exit from particle into aqueous phase of R0 radical 
exitM exit from particle into aqueous phase of monomeric radical 
frag fragmentation 
i chain length of the involved macrospecies 
nB n-butyl acrylate 
p propagation 
pI chain initiation by I 
pM chain initiation by monomer radical 
pR0 chain initiation by R0 
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S styrene 
tc termination by recombination 
tc,0 termination by recombination of a macro- and leaving group radical 
tc,00 termination by recombination of two leaving group radicals 
tc,0I termination by recombination of a leaving group and conventional 
initiator radical 
tcross cross termination 
td termination by disproportionation 
tr transfer with dormant macrospecies 
tr,0 transfer with the initial RAFT agent 
-tr,0 transfer between leaving group radical and dormant macrospecies 
trM chain transfer to monomer 
 
Abbreviations 
1H-NMR proton nuclear magnetic resonance  
ACN acetonitrile 
AIBN 2,2'-azobis(2-methyl-propionate) 
ATRP atom transfer radical polymerization 
BBO broadband observe 
BBOT 2,5-bis(5-tert-butyl-benzoxazol-2-yl) thiophene 
BCPA 3-benzyltrithiocarbonyl propionic acid  
BHT butylated hydroxytoluene 
CLD chain length distribution 
CMC critical micelle concentration 
CPDB 2-cyanoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate  
CRP controlled radical polymerization 
CTA chain transfer agent 
CV coefficient of variation 
DCM dichloromethane 
DLS dynamic light scattering 
DM degenerative mechanism 
EA ethyl acrylate 
EGF end-group functionality 
EP ethyl propionate 
FID flame ionization detector 
FRP free radical polymerization 
GC gas chromatography 
GPC gel permeation chromatography 
H2O water 
HPLC high performance liquid chromatography 
HQ hydroquinone 
ITM intermediate termination model 
kMC kinetic Monte Carlo 
KPS potassium persulfate 
LAM less activated monomer 
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LCT Laboratory for Chemical Technology 
MA methyl acrylate 
MADIX macromolecular design by interchange of xanthates 
MAM more activated monomer 
MMA methyl methacrylate 
NaCl sodium chloride 
NaHCO3 sodium bicarbonate 
nBuA n-butyl acrylate 
NDM non-degenerative mechanism 
NMP nitroxide mediated polymerization 
OEXEP (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate 
OtFOX (O-2,2,2-trifluoro ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate 
PEPDTA 1-phenylethyl phenyldithiocetate  
PS polystyrene 
PS-CPDB polystyryl-2-cryanoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate  
PSD particle size distribution 
PS-PEPDTA polystyryl-1-phenylethylphenyl dithioacetate 
PSSA pseudo steady state approximation 
PS-X oligomeric polystyrene RAFT agent 
RAFT  reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer 
RAFT-CLD-T RAFT-chain length dependent–termination 
RDRP reversible deactivation radical polymerization 
RI refractive index 
rpm rotations per minute 
SDS sodium dodecyl sulfate 
SEC size exclusion chromatography 
SFM slow fragmentation model 
Sty styrene 
TCL targeted chain length 



























Chapter 1  1 
Chapter 1: Basic concepts of bulk and emulsion free radical and RAFT polymerization 
 
During the 20th century, the polymer production industry has known a rapid development 
resulting in one of the fastest growing industries worldwide.1 As a result, daily life without the 
presence of synthetic polymer products has become unthinkable. Originally, focus was on the 
large scale production of everyday products due to its low cost and ease of manufacturing. 
However, in recent decennia, it has become apparent that its versatility can be used to design 
tailor-made high-tech specialty products such as biodegradable scaffolds for tissue engineering 
or lightweight aircraft skins.2  
Inherent limitations and lack of control over end product properties in free radical 
polymerization (FRP), one of the most important polymerization mechanisms, could be 
overcome by the introduction of reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) 
techniques. Via RDRP, a wide range of macromolecular architectures such as (multi-)block 
copolymers, star polymers and molecular brushes became accessible. This already resulted in 
niche applications in markets such as electronics3–5, the coating industry6,7 and biomedical 
technology.8,9 
In this PhD thesis, a combination of experimental studies and numerical simulations is 
synergistically  used to gain a better understanding of the kinetic aspects of reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization, one of the most versatile RDRP 
techniques regarding monomer compatibility, in bulk, solution and dispersed media. This 
introductory chapter is used to elucidate the general theoretical concepts and aspects relevant 
for understanding the following chapters. Firstly, the principles of FRP and RDRP are explained 
with a strong focus on RAFT polymerization, one of the keystones of this thesis. Secondly, the 
differences from a kinetic point of view between carrying out a polymerization in bulk/solution 
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or in an emulsified system are described. Thirdly, an outline of the objectives of the remaining 
chapters is given.  
1.1 Principle of free radical polymerization  
Polymers are large molecules composed of many repeated subunits originating from small 
molecules, known as monomers.10 One of the most common methods to produce synthetic 
polymers is FRP, of which the key reactions are shown in Figure 1.1.  
 
Figure 1.1: Simplified reaction scheme showing the key elementary reactions in a free radical 
polymerization (FRP); 𝐼 : conventional radical initiator, 𝐼: fragment from 𝐼 , 𝑀: monomer, 𝑅•: 
macroradical with chain length i, 𝑃 : dead polymer species with chain length I; 𝑘 , , , : rate 
coefficient for dissociation, chain initiation with 𝐼, propagation and termination by recombination; not 
displaying for simplicity termination by disproportionation and side reactions such as transfer to 
monomer. 
The formation of a polymer chain commences by the decomposition of an initiator molecule 
(𝐼 ) into radical fragments (𝐼) under the influence of heat or radiation, which subsequently add 
to monomer molecules (𝑀) leading to the formation of macroradicals (𝑅 , i: chain length). 
These macrospecies grow until they react with another (macro-)radical during a termination 
event resulting in the disappearance of the active radical center and the formation of an inactive 
dead polymer chain.9,10 Additionally, (chain) transfer reactions between a macroradical and 
small molecules, such as monomer or solvent, or another macrospecies can occur as well, 
relocating the active center.  The formation of branched polymer chains can even result if 
intramolecular chain transfer takes place. In order to limit the “uncontrolled” growing process 
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and to deliberately end up with low(er) molar mass polymer product, chain transfer agents such 
as thiols can be added to the reaction mixture as well.11  
The popularity of FRP for the industrial production of millions of tons of synthetic polymers 
per year can be ascribed to its broad operating window (-80 up to 250 °C), the resistance to 
impurities present in the feedstock and the compatibility with a wide range of monomers and 
solvent including water, making it possible to perform the polymerization under both 
homogeneous (bulk and solution) and heterogeneous (emulsion and suspension) conditions.12 
Nevertheless, the relatively simple and robust FRP reaction mechanism possesses some 
inherent disadvantages as well. The short time scale (order of magnitude of (milli)seconds) of 
dead polymer formation and, depending on the production conditions, the ever-changing 
properties of the reaction mixture throughout the polymerization process, results in the lack of 
control over the macromolecular structure, typically leading to broad chain length distributions 
(CLDs) and thus a highly inhomogeneous polymer product on a molecular level.13,14 
1.2 Principle of reversible deactivation radical polymerization  
The search for a polymerization technique capable of controlling the chain growth mechanism 
at the molecular level initially led to the focus on anionic and cationic polymerization. Although 
these so-called living polymerizations were promising techniques as termination is completely 
absent under ideal conditions, resulting in the “concurrent” growth of all chains and 
subsequently a narrow CLD, these processes require very stringent working conditions as they 
are very intolerant to impurities and certain functional groups. As a result, the industrial 
implementation never really took off and the market dominance of FRP remained.11,15–17  
The big breakthrough in terms of control over the chain growth, end-group functionality (EGF) 
and macromolecular structure in a possible industrial viable setting came with the discovery of 
so called RDRP techniques, also known as controlled radical polymerization (CRP). Despite 
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not being truly living as termination still occurs, although less decisive on the final polymer 
product properties compared to FRP, these techniques can make use of the perks of FRP while 
minimizing the lack of molecular control.3,8,11,18,19  
The general principle of RDRP techniques relies on the temporary deactivation of the active 
growing macroradicals into so called dormant macrospecies via the addition of a 
controlling/mediating agent. The fraction of dormant macrospecies to the total amount of all 
types of macrospecies (dormant, growing and dead) is called the end-group functionality (EGF). 
In case most of the chains are initiated at the same time and the activation/deactivation 
procedure occurs fast enough, the chains that do not terminate will grow with an equal 
probability leading to very narrow CLDs if a high EGF is existent. As dormant macrospecies 
can be made active again, it becomes possible to produce block copolymers and other 
macromolecular architectures inaccessible by means of FRP.3,10,11,13,20,21 
Several RDRP techniques have been developed in the recent history which can be categorized 
in two groups based on the manner of forming the dormant macrospecies, namely via a 
reversible termination or via a reversible transfer reaction as elucidated in Figure 1.2.3,10,13,20  
Nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP)22–24 and atom transfer radical polymerization 
(ATRP)11,25–28 are the two most well-known examples of RDRP operating via a reversible 
“termination” process (Figure 1.2a). Growing macroradicals are temporarily deactivated by a 
persistent radical/species in the form of a nitroxide radical (NMP) or a halogen coupled with a 
transition metal complex (ATRP). As the persistent species are incapable of coupling with each 
other and termination is never truly eliminated, an excess of this deactivation agent results after 
an initial reaction period shifting the equilibrium towards the dormant deactivated state.29 
Moreover, the reaction temperature can be used to control the equilibrium to the favorable 
dormant state as well. Consequently, at any moment in time, the concentration of growing 
macroradicals is low and the termination reaction is suppressed.30  
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Figure 1.2: Key reaction mechanism for RDRP based on reversible termination (a) and reversible 
transfer (b); 𝑅 𝑋: dormant macrospecies with chain length i, 𝑅•: macroradical with chain length i, 𝑋•: 
persistent radical; 𝑘 , , : rate coefficient for activation, deactivation and transfer with the 
controlling agent. 
Contrary to NMP and ATRP, reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 
polymerization3,8,18,20,27,31–33 utilizes as reversible transfer mechanism (Figure 1.2b) to achieve 
control and will be discussed thoroughly in the next subsection, as it is the technique covered 
in this PhD thesis. 
1.3 Principle of reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 
polymerization 
The key reaction mechanism for the RAFT polymerization process is shown in Figure 1.3. 
Deactivation of the growing macroradical occurs initially via the addition to a chain transfer 
agent (CTA, 𝑅 𝑋 with i=0) possessing a thiocarbonylthio moiety, creating a RAFT intermediate 
carbon centered radical (𝐼𝑁𝑇 , ).8,34,35 This intermediate radical can either fragment back to the 
original species or it can fragment forming a new growing macroradical and a dormant 
macrospecies originating from the initial growing macroradical.36 If side reactions such as 
cross-termination involving the RAFT intermediate can be ignored, and RAFT fragmentation 
occurs sufficiently fast, a so-called degenerative mechanism as shown in Figure 1.2b is 
obtained.37–39 
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Figure 1.3: Key reaction mechanism for the RAFT polymerization only main exchange for simplicity); 
𝑘 , : rate coefficient for addition of a macroradical (𝑅
•) to a dormant macrospecies (𝑅 𝑋) forming 
the RAFT intermediate and fragmentation of the RAFT intermediate (𝐼𝑁𝑇 , ) forming a new 
macroradical (𝑅•) and dormant macrospecies (𝑅 𝑋); i and j representations of the chain length; Z: 
stabilizing group of the RAFT chain transfer agent. 
The (ideal) RAFT exchange process has, in contrast to the controlling principle of NMP and 
ATRP, no influence on the total number of radicals present during the reaction at any moment 
in time. Consequently, assuming rate retardation due to cross-termination or slow fragmentation 
has no significant influence, the polymerization rates obtained during a RAFT polymerization 
are similar to comparable FRP processes.40  
The controlling capabilities of the RAFT CTA can be accredited to the presence of a 
thiocarbonylthio moiety present in all RAFT mediating compounds, as shown by the general 
structure in Figure 1.4.41 However, effective transfer of the active radical function between a 
growing macroradical and a dormant (macro)species relies on the delicate balance between 
stabilizing the intermediate RAFT radical in order for it to be formed but not too much as else 
the radical function would be trapped in this inactive state.41,42 Consequently, the structure of 
the stabilizing Z group of the RAFT CTA plays a major role and the most commonly used types 
are shown in Figure 1.4. The tunability of this group makes it possible to achieve control over 
the RAFT polymerization of a wide range of monomer types. The general idea is that so-called 
less activated monomers (LAMs), such as ethylene and vinyl acetate, containing a saturated 
carbon or an oxygen/nitrogen electron pair adjacent to the vinyl group, resulting in more 
reactive radicals with respect to RAFT addition, rely on the use of RAFT agents reducing this 
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eagerness towards RAFT addition.43 This can be achieved by the presence of a delocalizable 
electron pair neighboring the thiocarbonylthio group (e.g. xanthates and dithiocarbamates, 
Figure 1.4), making RAFT addition less favorable due to the resulting conjugated system in the 
RAFT CTA while simultaneously sufficiently destabilizing the intermediate radical in order to 
realize favorable RAFT fragmentation.44 This latter is essential as more active RAFT agents 
(e.g. dithioesters and trithiocarbonates, Figure 1.4) would lead to the formation of intermediate 
radicals considerably more stable than the radicals formed by RAFT fragmentation, resulting 
in an undesired decrease of the polymerization rate.45 In contrast, so-called more activated 
monomers (MAMs), such as (meth)acrylates and styrenics which possess vinyl groups 
conjugated by a carbonyl group or an aromatic ring, require the use of these more active RAFT 
agents in order to counterbalance their lower reactivity towards RAFT addition.46–48  
Furthermore, although having limited effect on the stability of the RAFT intermediate, the  
appropriate choice of the RAFT leaving group (Figure 1.4) is crucial as well to achieve efficient 
transfer with the initial RAFT CTA as again a balance of the stability of the corresponding 
radical is needed.49 On the one hand, the stability needs to be high enough to guarantee 
sufficient fragmentation towards this leaving group radical, otherwise the intermediate radical 
would fragment back to the original macroradical and RAFT CTA.42,49,50 On the other hand, 
the RAFT leaving group radical also needs to be able to reinitiate the available monomer 
sufficiently fast to avoid retardation of the polymerization process. Leaving group structures 
mimicking the growing radicals or conventional initiator fragments have shown to be capable 
of meeting these requirements. A classic example is a cryanoisopropyl-leaving group having 
the same structure as the radical fragments of 2,2’-azobis(2-methyl-propionitrile) (AIBN), a 
common initiator in FRP.51  
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Figure 1.4: General structure of the thiocarbonlythio compounds used as chain transfer agent (𝑅 𝑋) in 
RAFT polymerization. The stabilizing group (Z) can be chosen depending on the monomer type used. 
Typical RAFT agents are dithioesters (1), xanthates (2), trithiocarbonates (3), dithiobenzoates (4) and 
dithiocarbamates (5). The RAFT leaving group is chosen to achieve efficient fragmentation and 
reinitiation with monomer, a classic example is cyanoisopropyl.  
The reaction rates similar to conventional FRP in combination with the versatility in terms of 
monomer compatibility and the commercial availability in both small and larger quantities of a 
wide range of CTAs arguably give RAFT polymerization the highest potential of all RDRP 
techniques for industrial application.8,52 Up-to-date, the new possibilities regarding well-
defined narrow CLDs and polymeric architectures made achievable by the discovery of RAFT 
have led to the synthesis of novel materials finding use in a wide range of applications, including 
light-harvesting polymers53–55, light-emitting nanoporous films,56 optoelectronic 
applications,45,57 self-assembling and stimuli responsive polymeric micelles for drug delivery 
applications,58–61 and notably viscosity modifiers,52 already commercially available present-day 
(AstericTM, Lubrizol).  
1.4 Transition toward radical emulsion polymerization 
The inherent compatibility of FRP/RAFT polymerization with a wide range of solvents allows 
it to be carried out operating several diverse techniques including the most commonly known 
and applied bulk, solution and emulsion polymerization. In its most simple configuration, the 
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initial reaction medium of a bulk polymerization process consists only of monomer and 
initiator, ultimately resulting in a highly pure polymer product. As all ingredients participate in 
the polymerization reactions, a high yield per reactor volume is obtained although coming at a 
cost of difficult temperature control due to the exothermic nature of FRP, even further 
intensified by the tendency toward a gel-effect and an increased viscosity even at relatively low 
monomer conversions (depending on monomer type and average polymer chain length). In 
solution polymerization, the heat transfer, and thus the process control, is greatly enhanced by 
introducing a solvent which dissolves the formed polymer. Careful selection of the appropriate 
solvent is crucial in order to avoid its participation in the reaction mechanism. Drawbacks of 
this technique include a lower yield per reactor volume, a reduction of the reaction rate and the 
difficult and costly removal of the solvents if the polymer solution is not directly usable.  
Safety and environmental hazards are reduced by using a water-based process, as in 
conventional emulsion polymerization. This technique consists of a continuous water phase and 
an insoluble monomer/polymer particle phase resulting in a readily absorption and dissipation 
of the generated heat by the water, characterized by a high heat capacity.62 Consequently, 
overheating and temperature runoff of the reactors due to the (highly) exothermic FRP process 
are less likely. Moreover, a similar or even higher throughput compared to bulk polymerization 
can be achieved as the reduction of the fraction of the reactor volume consisting of ingredients 
ending up in the final polymer product can be overcome by the higher rate of polymerization.11 
Furthermore, higher average molar chain lengths can be realized than with an equivalent bulk 
process as well, which increases the possible range of achievable chain lengths.62 Finally, 
emulsion polymerizations easily reach relatively high monomer conversions, hence monomer 
consumption is maximized whereas problems with residual monomer are minimized. However, 
when the latex cannot be used as such and the polymer product needs to be separated, e.g. by 
coagulation and dewatering, production expenses increase, especially when the surfactant needs 
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be removed as well. As the removal of the latter is not only expensive but usually also very 
difficult, these are typically present in the final product and may be responsible for undesirable 
side-effects such as an unwanted color or the change of the gloss of a coating due to surfactant 
migration to the surface during film formation.63 In addition, due to the heterogeneous nature, 
the polymerization process is extremely complex and difficult to fully understand as aspects of 
the mechanisms for particle formation, phase-transfer events and polymerization kinetics and 
their interplay need to be considered. In this PhD thesis, it is shown that the switch from FRP 
to RAFT polymerization further complicates the emulsion polymerization process. For 
completeness, it should be mentioned that emulsion polymerizations can also occur (a) with an 
organic continuous phase in combination with hydrophilic monomers (inverse emulsion 
polymerization) or (b) in the absence of surfactants (e.g. via self-assembly of amphiphilic block 
copolymers). However, these emulsion polymerization techniques are outside the scope of this 
work. 
1.4.1 Principle of radical emulsion polymerization  
The most commonly applied emulsion polymerization technique is so-called (radical) 
macroemulsion polymerization.64,65 A macroemulsion can be formed by mixing water, (water-
insoluble) monomer and surfactant above its critical micelle concentration (CMC) creating, 
upon stirring, an aqueous phase consisting of a small amount of monomer, large (1 - 100 µm) 
monomer droplets and small (5-10 nm) monomer-swollen micelles.62 If a (water-soluble) 
initiator is added as well, polymerization can occur in these macroemulsions. The initiator 
typically decomposes in the aqueous phase forming radicals capable of reacting with the small 
amount of monomer units available producing oligomeric radicals. Subsequent propagation of 
these aqueous oligomers allows them to attain a critical chain length (icrit = 2 for styrene) too 
hydrophobic to remain only in the aqueous phase and entry in a micelle can occur 
(heterogeneous nucleation) transforming it into a polymer particle.66 Entry will predominantly 
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occur in micelles, despite their small size, as they are present in much larger numbers (1019 – 
1021 L-1) as opposed to the larger monomer droplets (1012 – 1014 L-1). If heterogeneous 
nucleation does not occur rapidly, for example due to due to a low initial amount of micelles 
available, the oligomeric radicals can be allowed to grow up to a second critical chain length 
(jcrit = 5 for styrene) making the radicals insoluble in the aqueous phase67–69 As a results, these 
will precipitate and attract surfactant and monomer and thereupon form particles as well 
(homogeneous nucleation). Nonetheless, if the surfactant concentration is well above the 
critical micelle concentration, mainly heterogeneous nucleation will occur (>99% for 
styrene).62  
A (macro)emulsion polymerization process can typically be divided in three intervals.70–74 
During the first interval, micelles, monomer droplets and polymer particles coexist and both the 
number of particles and polymerization rate increases over time due to the nucleation process.75 
Once all of the micelles have disappeared (typically after 5-10% monomer conversion), either 
by transformation to particles or by making their surfactant molecules available for other 
growing particles, the total number of particles is fixed (at least in the absence of particle 
instabilities) and the second interval commences.20 During this interval, monomer disappearing 
in the particles due to polymerization is replenished by monomer diffusing from the droplets 
through the aqueous phase to the particles, resulting in an approximate constant monomer 
concentration in the particles. As a result, neglecting chain length and viscosity effects, the 
polymerization rate remains constant until the monomer droplets have been completely 
depleted and disappeared (typically after 10-40% monomer conversion).72 At this stage, only 
monomer swollen particles are present and in this third interval, the monomer concentration in 
the particles and hence the polymerization rate decreases (again neglecting a potential gel effect 
due to the increasing viscosity).76  
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In miniemulsion polymerization, the “simplified” main emulsion polymerization technique in 
this PhD thesis, a high shear device (e.g. sonicator or homogenizer) is used to form monomer 
droplets (100-500 nm) in the absence of micelles by employing a surfactant concentration 
below the critical micelle concentration, in contrast to macroemulsion polymerization as shown 
in Figure 1.5.77–83 In the ideal case, each monomer droplet initially present in the mixture will 
be transformed into a polymer particle. Consequently, miniemulsion polymerization can avoid 
possible issues related to transport of hydrophobic reagents (e.g. RAFT agent) from monomer 
droplets to particles inherent to macroemulsion polymerization.18,77,84  
Both in macro- and miniemulsion, the dispersed system is in a higher energy state compared to 
the related two layer organic-aqueous phase.83,85,86 This means that in case the external force is 
removed, the dispersed medium could disappear in a period of seconds to days. A 
microemulsion however, realized by making use of a much larger amount of surfactant 
compared to a macroemulsion and a cosurfactant (e.g. pentanol), is a thermodynamically stable 
transparent or translucent emulsion which can form spontaneous without external shear 
force.9,22,27,83,87–89 Before polymerization, a microemulsion consists of both micelles and small 
monomer droplets (10-100 nm) resulting in the possible nucleation of both as shown in Figure 
1.5. 
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Figure 1.5: Representation of the initial (absence of polymer particles) dispersed medium in macro- 
(left;  covered in Chapter 6), micro- (middle) and miniemulsion (right; mainly covered in this PhD 
thesis; Chapter 4 and 5) polymerization with a differentiation between monomer droplets (blue) and 
micelles (yellow); with 𝑹𝒊,𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒂𝒒 
• an aqueous oligomeric radical capable of entry into a droplet 
(miniemulsion), micelle (macroemulsion) or both (microemulsion). 
 
 
1.4.2 Compartmentalization effects in emulsion polymerization 
During bulk polymerization, all reactants are in the same space and in principle any two species 
can meet. For example as shown in Figure 1.6, termination can occur between any two radicals 
present. On the other hand, during emulsion polymerization reactants are physically confined 
within discrete confined spaces. This phenomenon is better known as compartmentalization and 
has two main consequences (Figure 1.6) providing that some fraction of particles contain a 
significantly low number or even none of the relevant reactants. 27,87,90–93 
Firstly, the physical confinement of reactants results in a segregation effect (Figure 1.6) stating 
that only species located in the same particle are able to react.18,92 Consequently, even though 
the total number of radicals at a certain moment of time can be the same for a bulk and 
miniemulsion polymerization, the overall termination rate will be much lower in the latter as 
two radicals need to be in the same particle before termination can actually occur. This enables 
the increase of both the polymerization rate and the polymer average chain length by increasing 
the number of particles present as it becomes less likely that two radicals meet. This cannot be 
achieved in bulk polymerization as an increase of either the rate or the average chain length 
will always result in a reduction of the other property. 94,95 
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Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of the difference in reaction possibilities between bulk and emulsion 
polymerization including a representation of the segregation and confined space effect.  
The second type of compartmentalization effect is the so-called confined space effect (Figure 
1.6)  according to which two species that are located in the same particle react at a higher rate 
in a small particle than in a large particle.18,27 If the size of the particles is small enough 
(nanometer scale), the number of particles can exceed the number of a certain species, e.g. 
(macro)radicals, which results in a local increase of the concentration of that species in the 
containing particles as there exist particles that only act as monomer reservoirs.96 Decreasing 
the (average) particle size will increase the number of particles at a given solid content and will 
result in an increase of the non-participating volume and hence of the concentration of the 
compartmentalized species as well. 
An important prerequisite for compartmentalization to have an effect on a certain reaction is 
that each species involved is only present in very low amounts. If the concentration of one of 
the species is too high (e.g. monomer) the reaction (e.g. propagation) is almost not influenced 
by the segregation and confined space effect, at least to a first approximation.27 More recent 
research has although shown that also the monomer concentrations can become particle size 
dependent.97 This aspect is however out of the scope of the present PhD thesis. 
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1.5 Challenges of RAFT emulsion polymerization  
Early studies focusing on the implementation of RAFT in macroemulsion polymerization did 
not result in the same success as observed in solution and bulk polymerization. Most 
experiments led to poor colloidal stability, slow polymerization rates or a loss of the control 
over the molar mass and dispersity.63,98–103   
In homogeneous polymerization processes, control is typically obtained by employing high 
active (𝐶 = ≫ 10) RAFT agents.37 Yet, during the early stages of (macro)emulsion 
polymerization, these RAFT agents result in the presence of particles containing large 
concentrations of oligomeric species.104 The monomer in these particles have a lower chemical 
potential than in non-nucleated droplets resulting in a superswelling effect where monomer 
transfers from the droplets to the particles until an equilibrium is reached.105 Due to this effect, 
particles can swell up to 100 times their unswollen volume and thereby inflict particle 
coagulation or even phase separation.83,99,102,106–109 Employing low active RAFT agents, such 
as xanthates (𝐶 ≪ 10), circumvents the issues related to superswelling as polymeric instead 
of oligomeric species are formed from the onset of the polymerization.110–112 However, this 
approach comes at the expense of the control over the chain growth, as this demands more 
active RAFT agents.113 Alternatively, in an ideal miniemulsion polymerization, each droplet 
initially present in the reaction mixture will be transformed into a polymer particle.77,83 
Consequently, monomer transfer is not required and superswelling can be avoided by making 
use of a polymeric RAFT agent or by adding a sufficiently large amount of a hydrofobe 
(cosurfactant, e.g. hexadecane).104,114,115 
Another challenge upon considering RAFT macroemulsion polymerization is the necessity of 
fast RAFT agent transfer from the droplets to the particles, the main locus of 
polymerization.116,117 Most RAFT agents are quite water-insoluble, making the transfer process 
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very slow or almost nonexistent, resulting in poor molar mass control. Alternatively, water-
soluble RAFT agents result in a significant amount of inhibition as it will take time for z-meric 
species capable of entering a particle to form. The addition of an organic solvent (e.g. acetone 
or cyclodextrins) can facilitate the transport of the RAFT agent in the aqueous phase.118–120 
Moreover, miniemulsion polymerization can once more be a suitable solution as it does not rely 
on transfer of the species.121  
In free radical emulsion polymerization, exit of radicals from the particles to the aqueous phase 
is very limited as the entered oligomeric radicals quickly grow into macrospecies incapable of 
leaving. One exception is the exit of monomeric radicals if chain transfer to monomer is 
significant (e.g. n-butyl acrylate) and the water solubility of the monomer is sufficiently 
high.75,122,123 In the case of RAFT emulsion polymerization, the small RAFT leaving group 
radical formed by the exchange reaction with the initial RAFT agent can be capable of exiting 
the particles.123,124 It has been shown that this phenomenon can result in a significant 
polymerization rate decrease, at if the system is not operating under pseudo-bulk kinetics, as 
the exited radicals can terminate in the aqueous phase or after re-entry into a particle containing 
a growing radical.80,99,108,125,126 Depending on the reactivity of the RAFT agent, this retardation 
can occur only the first few percent (𝐶 ≪ 10) of monomer conversion or throughout the entire 
polymerization process (𝐶 ≪ 10).103 
Currently, xanthates are considered to be the only class of RAFT agents that can 
straightforwardly be employed successfully in conventional macroemulsion 
polymerization.107,111,112,123,127–130 As they contain an oxygen atom in α-position to the 
tiocarbonlythio functional group, their RAFT transfer capability is strongly reduced resulting 
in the absence of superswelling issues as mentioned above.8,103,113,131 Even though this also 
results in poor molar mass control, their surface activity allows the synthesis of covalently 
linked core-shell nanoparticles.128 Moreover, their surface activity facilitates the transport of 
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the RAFT agent from droplet to particle whereas on the other hand rate retardation due to radical 
exit can be expected to increase as the RAFT leaving group radicals will be formed in the 
vicinity of the particle/aqueous phase boundary.103 Hence, in a general RAFT emulsion 
polymerization research it is recommended to include also this special class of RAFT agents. 
1.6 Outline of PhD thesis 
The research presented in this PhD thesis focusses on the understanding and optimization of 
the RAFT polymerization kinetics in homogeneous and emulsion media. Modelling techniques 
are used to gain fundamental insights on the underlying micro- and mesoscale phenomena, with 
the former relating to local concentration changes and the latter to interphase mass transfer 
events. Whenever possible, modelled predictions are experimentally validated, either by 
comparison with in-house dedicated experiments or by reliable literature data. Throughout the 
PhD thesis, a transition from homogeneous bulk polymerization to heterogeneous emulsion 
polymerization techniques is targeted, as the latter possesses significant advantages in terms of 
environmental friendliness and process safety, as explained above.  
Chapter 2 is a theoretical introductory chapter used to provide an overview of the possible 
modelling approaches for radical polymerization in general and a state-of-the art on the tools 
for RAFT polymerization in both bulk and emulsion polymerization. Moreover, the pioneering 
so-called Smith-Ewart equations are discussed for a FRP miniemulsion scheme in order to 
elaborate on its more general applicability in terms of complexity and completeness of 
modelling output compared to the simplified zero-one modelling technique which only 
considers zero or one radical per particle.  
In Chapter 3, multi-responsive regression analysis via the extended method of moments and 
experimental data is used to determine the degenerative transfer coefficients of the bulk RAFT 
polymerization of styrene with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, a xanthate type of 
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controlling agent. Moreover, kinetic Monte Carlo modelling is used to visualize the 
homopolymerization and chain extension with fresh styrene and n-butyl acrylate.  
In Chapter 4, focus is shifted to degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization of methyl 
methacrylate with cyanoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate as initial RAFT agent. A two-dimensional 
Smith-Ewart model is developed accounting for the number of macro- and leaving group 
radicals per particle. Bulk literature data is used to determine the accuracy of micro-scale model 
parameters whereas available miniemulsion data is used to investigate interphase meso-scale 
parameters. Furthermore, the impact of diffusional limitations on the average number of 
(macro)radicals per particles and the (in)validity of the zero-one simplification is highlighted.  
The two-dimensional Smith-Ewart model developed in Chapter 4 is expanded to a five-
dimensional model, considering intermediate radical species as well, in Chapter 5 to 
theoretically understand the differences between a non-degenerative and degenerative RAFT 
miniemulsion polymerization of styrene. An approach for the identification of the nature of 
RAFT retardation is suggested based on the influence of the average particle size on 
experimentally determinable polymer properties.  
Chapter 6 comprises of an experimental study of RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of 
styrene with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, the same controlling agent as used in 
Chapter 2. The influence of several crucial process parameters on the polymer properties is 
investigated. These results can be considered to be a stepping stone for future extension of the 
model developed and discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 in order to include macroemulsion 
polymerization, which is more industrially relevant compared to miniemulsion polymerization. 
Moreover, the use of a xanthate type of RAFT agent in combination with semi-batch RAFT 
copolymerization is investigated for the synthesis of more complex polymeric nanoparticle 
architectures, namely covalently linked core-shell nanoparticles.  
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Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this PhD thesis and prospects for 
potential future work are discussed as well.   
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Chapter 2: The state-of-the art on modeling tools for RAFT polymerization kinetics under 
bulk/solution and emulsion conditions 
 
2.1 Introduction 
In recent years, modeling of polymerization kinetics using computer simulation methods is 
gaining prodigious interest among academic researchers and industry.1,2 This approach has 
three main advantages. Firstly, simulation of the polymerization processes can be an appropriate 
substitute for complicated and time-consuming experiments.3 Secondly, it can allow the 
gathering of process and polymer properties inaccessible via experimental methods (e.g. 
concentrations of short-lived radical species).4–6 Thirdly, the vast amount of obtainable kinetic 
data can be used to elucidate obscurities concerning the underlying kinetic mechanism of the 
investigated polymerization process.3,7,8 
There are two major computational polymerization modeling classes: deterministic and 
stochastic methods.9 Deterministic modeling involves simultaneously solving the mass 
balances for all species present in the reaction mixture. However, considering each unique (in 
terms of type (e.g. macroradical) and chain length) macrospecies independently can result in 
tens of thousands of ordinary differential equations which is computationally unreasonable to 
integrate. Reducing the number of equations can for example be achieved by grouping chain 
lengths into finite intervals.10,11An alternative approach is the so-called method of moments, 
where only the averages of the chain length distribution of each type of macrospecies are 






 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑒. 𝑔.
dλ
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 [𝑀]λ − 𝑘 , λ λ + ⋯ 
(1) 
with s=1,2,... ; i the chain length and [Ri] the concentration of the macroradicals with chain 
length i; kp the propagation rate coefficient; [M] the monomer concentration and kt,app the 
apparent (overall) termination rate coefficient.  
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Integrating these moment equations allows the calculation of the average number/mass average 
















with 𝑥 / ,  the number/mass average chain length of the macroradicals and Đ  the dispersity 
of the macroradicals. Similar equations exist for all other (e.g. dead) macrospecies. 
Consequently, in this method, a significant reduction of the computation time is preferred over 
the information about individual chains. Nonetheless, average properties of each chain 
population is still accessible which often suffices, especially in an industrial setting.9  
Alternatively, stochastic approaches do not require the numerical integration of a set of coupled 
ordinary differential equations but each reaction is a random event that can take place with a 
certain probability.14–17 Consequently, multiple possible time evolutions can exist for each time 
step with the probabilities of each adding up to 1. The most frequently applied stochastic 
method for the description of polymerization processes is the kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) 
algorithm developed by Gillespie.18 In the practical realization of this algorithm, for each 
reaction type (ν=1,...,Nt with Nt the total number of reaction types), the Monte Carlo (MC) 






with  R  the total reaction rate of reaction type ν (in s-1). 
In order to determine which reaction type (µ) is to be executed, a random number (r1), uniformly 
distributed between 0 and 1, is selected with the reaction type µ determined via following 
equation: 
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µ




In contrast to deterministic methods, where each time step used for integrating the differential 
equations is chosen by the user, the stochastic time interval between reactions (τ) is calculated 






with r2 again uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
Finally, a third (r3) and when necessary fourth (r4) random number are used when macrospecies 
are involved in the executed reaction in order select the chain lengths of the involved species 
based on their fractional occurrence.6,16,19,20  
Consequently, the different species are tracked in a representative microscopic-scale 
homogeneous volume V (e.g. 10-17 L) and reactions are selected in a discrete manner in 
stochastic time steps. As a result, if the reaction event history is stored, besides the average 
polymer (e.g. 𝑥 / ) and process properties (e.g. monomer conversion), a detail of the polymer 
structure (e.g. comonomer sequences) can be obtained as well.17 However, depending on the 
complexity of the reaction scheme and the selected volume V, this can require a high 
computational cost. Moreover, if several particles are involved, strictly also the sampling needs 
to take into account this particulate nature, except in the case of a fixed particle size, as covered 
in this PhD thesis. 
In what follows, a more detailed description and overview of modeling RAFT polymerization 
kinetics in bulk/solution and emulsion using either a stochastic or deterministic method will be 
given. This distinction is made as both polymerization types are considered in this PhD.  
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2.2 Kinetic modeling of RAFT bulk/solution polymerization  
The kinetic modeling of RAFT polymerization systems in bulk and solution has already been 
extensively applied to investigate the unclear RAFT retardation mechanism3,9,21–30, to study 
copolymerization processes31–36 and to model complex polymer architectures (e.g. star 
polymers)37–41 among other things.42–59  
Most of the performed studies concentrate on the prediction of average properties such as 𝑥 / , 
Đ and end-group functionality (EGF) using the deterministic method of 
moments.1,9,22,24,25,32,38,42–45,60–6626272829 Initial focus was on the description of linear 
homopolymers and more specifically on the attempt to elucidate the mechanism behind the 
observed rate retardation in certain RAFT polymerizations. Barner-Kowollik et al.26 proposed 
a RAFT mechanism where a stable intermediate radical is formed resulting in a slow 
fragmentation rate. Alternatively, Monteiro and de Brouwer24 suggested a RAFT cross-
termination reaction between the intermediate and growing macroradicals. Clear experimental 
proof for a single of the proposed models is still lacking to this day. Furthermore, simulations 
of the average characteristics of nonlinear homopolymers have also been performed using the 
method of moments.32,38 Notably, Pinto et al.38 investigated the branch formation during the 
RAFT polymerization of vinyl acetate. Even though the presence of the RAFT agent did not 
affect the rate of branching, it did result in the formation of more linear polymer chains 
compared to a free radical polymerization (FRP) as more and shorter polymer chains are formed 
in general. Additionally, RAFT copolymerization processes have also been investigated 
employing this deterministic method.60–66 Monteiro studied the influence of the transfer rate 
coefficients on the dispersity of block copolymers produced by ideal RAFT agents, hence in 
the absence of rate retardation, and could show that two blocks with a high dispersity can result 
in a lower overall dispersity due to the random coupling of the two distributions.61 Moreover, 
several authors focused on the optimal operating policies aiming at obtaining specific 
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composition copolymers.6063646566 For example, Sun et al.65,66 employed a programmed feed 
rate to design copolymers of styrene and butyl acrylate with a predefined uniform and linear 
gradient composition distribution. 
In order to gain more insight in the polymerization kinetics and polymer product properties, the 
prediction of the complete chain length distribution (CLD) is preferred over the calculation of 
the average characteristics only.1 Nonetheless, deterministic methods capable of achieving this 
in a computational viable manner are limited as the number of different macrospecies can be 
very high, resulting in a large set of ordinary differential equations. A first method to overcome 
this issue is the introduction of pseudo steady state assumptions (PSSA) resulting in a set of 
differential-algebraic equations that is less stiff to be solved. For example, Zapata-Gonzàles et 
al.47,48 reduced the computational load by assuming the PSSA for the calculation of the 
concentration of the conventional macroradical species. Additionally, if the intermediate 
termination model suggested by Monteiro and de Brouwer24 was considered, the PSSA could 
be applied for the concentration of the RAFT intermediate species as well, reducing the 
computational effort even further which was confirmed by the work of De Rybel et al.1 In 
follow-up work, these authors developed the most detailed PSSA-based model currently 
available for industrially relevant RAFT agents, uniquely including all chain length 
dependencies, e.g. diffusional limitations on termination.121 Alternatively, Fortunatti et al.35,44,49 
have shown that the CLD can also be obtained by means of the probability generating function 
transform. This did not only allow the calculation of the overall CLD but also of the univariate 
and bivariate CLD of the conventional macroradical and intermediate macroradical species 
respectively. However, the most popular deterministic full CLD method is the discretized 
Galerkin h-p-method as this has been made commercially available in the PREDICI simulation 
software package.21,26,31,37,40,45,68–72 This tool was for example used by Barner-Kowollik et al.26 
in combination with experimental data to determine the RAFT specific rate coefficients for the 
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polymerization of styrene mediated by cumyl dithiobenzoate. The results indicated a low 
fragmentation rate coefficient (3 10-2 s-1) of the RAFT intermediate in agreement with the 
proposed slow fragmentation rate retardation mechanism. Even though Feldermann et al.69 
confirmed this conclusion for the same polymerization system, Pallares et al.69 demonstrated 
that similar model profiles can be obtained with different model parameter combinations. 
Hence, the exact RAFT polymer mechanism is still unclear, however, for the more ideal RAFT 
agents, which are industrially relevant, this is much less an issue.1 Alternatively, PREDICI has 
also been used to model more complex polymer architectures.31,37,40 For example, Junkers et 
al.37 included branch formation in their model of high temperature acrylate RAFT 
polymerization and suggested optimal reaction conditions. Moreover, Chaffey-Millar et al.40 
described the reaction kinetics and properties including the CLD of the individual arms of star 
polymers synthesized by means of RAFT polymerization. 
Stochastic modeling of RAFT polymerization in bulk and solution has been applied less 
frequently than deterministic methods, even though it can also be used to obtain the 
CLD.3,36,41,51,52,73–75 Notably, Tobita51 derived analytical expressions for the overall CLD in a 
batch and continuous stirred tank reactor by considering the overall active and dormant periods 
of the macrospecies. Nonetheless, the kinetic Monte Carlo method, where the chain formation 
process is simulated directly by means of reaction probabilities, is mostly used.3,36,52,73,75 
Prescott52 used this method to study termination events in more detail. It was shown that in a 
well-controlled RAFT system, the lifetime of the entire radical population increases at higher 
conversion as long chains are present. Consequently, the continually changing CLD results in 
the need to use apparent termination rate coefficients opposed to average values for the entire 
conversion profile. Furthermore, Chaffey-Millar et al.41 developed a kinetic Monte Carlo code 
able to compete with PREDICI in terms of computation time by using a parallelized approach 
where the total polymerization system is divided in several smaller mini-systems, which 
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synchronize periodically. Gegenhuber et al.76 compared experimental and bivariate kinetic 
Monte Carlo data to investigate the synthesis of high molar mass segmented copolymers 
prepared via a combination of step-growth and RAFT polymerization. 
Finally, Konkolewicz et al.67,77,78 developed hybrid models, possessing both deterministic and 
stochastic elements, capable of constructing the CLD and corresponding population weighted 
rate coefficients by integrating moment equations combined with subsequent sampling of the 
polymeric reaction events. The obtained model took intermediate radical termination with only 
oligomeric radicals into account and could accurately describe the experimental results of the 
RAFT polymerization of styrene mediated with cyanoisopropyl dithiobenzoate.  
In this PhD, both the method of moments and the kMC technique is considered to describe the 
bulk/solution polymerization kinetics. LCT in-house codes are used for this purposes of which 
the details have already been covered in published work.6,16,19,76,79–81 
2.3 Kinetic modeling of RAFT emulsion polymerization 
2.3.1 Modeling techniques  
Detailed kinetic modeling of RAFT emulsion polymerization has only been performed to a very 
limited extend as the multi-phase characteristics including possible mass transfer events make 
the kinetic description much more complex compared to the homogeneous processes explained 
in the previous section.  
Not surprisingly, most of the work has focused on RAFT miniemulsion polymerization as no 
micelles are present and ideally each monomer droplet is transformed into a polymer particle, 
significantly simplifying the particle nucleation mechanism and the emulsion kinetics in 
general. For example, Tobita et al.82–91 used kMC modelling to study the influence of the 
compartmentalized nature on the RAFT rate retardation mechanism. It was shown that the 
ongoing debated regarding the retardation mechanism could potentially be solved by 
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investigating the influence of the particle size on the polymerization rate. Retardation due to 
bimolecular RAFT cross-termination is expected to decrease with decreasing particle size due 
to segregation, whereas the slow fragmentation mechanism will not be influenced by the 
particle size. This approach was used by Suzuki et al.88,91 to investigate the RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization of styrene mediated by polystyryl dithiobenzoate. Experimental validation of 
kMC simulations indicated that the miniemulsion polymerization rate increases with decreasing 
particle size, hence  agreeing with the RAFT cross-termination retardation model for the 
investigated system. The use of macro-RAFT agents neglects possible exit/entry phenomena of 
the small RAFT leaving group radicals, known from experimental studies92–95 to induce 
additional retardation. This was confirmed by kMC modeling by Luo et al.96 during the early 
stages of the RAFT miniemulsion polymerization of styrene mediated by 1-phenylethyl 
phenyldithioacetate (PEPDA). 
Alternatively, deterministic modeling of RAFT miniemulsion copolymerization of styrene and 
butyl acrylate was achieved by Li et al.97 using the pseudo-homopolymerization approach98 
consisting of conventional “bulk” method of moments equations with average pseudo-
homopropagation rate coefficients combined with an equation for the average number of 
propagating and intermediate radicals. The ability to design (co-)monomer feeding rates 
corresponding with targeted copolymer composition distributions was incorporated in their 
model and the predefined distributions could be obtained experimentally. Optimal semi-batch 
operation strategies were also obtained by Jung and Gomes99 who developed a model capable 
of describing the RAFT miniemulsion kinetics under pseudo-bulk conditions for the 
homopolymerization of styrene. A combination of population balances and approximate 
analytical equations was used to obtain key polymer properties including the particle size 
distribution and chain length distribution for the styrene polymerization mediated by O-ethyl 
xanthyl ethylpropionate.  
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However, a more fundamental and detailed deterministic modeling method for the description 
of  the kinetics of (RAFT) emulsion polymerization is the use of (modified) Smith-Ewart 
differential equations.100–102 These equations describe the time evolution of the number of 
particles with a given number of radicals and will be described in more detail in Section 
4.101,103,104 Luo et al.105 used this method to investigate the RAFT miniemulsion of styrene by 
considering two radical types, i.e. propagating and RAFT intermediate radicals, resulting in 
two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations. Experimental data was used to verify the Smith-Ewart 
theory and to estimate the RAFT equilibrium coefficient (kadd/kfrag) for the investigated system.  
Moreover, Monteiro et al.102,106 simulated the RAFT mediated microemulsion polymerization 
of styrene using two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations as well. However, in contrast to Luo 
et al.105, a differentiation between macroradicals and RAFT leaving group radicals was now 
made whereas RAFT intermediate radicals could be neglected by assuming the simplified 
degenerative RAFT mechanism. Furthermore, a constant average particle diameter (20 nm) was 
assumed and the nucleation process where micelles are converted into particles could be 
investigated by considering separate populations balances for micelles containing no or only 
RAFT leaving group radicals. It was shown that compartmentalization effects on termination 
only play a role after the complete consumption of the RAFT agent as exit and reentry of the 
RAFT leaving group radicals result in a retardation of the polymerization rates. 
On the other hand, O’Donnel and Kaler107 developed a simplified kinetic model for the RAFT 
microemulsion polymerization of butyl acrylate mediated by methyl-2-(O-
ethylxanthyl)propionate. The model consisted of only four (monomer conversion, radical 
concentration, RAFT agent concentration and particle concentration) coupled differential 
equations dependent, among other things, on an analytical expression for the fraction of active 
radicals. The observed rate retardation was explained by slow fragmentation of the RAFT 
intermediate radical which reduces the concentration of active, propagating radicals. 
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Hermanson et al.108 did not consider Smith-Ewart equations as well but developed a model 
based on differential equations for all possible radicals, including intermediate and RAFT 
leaving group radicals, while assuming negligible bimolecular termination and radical exit.109 
Nonetheless, it was assumed that the RAFT agent can diffuse from micelles to particles possibly 
resulting a difference in RAFT agent concentration between the two. Consequently, it was 
shown that the dispersity, obtained via the method om moments, will be broad with low RAFT 
agent concentration as uncontrolled polymerization occurred in particles nucleated at a later 
stage.  
In silico kinetic studies of RAFT macroemulsion polymerization mostly focused on seeded 
systems, where a preformed latex is added to the reaction mixture before the onset of the 
polymerization in order to avoid the complex nucleation period110–113 For example, Prescott et 
al. used both Monte Carlo110 and deterministic Smith-Ewart based111 calculations to investigate 
the radical loss processes in the seeded RAFT emulsion polymerization of styrene. The 
observed retardation was explained by a RAFT-induced exit mechanism where an entering 
oligomeric radical is immediately deactivated by addition to a (macro)-RAFT agent and can 
possibly again exit the particle after reactivation. Furthermore, exit of the RAFT leaving group 
radical is suggested to increase retardation at the early stages of the polymerization process. 
Even though these conclusions were confirmed by kinetic modeling work of Peklak and 
Butté112, applying a model consisting of Smith-Ewart equations as well, Zetterlund et al.114 
questions the validity of the RAFT-induced exit mechanism for the observed retardation relative 
to a FRP process. These authors state that the probability of exit of the oligomeric species is 
governed by the relative rates of exit and propagation and should not be affected by prior 
addition to a RAFT agent. Contrarily, the use of xanthates as RAFT agents, characterized by a 
low transfer constant, does have an effect on the radical exit probability as discussed by 
Smulders et al.113 Due to the surface-activity of these species, oligomeric radicals entering a 
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particle have a higher chance of reacting with the RAFT agent prior to propagation. Moreover, 
the formed RAFT leaving group radical is likely to desorb the particle, essentially resulting in 
a frustrated entry process as the original entry of the oligomeric radical did not result in 
monomer propagation inside the particle.  
In this PhD, focus is on miniemulsion RAFT polymerization and the Smith-Ewart approach is 
considered, selecting for simplicity a fixed average particle size and an average monomer 
concentration. To enable a comparison with the state of the art in the next subsection the 
principle of this approach is highlighted, covering conventional (intrinsic) free radical 
polymerization. 
2.3.2 Illustration of commonly used Smith-Ewart equations: free radical miniemulsion 
polymerization case 
The kinetic description of FRP miniemulsion is inherently much more complex than the 
bulk/solution counterpart.115 Not only does the two-phase system require the distinction 
between aqueous and organic phase species, species in the organic phase can also behave 
differently from an overall kinetic point of view. The physical confinement of reactants within 
discrete confined spaces, better known as compartmentalization, result in two fundamental 
effects. Firstly, the confined space effect, which states that the reaction rate of two species 
located in the same particle increases with decreasing particle size and secondly, the segregation 
effect which refers to two species located in separate particles being unable to react. 
Consequently, the species present in the organic phase can be divided in two groups: abundant 
and nonabundant species. For the abundant species (>> 10 molecules per particle), e.g. 
monomer, the concentration in the particles can be approximated by a single average 
concentration and the concentration time evolution can hence be described by conventional 
continuity equations. Moreover, the compartmentalization effects have no influence on the rates 
of the reactions where these species are involved. Contrarily, the nonabundant species (0-10 
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molecules per particle), e.g. macroradicals, cannot be characterized by a single average 
concentration as the probabilities of the reactions involving only these type of species can differ 
between particle types due to the compartmentalization effects. For example, termination 
cannot occur in particles containing no or only a single radical and hence the overall termination 
rate will depend on the particle type distribution. In order to account for these effects, Smith 
and Ewart developed a mathematical approach which describes the time evolution of the 
particle type distribution during FRP (mini)emulsion.101 These Smith-Ewart equations can then 
be used to determine the average number of the nonabundant species in the particles which can 
in turn be used in the conventional continuity equations of the abundant species.  
In this subsection, the Smith-Ewart equations are elaborated considering the FRP miniemulsion 
scheme shown in Table 1, focusing on styrene as monomer. The water soluble KPS radical 
initiator (I2) decomposes in the aqueous phase forming radical anions (I) which can 
subsequently propagate until oligomeric species with a critical chain length of 2 are formed. 
Due to the hydrophobicity of these oligomeric species, only entry in the particles can occur 
while entry of smaller species including the radical anion are neglected. For simplicity, 
instantaneous monomer phase transfer to the aqueous phase is assumed resulting in a constant 
aqueous monomer concentration at a saturated value (4.3 10-3 mol L-1).116 Based on literature 
data, the thermal self-initiation of styrene is neglected at the considered polymerization 
temperature (343K). Chain transfer to monomer in the organic phase results in the formation of 
small monomeric radicals capable of exiting the particles. As a first approximation, it is 
assumed that these monomeric radicals will always react with monomer in the aqueous phase 
before reentering a particle, simplifying the interphase transport scheme. Moreover, diffusional 
limitations on the rate coefficients of the reactions involving macrospecies are neglected as 
these are outside the scope of this chapter. In agreement with other modeling studies, 99,105,117 
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the average particle diameter and hence the average particle volume are considered constant 
throughout the entire polymerization process (dp = 200 nm). 
As shown in Table 1, three (intrinsic) parameter combinations are investigated (Comb1-
Comb3). Firstly, Comb1, which is characterized by a high termination and chain transfer to 
monomer rate coefficient. Secondly, Comb2, characterized by a high termination and a low 
chain transfer to monomer rate coefficient. Thirdly, Comb3 is characterized by both a relatively 
low termination and a low chain transfer to monomer rate coefficient. 
In an ideal miniemulsion polymerization with one particle size, where the total number of 
particles is fixed and determined by the initial number of droplets, the number of particles with 
k macroradicals and l monomeric radicals are influenced by the rate coefficients of the reactions 
changing the number of these compartmentalized non-abundant radicals and the initial 
conditions (e.g. particle size). For the polymerization scheme discussed in Table 1, these 
reactions are shown in Figure 2.1 and result in a variation of the particle type distribution 
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Table 2.1: Overview of reactions and rate coefficients for intrinsic FRP miniemulsion of styrene at 343 
K, with initiator related coefficients based on the initiator KPS and a differentiation between three 
parameter combinations; also included mass transfer kinetic parameters (dp=200 nm); for simplicity 
only intrinsic rate coefficients are considered (typical values). 
 Reaction Equation k ((L mol-1) s-1) Ref 
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(a) s-1; (b) f = 0.2 (middle of literature120 range of 0.1-0.3); (c) considered equal to kp to a first approximation; (d) critical chain length for the 
entry of styrene is 2. Influence of initiator group is neglected to a first approximation; (e) typical values demonstrating the Smith-Ewart limiting 
cases as discussed in the text; (f) only termination by recombination ; (g) large values are assumed to reflect the strong entry rate of molecules 
possessing the critical chain length 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the reactions changing the number of macroradicals and/or 
monomeric radicals to a particle containing k macroradicals and l monomeric radicals 
A mathematical description of the particle type distribution can be achieved by the introduction 







(𝑘 + 2)(𝑘 + 1)𝑁 , − 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)𝑁 ,
+ 𝑘 𝑀 (𝑙 + 1)𝑁 , − 𝑙𝑁 ,
+ 𝑘 (𝑙 + 1)𝑁 , − 𝑙𝑁 ,  
+𝑘 𝑅 , (𝑁 , − 𝑁 , ) 
+𝑘 𝑀 (𝑘 + 1)𝑁 , − 𝑘𝑁 ,  
(8) 
with Nk,l the number of particles containing k macro- and l monomeric radicals, vp the (average) 
particle volume and NA the Avogadro constant. With the colors related to the colors in Figure 
2.1. 
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These two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations can only be integrated if the continuity 
equations of the species in the aqueous phase (Equation (9)-(14)) and the abundant species in 
the particles (Equation (15)-(16)) are solved as well: 
𝑑 𝐼 ,
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑓𝑘 [𝐼 , ] (9) 
𝑑 𝐼
𝑑𝑡
= 2𝑓𝑘 𝐼 , − 𝑘 𝐼 𝑀  (10) 
𝑑 𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 𝐼 𝑀 − 𝑘 𝑅 , 𝑀  (11) 
𝑑 𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 𝑅 , 𝑀 + 𝑘 𝑀






= −𝑘 𝐼 𝑀 − 𝑘 𝑀• 𝑀 − 𝑘 𝑅 , 𝑀  (13) 
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in which Np is the total number of particles. 
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Integrating Equation (8)-(18) simultaneously allows the calculation of the concentrations of all 
species present throughout the polymerization process and, hence, to track the monomer 
conversion as well. Moreover, this set of equations can be extended to include the calculation 
of (average) chain length properties (number/mass average molar mass and dispersity) of the 
macroradicals and dead polymer chains by applying the pseudo-bulk approximation for the 
higher order moment equations.121–123 However, focus of this chapter is on the concentrations 
of the individual species and, hence, this approach is outside the scope. Nonetheless, for more 
information on and examples of the calculation of the (average) chain length properties during 
a (mini)emulsion polymerization, the reader is referred to Chapters 4 and 5. 
The resulting conversion profiles upon applying the discussed modelling approach for the 
parameter combinations shown in Table 1 can be found in Figure 2.2 (a-c). Comb1, 
characterized by a high chain transfer and termination rate coefficient, results in the slowest 
polymerization rate, followed by Comb2, characterized by a slow chain transfer but a high 
termination rate coefficient, which already leads to a significantly higher rate. However, 
Comb3, characterized by both a slow transfer and termination rate coefficient, clearly has the 
highest polymerization rate and 95% monomer conversion is achieved within the hour.  
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the monomer conversion (a-c) as a function of time and the average number of 
macro– (d-f) and monomeric (g-i) radicals as a function of monomer conversion for the intrinsic FRP 
miniemulsion of styrene at 343 K. Model parameters in Table 1. [Sty]0/[KPS]0 = 1200 , [KPS]0 = 2 10-
3 mol L-1, msty,0 = 20 g, mH20,0 = 80 g, and dp=200 nm. Also shown (red lines) are the average 
macro/monomeric radicals as calculated via Equation 19-21 (text book examples of Smith-Ewart limits).  
Not surprisingly, this trend also manifests itself in the results for the average number of 
macroradicals per particle (Figure 2.2 d-f). The slow polymerization rate of Comb1 is the result 
of a very low (<0.1) average amount of macroradicals present in each particle throughout the 
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entire polymerization. Alternatively, the polymerization system corresponding with Comb2 has 
an average number of macroradicals per particle of 0.5, meaning that half of the particles 
contains only one radical whereas the other half contains none. This suggests that instantaneous 
termination results when a radical enters a particle already containing another (macro)radical. 
Finally, Comb3 results in a high yet again constant (±6) value, at least after an initial period 
(Xm = ± 15%), which explains the high polymerization rate. Oppositely, the average number of 
monomeric radicals per particle, formed after chain transfer to monomer, is the highest for 
Comb1 (Figure 2.2g) and decreases linearly with conversion as less monomer becomes 
available. Nonetheless, due to the high exit and chain initiation rate coefficients, the value is 
relatively low (< 10-5). For Comb2 and Comb3, a much lower chain transfer rate coefficient is 
considered which results in a negligible value for the average number monomeric radicals per 
particle (Figure 2.3h/i) yet again decreasing linearly with conversion. 
The three parameter combinations shown in Table 1 are similar to limiting cases originally 
discussed by Smith and Ewart.101 In their pioneering work, these authors identified a first case 
corresponding with a system in which the radical desorption/exit rate is much faster than entry 
rate. As a result, the average number of radicals per particle remains very low (<<0.5). 
Alternatively, a second case exist where the average number of radicals per particle is equal to 
0.5, corresponding to a system characterized by instantaneous termination. Finally, the third 
case is characterized by lower termination rates which makes it possible for particles to contain 
more than one radical. Importantly, as also discussed by Asua,2 for these limiting cases, 
analytical solutions exists which assess the average number of radicals per particle. Adjusting 
these for the specific system discussed in this work, where only possible entry of R2 radicals is 
considered, results in following equations: 
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏1: 𝑛(𝑀•) =
𝑘 𝑅 ,
2𝑘 𝑅 , + 𝑘
 (19) 
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with vp the (average) particle volume and NA the Avogadro constant. 
As shown in Figure 2.2 (e, f and g), these equations confirm the accuracy of the modelling 
approach used in this work (assuming an average monomer concentration per particle at any 
time).  The results of Figure 2.2 can be further understood by investigating Figure 2.3, showing 
the probabilities for the relevant reactions concerning the macro- and monomeric radicals. The 
higher chain transfer rate coefficient of Comb1 results in a much higher (and more significant) 
probability of chain transfer compared to Comb2 and Comb3. Moreover, due to the chosen high 
exit rate coefficient, a monomeric radical will almost exclusively exit a particle (Figure 2.3d-
f). As a result, for Comb1, the generation of a significant amount of monomeric radicals 
followed by their (fast) exit and subsequent reentry in another particle will increase the 
possibility for two radicals (of which one macroradical) to be present in the same particle and, 
hence, to terminate. Consequently this will lead to the observed low average number of 
(macro)radicals per particle (Figure 2.2d). For Comb2 and Comb3, this will not occur to a 
significant level as the rate coefficient for chain transfer to monomer is sufficiently low. 
Furthermore, comparing the probability of termination for a macroradical between Comb2 and 
Comb3 (Figure 2.3 h and i) shows that this probability is much lower for Comb3. Therefore, in 
contrast to Comb2 where the average number of macroradicals is 0.5 (Figure 2.2e), 
instantaneous termination will not occur for Comb3 and the average number of macroradicals 
can be quite high (e.g. 6, Figure 2.2f) leading to a high polymerization rate (Figure 2.2c).  
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Figure 2.3: Probabilities of chain transfer to monomer (a-c) and termination by recombination (g-i) for 
the macroradicals and probability of exit for the monomeric radical, corresponding with the results 
shown in Figure 2.2 (calculated over all particles). 
A mathematical modelling approach based on Smith-Ewart equations also allows the 
description of the evolution of the radical type particle distribution as shown in Figure 2.4. For 
Comb1, the high probability for chain transfer and the subsequent exit, reentry and increased 
possibility for termination results in almost all particles containing no macro- and monomeric 
radicals (Figure 2.4 a/d). Alternatively, for Comb2 the absence of the relevance of chain transfer 
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events and the relatively high termination probability results in approximately half the particles 
containing no macroradicals whereas the other half contains only one (Figure 2.4b). The 
absence of instantaneous termination for Comb3 makes it possible for particles to contain well 
above one radical (Figure 2.4c). A significant amount of particles contain also a number of 
radicals different compared to the average of 6, highlighting that still the Smith-Ewart approach 
is needed. Nonetheless, as chain transfer does not significantly occur for both Comb2 and 
Comb3, almost all particles contain no monomeric radicals (Figure 2.4 e/f). 
 
Figure 2.4: Corresponding fraction of particles with a certain number of macro- (a-c) and monomeric 
(d-f) radicals as a function of conversion for Figure 2.2.  
Notably, whereas Comb1-3 represent a single limiting case as described by Equation 19-21, a 
more complicated polymerization system can progress from one limiting case to another 
throughout its process. For example, as will be explained in Chapter 4, a RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization involving a leaving group radical prone to exit the particle will initially behave 
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similar to Comb1, with a low average number of macroradicals per particle. After complete 
consumption of the initial RAFT agent and at medium conversion, high termination rates will 
still be active and the system will behave similar to Comb2 with an average number of 
macroradicals per particle of 0.5. However, as the conversion increases, diffusional limitations 
on termination become significant and, hence, at the final stages of the polymerization process, 
a particle can contain more than one radical similar to Comb3. As a result, the kinetic 
description of these polymerization processes cannot be achieved in detail by individual 
analytical expressions and an elaborate computer-based modelling approach, such as developed 
in this work, is necessary.  
In Chapter 4, the model explained in this chapter will be extended to describe the mechanism 
of degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization including average chain length properties 
by means of two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations. Subsequently, this model is extended 
even further in Chapter 5, where the non-degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization 
requires five-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations. 
2.4 Conclusions 
Kinetic modeling has proven to be a powerful tool to investigate and design bulk and solution 
RAFT polymerization. The developed models can in general be divided in two groups: 
deterministic modeling in which a set of differential equations is integrated and stochastic 
modeling which considers each reaction as a random event chosen based on its probability. The 
multi-phase character of RAFT emulsion polymerization requires a more complex 
mathematical description. In most cases a deterministic modeling approach using Smith-Ewart 
differential equations is used to describe the evolution of the particle type distribution. 
Moreover, focus has mainly been on RAFT miniemulsion polymerization which simplifies the 
description of the particle nucleation mechanism.  
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A straightforward (intrinsic) FRP miniemulsion scheme was used already in this chapter to 
elaborate the use of the Smith-Ewart equations. It was shown that the modeling approach used 
in this work could be confirmed by established analytical equations for certain limiting cases. 
Moreover, the results show that significant chain transfer to monomer leads to a lower 
polymerization rate as subsequent exit and reentry increases the probability for two radicals to 
meet and terminate. Furthermore, absence of these chain transfer events results in an average 
number of macroradicals per particle of 0.5 if instantaneous termination can be assumed and of 
a value well above 1 if a lower termination rate coefficient is active. It should although be 
reminded that these averages correspond to a distribution of particle types with different radical 
numbers. 
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Chapter 3: A detailed mechanistic study of bulk MADIX of styrene and its chain extension 
 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the major reversibsule deactivation r adical polymerization (RDRP) techniques is 
reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization.1 Its most relevant 
elementary reactions are shown in Figure 3.1a, assuming for simplicity recombination as the 
only termination mode and ignoring RAFT cross-termination. As in traditional free radical 
polymerization (FRP) a conventional radical initiator (I2) forms initiator fragments (I; blue 
spheres), which subsequently add to monomer (M; red spheres), leading to the formation of 
macroradicals (Ri; i: chain length). In contrast to FRP, these Ri species do not dominantly 
terminate ((5) in Figure 3.1a) to create dead polymer species P but they can also be reversibly 
deactivated via RAFT exchange ((2) and (4) in Figure 3.1a).  
This RAFT exchange involves a (macro-)RAFT agent (RiX; i≥0) resulting in the incorporation 
of end-group functionality (EGF; yellow cubes in Figure 3.1a; X), allowing further chemical 
modification such as the preparation of tailored block copolymers.2–5 In the absence of RAFT 
degradation reactions5,6 the amount of X moieties remains constant and under well-defined 
reaction conditions the number average chain length (xn) can be tuned by varying the initial 
molar ratio of monomer to RAFT agent ([M]0/[R0X]0). The latter ratio is also known as the 
targeted chain length (TCL), taking into account that the employed I2 amount is typically 
negligible.5  
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Figure 3.1: (a) Key elementary reactions in RAFT polymerization, not displaying for simplicity 
termination with the RAFT intermediate and conventional termination by disproportionation; I2: 
conventional radical initiator, R0X: initial RAFT agent; I: fragment from I2; M: monomer; R0: RAFT 
leaving group; Ri: macroradical (chain length i); RiX: dormant macrospecies; 𝐼𝑁𝑇 , : intermediate 
RAFT radical (chain length i (“left” arm) and j (“right” arm)); P: dead polymer species; 
kdis,pI,p,add(0,a/b),frag(0,a/b),pR0,tc: rate coefficient for dissociation, chain initiation with I, propagation, RAFT 
addition, RAFT fragmentation, chain initiation with R0 and termination by recombination; f: 
conventional initiator efficiency; (b) Formal description of RAFT exchange upon validity of the 
degenerative RAFT mechanism (Equation (1)-(3)); (c) main classes of RAFT agents: 1: dithioesters; 2: 
trithiocarbonates; 3: xanthates; 4: dithiocarbamates 
For most RAFT agents, at low monomer conversions (Xm <20%), the exchange mainly occurs 
with the initial RAFT CTA (R0X; (2) in Figure 3.1a), whereas at higher monomer conversions 
(Xm > 20%) R0X is no longer present and only macro-RAFT species (RiX; (4) in Figure 3.1a) 
are involved.5,7,8 Mechanistically RAFT exchange is an activation/deactivation process 
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composed of two consecutive elementary reactions, i.e. (i) the addition of the (macro-)radical 
to the S=C group of the (macro-)RAFT agent (kadd(,0,a/b) in Figure 3.1a) to form an intermediate 
RAFT radical (INT) and (ii) the fragmentation or βCS-scission (kfrag(,0,a/b) in Figure 3.1a) of this 
INT species. In addition, side reactions can occur with in particular many focus on RAFT cross-
termination involving INT species (reaction not shown in Figure 3.1a).9–13 
For an efficient RAFT exchange in which these cross-termination reactions can be ignored, and 
chain initiation and RAFT fragmentation are sufficiently fast (no inhibition and rate 
retardation), a so-called degenerative mechanism is formally obtained (Figure 3.1b).14 The 
introduced (RAFT) transfer “rate coefficients” ktr,0, k-tr,0, and ktr can be calculated from the 
elementary RAFT addition and fragmentation rate coefficients after application of the pseudo-













in which for simplicity chain length dependencies have been neglected and φ0,𝑎/𝑏 is the 
fragmentation probability. The ratios of the transfer rate coefficients to their corresponding 
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with typical values ranging between 10-2 and 104.17–19 As a rule of thumb, Ctr(,0) values larger 
than 10 are necessary to achieve excellent microstructural control (e.g. dispersity (Ð) <1.5).20 
These transfer coefficients are strongly dependent on the chemical structure surrounding the 
reactive thiocarbonylthio moiety.15 An overview of the main classes of RAFT agents is 
provided in Figure 3.1c, with the purple/yellow colour boxes for a direct link to Figure 3.1a/b. 
Specifically for xanthates (RAFT agent 3 in Figure 3.1c), which contain an oxygen atom in α-
position to the thiocarbonylthio functional group, the RAFT transfer capability is strongly 
reduced. The presence of a delocalizable oxygen electron pair decreases the S=C double-bond 
character and, consequently, RAFT addition becomes less favourable.21 The corresponding 
RAFT polymerization is often referred to as macromolecular design by interchange of xanthates 
(MADIX), due to historical reasons of its discovery.22,23  
As a result of the low S=C double-bond character with xanthates, microstructural control 
(Ð<1.5) can typically only be achieved employing so-called less activated monomers (LAMs) 
such as ethylene and vinyl acetate. These monomers typically contain a saturated carbon or an 
oxygen/nitrogen electron pair adjacent to the vinyl group resulting in more reactive radicals 
with respect to RAFT addition (Ctr(,0) >10).17,19,21,24–28 29 Other more active RAFT agents such 
as dithioesters and trithiocarbonates (Figure 3.1c) lead to the formation of INT radicals 
considerably more stable than the radicals formed by RAFT fragmentation, resulting in an 
undesired lowering of the polymerization rate. With xanthates, the increased stability of R0X, 
due to the delocalizable lone electron pairs, and the sufficient destabilization of the radical 
centre of the corresponding INT species allow to simultaneously lower the RAFT addition 
reactivity and to realize a more favourable RAFT fragmentation as compared to other types of 
RAFT agents.  
On the other hand, bulk or solution MADIX of so-called more activated monomers (MAMs), 
such as (meth)acrylates and styrenics which possess vinyl groups conjugated by a carbonyl 
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group or an aromatic ring, can typically not be easily conducted with a good control over chain 
length. Research in this area is thus still challenging as the radicals are less reactive for RAFT 
addition and the less active xanthate may not actively participate during polymerization (Ctr(,0) 
<<10). Rate retardation and inhibition are also typically absent so that a degenerative RAFT 
mechanism (Figure 3.1b) can be often assumed, strongly simplifying the overall kinetic 
description.5,7,30–34  
A crucial design parameter, as for every RAFT polymerization,15,16,35 is thus the selection of 
the appropriate MADIX agent substituents as this determines Ctr(,0). For MADIX of MAMs, 
several kinetic studies have been performed with styrene as monomer.7,17,19,25,32,34,36,37 For 
example, Adamy et al.7 investigated the influence of the chemical structure of the initial RAFT 
agent for MADIX of styrene in toluene and reported that with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl 
propionate (OEXEP) as initial RAFT agent a Ð close to 2 (Xm = 20%) can merely be obtained. 
In contrast, by increasing the electron-withdrawing capacity of the Z group by incorporation of 
fluorinated groups in β-position to the oxygen atom, as for instance in (O-2,2,2-trifluoro ethyl 
xanthate)-2- ethyl propionate (OtFOX), a lower but still high Ð of 1.6 can be achieved (Xm > 
20%), in agreement with an earlier experimental study of Destarac et al.36 The latter observation 
was attributed to an increased reactivity of the S=C bond due to the decreased availability of 
the oxygen lone pair to conjugate with the thiocarbonyl group. This also followed from a 
comparison of the Ctr,0 (Equation (4)) values.7 37  
It should be stressed that solely focusing on Ctr,0 is very likely insufficient to unequivocally 
predict the success of a MADIX process. For example, for O-ethyl-S-[(2-phenyl)prop-2-yl] 
dithiocarbonate, Destarac et al.37 determined a rather high Ctr,0 of 3.8 at 110 °C for styrene, 
which has been related to the higher stability of the leaving tertiary benzylic radical as compared 
to the styryl radical. Despite this promising Ctr,0 value, only polystyrene with a high Ð (≈2) 
could be obtained (Xm > 80%), which has been attributed to a lower Ctr (Equation (6)) value 
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close to 1, as assessed using Müller’s equation.38 In several studies7,32,34 Ctr has although been 
taken equal to Ctr,0, which can thus be expected to be an oversimplification of the description 
of the RAFT/MADIX polymerization kinetics.  
For MADIX, main focus has been on the determination of Ctr,0. In general, the applicability of 
the methods used to determine Ctr,0 strongly depends on the validity of their model 
assumptions.20 Under the common assumption of a degenerative RAFT mechanism 
(sufficiently fast RAFT fragmentation), the Mayo39 and CLD method40 have been mostly 
applied.20 Alternatively, Moad and coworkers15,16,35 demonstrated that Ctr,0 can be evaluated 
from the slope of a plot of ln[R0X] vs. ln[M], at least in case the RAFT exchange with R0 radicals 
(k-tr,0; Figure 3.1b) can be assumed to be negligible. 
Unfortunately for Ctr, as recently highlighted by Derboven et al.,20 no reliable (analytic) method 
exists which can be safely used for a broad range of conditions and RAFT reactivities, in 
particular in case Ctr,0 strongly differs from Ctr. Only very recently, a novel method based on 
measured dispersities has been proposed to jointly determine Ctr,0 and Ctr in a single 
experimental run.8 This method requires a rather controlled degenerative RAFT polymerization 
with sufficiently low dispersities (<1.3), which are typically not encountered in MADIX. 
Currently, for MADIX, Ctr could only be assessed using size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
data. In particular, Smulders et al.30 applied the method of Goto41–43 to assess Ctr during chain 
extension of dormant polystyrene in toluene with n-butyl acrylate and OEXEP as RAFT agent. 
A Ctr value of 1.04 (60 °C) resulted, which is rather approximate, taking into account the 
overlap between the SEC traces for the dormant polystyrene and the obtained block copolymer 
at the low molar mass region of the SEC trace.   
Despite the somewhat restricted mediating capacities of xanthates under bulk and solution 
conditions and the difficulty to map the impact of the chemical structure on the RAFT transfer 
reactivities, MADIX remains of particular interest for all monomer types. This becomes clearer 
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by highlighting that MADIX can be successfully conducted in water-based media (e.g. 
(mini)emulsion), without issues related to colloidal instability.5,7,44–47 A key feature is the 
xanthate surface activity, which allows the synthesis of covalently linked core-shell 
nanoparticles with typically styrene as core.30,33,48 Be that as it may, exit/entry and even re-entry 
phenomena can disturb the desired growth so that the identification of the most suited 
conditions is  non-trivial.49–52 
To facilitate the identification of the suited MADIX/RDRP bulk, solution and emulsion 
conditions, model-based design has shown to be a powerful and indispensable tool, as it 
minimizes the need of long trial and error based experimental approaches with a full mapping 
of the relation of process parameters and RDRP characteristics.11,53–60 A prerequisite for model-
based design are accurate intrinsic rate coefficients. As explained above, for MADIX, only a 
limited number of exchange kinetic parameters are available.7,15,16,20,36,61 Hence, further 
research on the determination of MADIX-specific kinetic parameters is still needed to fully 
exploit its potential, in particular in view of emulsion applications. 
In the present work, a detailed combined experimental and simulation study is presented of bulk 
MADIX of styrene at 70°C with OEXEP as initial RAFT agent and AIBN as conventional 
radical initiator. Average characteristics are simulated deterministically and detailed 
microstructural properties are obtained through parallel stochastic kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) 
simulations. Dedicated regression analysis is applied to determine both Ctr,0 and Ctr, considering 
an extensive set of experimental data, including data on RAFT agent conversion, Ð, and EGF. 
The EGF data are reliably measured by consecutively performing dialysis to remove residual 
OEXEP and elemental analysis to determine the sulphur and nitrogen content for the polymer 
samples. It should be noted that in general EGF determination is challenging,62 especially for 
high molar mass polymers for which the accuracy of techniques such as proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance (1H-NMR),63–68 ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy,69,70 matrix-assisted laser 
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desorption/ionization time-of-flight,61,62 and even elemental analysis73 is limited. The 
modelling tools are used to better understand the MADIX mechanism and to visualize - for the 
first time - the monomer sequences along the individual chains during chain extension with (i) 
styrene or (ii) n-butyl acrylate (nBuA). 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Materials 
Styrene (Sty, monomer (M), ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was passed through a column filled with 
basic aluminium oxide (Sigma-Aldrich) to remove the stabilizer (4-tert-butylcatechol). 2,2-
Azobis(2-methyl-propionitrile) (AIBN, conventional radical initiator (I2), ≥98.0%, Sigma-
Aldrich) was purified twice by recrystallization from methanol (≥99.6%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
stored afterwards at -18°C. n-decane (≥99%; internal standard), tetrahydrofuran (THF, ≥99%), 
dichloromethane (DCM, ≥99%), ethanol, diethyl ether (≥98%), pentane (98%), ethyl 2-
bromopropionate (99%), and potassium O-ethyl dithiocarbonate (96%) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Ethanol (>99.8%) was purchased from Chem-Lab and 
used as received as well. Distilled water was further purified through a Millipore Milli-Q Plus 
system. Cellulose ester dialysis membranes with a molar mass cut-off between 5 x 102 and 103 
g mol-1 were obtained from Spectrum Labs and soaked in deionized water and subsequently 
rinsed thoroughly prior to usage in order to remove the sodium azide preservative agent. 
3.2.2 MADIX synthesis procedures  
A typical isothermal MADIX homopolymerization was performed as follows (entry 7 in Table 
A1 in Appendix A which presents an overview of all the initial homopolymerization 
conditions). A mixture of styrene (35 mL), OEXEP (0.697 g; synthesis procedure in Section 
A2 of Appendix A), AIBN (0.050 g), and n-decane (2 mL) was added to a 100-mL two-neck 
glass flask, containing a magnetic stirrer bar. A stopcock was attached to one neck and a rubber 
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septum to the other. The solution was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles after which 
an argon environment was established. The flask was immersed in a preheated oil bath at the 
desired polymerization temperature (70°C) and constantly stirred at 300 rpm. This temperature 
has been selected in view of a future extension to MADIX emulsion polymerization.33,74,75 
Moreover, the self-initiation of styrene is suppressed, simplifying the overall kinetic 
description.76 Temperature control was possible through in situ measurements via a 
thermocouple inserted in the rubber septum. Samples (1.5 mL) were withdrawn from the 
reaction flask at distinct, predefined reaction times, using 2 mL degassed syringes with 
stainless-steel needles, and immediately quenched in liquid nitrogen.  
For the MADIX chain extensions (Table A2 in Appendix A for an overview of all conditions), 
an analogous synthesis procedure was used as for the homopolymerizations. The necessary 
polystyrene reactant (RX) was first synthesized by performing a homopolymerization 
experiment on a larger scale (100 mL styrene; entry 3 in Table A1 in Appendix A). Importantly, 
the polystyrene as obtained during this first synthesis step was purified by means of dialysis in 
order to remove unreacted OEXEP (R0X). The samples were loaded into the dialysis tubing and 
placed in toluene (volume ≈ 50 times the sample volume). The dialysis was run for 96h at room 
temperature while renewing the toluene dialysate five times at approximately 8, 24, 48, 56, and 
72h. Afterwards, the samples were extracted from the membrane and toluene was removed by 
means of rotary evaporation (80°C; 250 mbar; 2h) and freeze-drying (~10-2 mbar; 1h). As 
explained in Section A5 of Appendix A, the molar amount of RX in the purified samples (nRX) 





in which mPS is the polystyrene mass and Mn the number average molar mass. 
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Both the homopolymerization and chain extension experiments were performed in duplicate 
and the reproducibility was always identified as very high.  
The elemental analysis samples for the EGF measurements of the homopolymerizations were 
obtained by a similar dialysis procedure (toluene volume ≈ 200 times the sample volume; 
dialysis time 48h; renewing of dialysate at approximately 3, 18, 22, 27, 38, and 41h). The 
successful removal of R0X could be confirmed by 1H NMR and size exclusion chromatography 
(SEC) analysis (see Results and Discussion).  
3.2.3 Analytic techniques  
Monomer and RAFT agent conversion (Xm and XR0X) were determined by gas chromatography 
(GC). GC analysis was carried out using a trace-GC ultra-Gas Chromatograph equipped with 
an AS3000 auto sampler, a flame ionization detector (FID), and a CP WAX 52 CB 30 m 
capillary column. Helium (flow rate: 1.5 mL min-1) was used as carrier gas and the following 
stepwise temperature program was applied: (i) 50°C during 4 min; (ii) heating ramp of 20°C 
min-1 until 300 °C was reached; (iii) 300°C for 5 min. DCM was used as solvent to prepare the 
samples and n-decane was present in the reaction mixture as internal standard. Data acquisition 
and processing were performed using Chrom-Card Trace-Focus GC software. The GC results 
were successfully confirmed by 1H NMR (Figure A2 in Appendix A). The spectra were 
recorded at 400 MHz and ambient temperature with CDCl3 as solvent, using a Bruker Avance 
II spectrometer equipped with a Broadband Observe (BBO) probe. GC analysis and 1H NMR 
were also applied to investigate the efficiency of the OEXEP synthesis (molar purity: 97±1%; 
Figure A1 in Appendix A). Only a significant amount of ethyl 2-bromopropionate remained 
(±3%) but no other impurities or side products could be detected. Number/mass average molar 
mass (Mn/m) and dispersity (Ð) were measured via SEC, injecting polymer samples diluted with 
THF. A PL-GPC50 plus instrument equipped with a PL-AS RT auto sampler and a refractive 
index (RI) detector, one Resipore 50 x 7.5 mm guard column and two Resipore 300 X 7.5 mm 
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columns in series were used. The flow rate was 1 mL min-1 and the analysis temperature was 
30 °C. Calibration for homopolymerization and chain extension of styrene was performed with 
narrow polystyrene standards (Medium EasiVials kit, Agilent Technologies), ranging from 1.62 
x 102 to 4.83 x 105 g mol-1. Data acquisition and processing were performed using the PL Cirrus 
GPC/SEC software. EGF values of polymer samples after dialysis, hence, after removal of R0X, 
were determined by means of elemental analysis, using a Flash 2000 Organic Elemental 
Analyser (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Calibration 
was performed with a 2,5-bis(5-tert-butyl-benzoxazol-2-yl) thiophene (BBOT) standard. 
The EGF value, which reflects the amount of X end-groups for the total number of chains, 
follows from:    
𝐸𝐺𝐹 =
𝑛(𝑋)
0.5[𝑛(𝐼) + 𝑛(𝑅 ) + 𝑛(𝑋)]
 (8) 
in which n(A) (A=R0, X, and I) is the molar amount of A groups in the polystyrene sample 
(calculation see Section A7 of Appendix A), neglecting end-groups originating from chain 
transfer of macroradicals to monomer as verified in Section A9 of Appendix A. The factor 0.5 
reflects that all chains possess two chain ends of one of the three considered end-group types in 
the denominator of Equation (8) (see also Figure 3.3; top right). 
3.3 Kinetic modelling and regression analysis 
MADIX of styrene and its chain extension are modelled both with a fast deterministic and a 
detailed stochastic method, assuming a degenerative RAFT exchange mechanism (Figure 3.1b). 
This mechanism can be assumed taking into account that the RAFT fragmentation can expected 
to be fast and the RAFT addition slow. 7,19,21,32,77  As shown by De Rybel et al.,11 for low RAFT 
addition rate coefficients (<102.5 L mol-1 s-1) with styrene, even an extremely low RAFT 
fragmentation rate coefficient of 10-2 s-1 still results in no observable rate retardation or RAFT-
cross-termination, further supporting the use of a degenerative mechanism.   
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For the deterministic modelling, the so-called extended method of moments78–82 is used, 
allowing the simulation of the evolution of the monomer and R0X conversion and average 
polymer characteristics such as the number and mass average chain length (xn/m), Ð, and EGF. 
Since this method is very fast it facilitates the estimation of the RAFT exchange parameters (cf. 
Equation (1)-(3)). Moreover, population weighted or thus averaged apparent termination rate 
coefficients are considered. For the calculation of these averages, the macroradical CLD can be 
approximated by the Flory-Schulz distribution (see further). For the stochastic modelling, the 
kinetic Monte Carlo technique (kMC) is employed, following the basic algorithm of Gillespie83 
extended as previously described to map the polymer microstructure with a high level of 
detail.57,84,85 More details on this approach are provided in Section A10 of Appendix A. 
Importantly, it has been verified that the simulated average characteristics of both 
computational methods converge (see Figure A6 in Appendix A).  
The transfer rate coefficients ktr,0 and ktr, allowing the calculation of the corresponding 
degenerative RAFT coefficients Ctr,0 and Ctr (Equation (4)-(6)), have been estimated based on 
an extensive set of polymerization data, using the deterministic kinetic model and the 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (ODRPACK v2.01).86 For a detailed description on the 
regression analysis procedure, the reader is referred to earlier work.87,88 The transfer coefficient 
k-tr,0 could be neglected based on preliminary simulations (see Section A12 of Appendix A) 
indicating that reaction of R0 radicals with monomer is strongly preferred over reaction with 
RoX. Similarly, exchange between conventional initiator radicals (I) and R0X is kinetically 
insignificant as the addition of monomer to I is sufficiently fast (see Section A13 of Appendix 
A).   
An overview of the reactions considered in the degenerative RAFT kinetic model and their 
associated kinetic parameters is provided in Table A3 (styrene) and Table A6 (nBuA) in 
Appendix A. For the chain extension with nBuA, for simplicity and taking into account the 
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expected limited impact, a possible penultimate monomer unit effect is ignored. Specifically 
for termination, apparent rate coefficients are considered to account for diffusional limitations, 
according to the well-established RAFT-chain length dependent–termination (RAFT-CLD-T) 
technique. These coefficients are chain length and Xm dependent and their model parameters 
are listed in Section A15 of Appendix A. For the “block copolymer radicals”, an averaging 
according to the overall copolymer composition is performed, as explained in Section A14 of 
Appendix A and in agreement with a previous kinetic modelling study.89–99 Diffusional 
limitations on the other reaction steps are neglected, based on literature data,80,92,100,101 taking 
into account that the maximal Xm is limited and the RAFT addition rate coefficients are 
relatively low. 
3.4 Results and discussion 
In this section, attention is first paid to the EGF determination by combining dialysis and 
elemental analysis, with AIBN/OEXEP as MADIX initiation system and styrene as monomer. 
Next focus is on the validity of the kinetic model assumptions to ensure a reliable in silico 
interpretation of the MADIX characteristics and mechanism. Finally, a detailed kinetic analysis 
of both the MADIX homopolymerization and the chain extension with fresh styrene or nBuA, 
starting from isolated (dormant) polystyrene is performed. The monomer sequences and end-
groups of each chain of a representative (co)polymer sample are visualized, considering the 
Ctr(,0) values as determined based on tuning to experimental data. 
3.4.1 Validation of EGF determination 
As indicated above, it is not straightforward to retrieve reliable EGF data for RDRP processes. 
An additional complication in the present work is the rather slow OEXEP (R0X) consumption, 
resulting in a significant amount of unreacted OEXEP during the homopolymerization with 
styrene making elemental analysis without prior purification challenging. Moreover, to 
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facilitate chain extension and to accurately estimate ktr (or Ctr), reactions with R0X need to 
become kinetically insignificant and, hence, unreacted OEXEP needs to be removed.  
For R0X removal, as shown in Section A16 of Appendix A, conventional precipitation is not 
recommended as SEC analysis shows that a significant amount of oligomeric species is also 
removed along with R0X. On the other hand, in case dialysis is performed a successful R0X 
removal is realized as shown in Figure 3.2. For a typical homopolymerization (entry 1 in Table 
A1 in Appendix A; Xm=33%), dialysis ensures a complete removal of the initial RAFT agent 
(Figure 3.2; top 1H-NMR data) without altering the polymer part of the SEC trace (Figure 3.2; 
bottom).  
 
Figure 3.2: Verification of reliability of dialysis to remove the initial RAFT agent (OEXEP); top: 1H-
NMR spectrum before (main spectrum and detail top left) and after (only in detail top right) dialysis 
with assignment of relevant peaks for OEXEP and styrene; bottom: SEC trace before (solid red line) 
and after (dashed green line) dialysis;  BHT: butylated hydroxytoluene (THF (SEC eluent) stabilizer); 
Mn (before)=6.1 x 103 g mol-1, Mm (before)=12.2 x 103 g mol-1, and Ð (before)=2.0; Mn (after)= 5.9 x 
103 g mol-1,  Mm (after)= 12.2 x 103, and Ð (after)=2.1; entry 1 in Table A1 in Appendix A, Xm=33%. 
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After dialysis, elemental analysis of the purified polystyrene samples is performed to determine 
the mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulphur. The associated chromatogram 
for the purified product in Figure 3.2 is depicted in Figure 3.3. As the polymer is linear and 
consists of styrene units, carbon and hydrogen generate the largest peaks. In contrast, nitrogen 
and sulphur are only present in the end-groups (Figure 3.3; top right) and, hence, result only in 
minor peaks. This implies that the most reliable EGF data are only obtainable at lower TCLs at 
which the relative importance of the end-groups is higher. 
 
Figure 3.3: Typical elemental analysis chromatogram for MADIX homopolymerization of styrene (entry 
1 in Table A1 in Appendix A; Xm=33%; related purified SEC trace in Figure 3.2), allowing EGF 
measurement according to Equation (8)-(11). Reliable assumption of linear chains with as end-groups 
either R0 and X; I and X; I and I; R0 and R0; and R0 and I; negligible contribution of chain transfer to 
monomer (see Section A9 of Appendix A) and R0R0 formation (see Section A8 of Appendix A). 
3.4.2 Validation of kinetic modelling assumptions 
For a fast simulation of the MADIX process, as explained above, the deterministic extended 
method of moments is applied. This method only aims at the description of the temporal 
evolution of Xm and the average CLD characteristics but takes into account (apparent) chain 
length dependencies. This is done by the calculation of averaged apparent termination rate 
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coefficients while assessing the macroradical concentrations using a predetermined 
distribution. For example, the zeroth order averaged apparent termination (by recombination) 














in which k ,,  is the apparent termination (by recombination) rate coefficient between 
macroradicals with a chain length i and j (values: Section A14 of Appendix A), δij the Kronecker 
Delta function, and [Ri] and [Rj] are the corresponding concentrations. In the present work, these 













with fn(i) the number fraction of macroradicals with a chain length i and xn,r the associated 
number average chain length. 
For homopolymerization the use of the Flory-Schulz distribution is valid, as shown in Figure 
3.4 (entry 3 in Table A2 in Appendix A) focusing on the simulation of Xm (0-8h; top left) and 
in Figure A6 of Appendix A focusing on the simulation of the average CLD characteristics. A 
perfect match is obtained between the results for the (approximate) deterministic simulations 
(green full lines) and the kMC simulations (red dotted lines) which fully take into account chain 
length dependencies. The validity of Equation (13) is also reflected in the simulated number 
macroradical CLDs (e.g. Figure 3.4 bottom left; Xm= 10%), which also match leading to similar 
variations for <ktc,app> (Figure 3.4 top right; Equation (12)). This result cannot be generalized 
to a typical RAFT polymerization102 but is specific for the selected MADIX process in which a 
Flory-Schulz character is obtained for the control over chain length. 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of main simulation results for MADIX homopolymerization and chain 
extension with fresh styrene obtained with the deterministic extended method of moments, assuming a 
Flory-Schulz macroradical CLD (Equation (13)) (full green lines) and with a kMC model explicitly 
accounting for all chain length dependencies (dotted red lines). Monomer conversion (top left) and 
zeroth order average apparent rate coefficient (Equation (12); top right); conditions 
homopolymerization: 0-8h: entry 3 Table A1 in Appendix A) and chain extension 8-13h: entry 3 Table 
A2 in Appendix A); Bottom left: macroradical CLD at Xm=10% for MADIX homopolymerization and 
bottom right for chain extension at the same conversion; dotted line in top right for a single kMC run. 
Also for the chain extensions the deterministic method can be used for the reliable calculation 
of the average MADIX characteristics. Despite a mismatch at the low chain lengths for the 
macroradical CLDs (e.g. bottom right in Figure 3.4; Xm=10%; entry 3 in Table A2 in Appendix 
A), the monomer conversions and average CLD characteristics are still identical for the 
deterministic and kMC simulations, as shown in Figure 3.4 (top left; Xm evolution for 8-13 h) 
and as shown in Figure A6 in Appendix A (average CLD characteristics). Note that the chain 
extended macroradicals are not Schulz-Flory distributed. To obtain Flory-Schulz behavior both 
segments should be of a similar length, e.g. short original segments should be extended again 
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with short ones which is statically unlikely. Instead of a Flory-Schulz distribution a Gamma 
like distribution results (Figure 3.4 bottom right). 
3.4.3 Microstructural control for MADIX styrene homopolymerization 
 
Figure 3.5: Comparison between simulation and experimental data for a variation of [𝑂𝐸𝑋𝐸𝑃] /
[𝐴𝐼𝐵𝑁]  for MADIX homopolymerization of styrene at 70°C with AIBN and OEXEP; Monomer 
conversion (Xm, dark blue), 𝑅 𝑋 conversion (XR0X, red), number-average chain length (xn, orange), 
mass-average chain length (xm, green), dispersity (Ð, purple), and end-group functionality (EGF, light 
blue) as a function of time; Lines correspond to calculated values with rate coefficients given in Table 
A3 in Appendix A and accounting for diffusional limitations (parameters in Table A4); entry 1-3 in Table 
A1 in Appendix A; simulated output with deterministic method.  
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To obtain a better understanding of the homopolymerization kinetics, a systematic experimental 
study has been conducted under isothermal conditions (70°C), including a variation of all initial 
batch concentrations. In Figure 3.5 and 3.6, the experimental data on Xm, 𝑅 𝑋 conversion (XR0X), 
number and mass average chain length (xn and xm), EGF, and Ð are provided under several 
initial conditions (entry 1-6 in Table A1 in Appendix A) along with the corresponding 
simulation results (parameters Table A3 in Appendix A). 
For all data, an excellent agreement between the experimental and simulated data is obtained. 
Similarly, for the additional data in Figure A10 in Appendix A (entry 7 in Table A1), the 
experimental data are well-described. Investigation of Figure 3.5 allows to conclude that an 
increase of the initial I2 concentration (lower [R X] /[𝐼 ] ) leads to an increase of both Xm and 
XR0X (Figure 3.5; left) while having limited effect on the average chain length characteristics xn, 
xm, and Ð (Figure 3.5; middle and right). At all times high xn values, roughly 10% higher than 
the TCL, are obtained with constant Ð values close to 2. The EGF data (Figure 3.5; right) 
indicate a relatively high livingness (>80%), which is also time independent. Greater EGF 
values are obtained for decreasing I2 amounts, further highlighting the relevance of the 
optimization of [R X] /[𝐼 ] . On the other hand, as can be derived from Figure 3.6, an increase 
of TCL ([M] /[R X] ) at a given [𝐼 ]  (4 x 10-3 mol L-1) has no notable influence on Xm and 
XR0X (Figure 3.6; left) while it results in a reduction of xn and xm (Figure 3.6; middle). The chain 
length characteristics again remain constant throughout the MADIX. A lower livingness is 
obtained at higher TCLs (Figure 3.6; right) whereas Ð remains again constant around a value 
of 2. Hence, on an overall basis the effect of TCL is relatively restricted aside from its natural 
influence on the average chain lengths. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between simulated and experimental data  for a variation of TCL 
([𝑀] /[𝑂𝐸𝑋𝐸𝑃] ) ) at a given [I2]0 (4 x 10-3 mol L-1) for MADIX homopolymerization of styrene at 
70°C with AIBN and OEXEP; Monomer conversion (Xm, dark blue), 𝑅 𝑋 conversion (XR0X, red), 
number-average chain length (xn, orange), mass-average chain length (xm, green), dispersity (Ð, 
purple), and end-group functionality (EGF, light blue) as a function of time; Lines correspond to 
calculated values with rate coefficients given in Table A3 in Appendix A and accounting for diffusional 
limitations (parameters in Table A4); entry 4-6 in Table A1 in the Appendix A; simulated output with 
deterministic method. 
Further model analysis shows that for the studied MADIX homopolymerization RAFT 
exchange involving macropecies (ktr) is negligible. As illustrated in Section A18 in Appendix 
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A, identical simulations results are obtained for a ktr (Equation (6)) value equal to 0 L mol-1 s-1 
and if ktr is taken equal to ten times ktr,0. From this it can be concluded that the rate of exchange 
between macrospecies is too low to significantly affect the concentration of macroradicals. The 
latter are only involved in propagation, termination or in RAFT exchange with R0X. Since, the 
rate of re-initiation is in addition significantly higher than the rate of exchange of R0 radicals 
and dormant macrospecies, the latter exchange, characterized by k-tr,0 , is also kinetically 
insignificant as shown in Section A12 of Appendix A. The homopolymerization data in Figure 
3.5, 3.6, and A10 in Appendix A are therefore only affected by a single RAFT transfer 
parameter, i.e. Ctr,0 (Equation (4)). Hence, for the current MADIX system, several of the 
reactions/exchanges of Figure 3.1 are kinetically insignificant and the reaction scheme can be 
represented by the one in Figure 3.7. It is clear from the reduced scheme that the formation of 
the dormant species can be formally compared to chain transfer with a conventional chain 
transfer agent such as 1-butanethiol, although with a single transfer of X instead of H.104 Note 
that in this context transfer is thus defined as a consecutive addition and fragmentation to the 
“right”. 
 
Figure 3.7: Simplified reaction scheme for MADIX homopolymerization of styrene with OEXEP as 
initial RAFT agent, starting from the general RAFT polymerization reaction scheme (Figure 3.1). Other 
steps of Figure 3.1 are kinetically insignificant. 
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The Ctr,0 value obtained through multi-response regression analysis (0.80 ± 0.02) is larger than 
the value obtained following the previously developed methods of Mayo (0.71 ± 0.02; Section 
A19 of Appendix A) and Moad (0.69 ± 0.04; Section A19 of Appendix A), 7,15,16,20,35 which 
focus only on xn and XM/R0X data, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 3.8 (entry 4 in Table 
A1 in Appendix A), the increased Ctr,0 value results in a good prediction of all average MADIX 
characteristics, whereas the use of the lower values obtained from the literature methods lack 
the capability of accurately predicting experimental xn and xm data. With the two literature 
methods, too high average chain lengths are simulated at all times. For the Mayo method, this 
inaccurate reflection of the xn data seems at first sight surprising as the Ctr,0 is determined based 
on this response only. As explained in Section A20 in Appendix A, the Mayo method is only 
fully accurate if the theoretical kinetic chain length can be represented by the experimentally 
accessible xn, which is only true in the absence of dead chains formed by termination by 
recombination. This highlights the relevance of multi-response regression analysis using the 
detailed modelling strategy in the present work. 
 
Figure 3.8: Relevance of applying multi-response regression analysis to all average MADIX 
characteristics to estimate Ctr,0  compared to previously developed methods by Mayo39 and Moad15,16,35 
which focus only on respectively xn and XM/R0X data; entry 4 in Table A1 of Appendix A with full lines 
corresponding to the results with the multi-response regression analysis (Ctr,0= 0.80; this work) and the 
brown dashed lines (Ctr,0= 0.69) after application of the literature methods (Section A19 of Appendix 
A). 
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Another advantage of the modelling strategy is the possibility to map the MADIX 
characteristics over a broad operating window, as shown in Figure 3.9 focusing on the 
simultaneous prediction of the reaction time, xn, EGF, and Ð at a fixed Xm of 20%, 
with [𝑀] /[R X]  and [R X] /[𝐼 ]   values ranging respectively from 10 to 500 and from 1 to 
50. As shown in Figure A14 in Appendix A for every condition in Figure 3.9 the 𝑅 𝑋 
conversion (XR0X) is equal to ca. 16%, again highlighting the low reactivity of xanthates towards 
styryl macroradicals and that the exchange with the initial RAFT agent is dominant in the 
selected MADIX homopolymerization. 
 
Figure 3.9: Number-average chain length (𝑥 , left) and end-group functionality (EGF, right) as a 
function of [𝑅 𝑋] /[𝐼 ]  (ranging from 1 to 50) and [𝑀] /[𝑅 𝑋]  (ranging from 10 to 500) and the 
corresponding polymerization time (left; color) and dispersity (right; colour); simulated data have been 
achieved by means of the parameters given in Table A3 with 𝑅 𝑋 equal to (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl 
propionate, 𝑀=Sty, and 𝐼 =AIBN; 70°C; Xm=20% 
Since 𝑅 𝑋 acts as a conventional CTA, as indicated above, it follows from Figure 3.9 (left) that 
xn can be controlled by varying its initial concentration. In agreement with the results in Figure 
3.5, an increase of [R X] /[𝐼 ]  leads to higher EGF values (Figure 3.9; right) but also to higher 
reaction times (Figure 3.9; left).  Additionally, high Ð (close to 2; Figure 3.9 right) values are 
obtained under all conditions, except at very low [𝑀] /[R X]  for which Ð is reduced to a 
value close to 1.5. As shown in Table 3.1, the coefficients of variation of both the dormant and 
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dead polymer CLD (𝐶𝑉(𝑅𝑋) and 𝐶𝑉(𝑃)), which are defined as the ratio of the standard 
deviations (that are related to the dispersities) to the number average chain lengths, are lower 
for a decreasing [𝑀] /[R X]  explaining the aforementioned trend for the (overall) Ð. Note 
that the dormant population is the key contributor to Ð, as high EGF values always result. As 
explained above (Figure 3.7), the latter population is formed by a single RAFT exchange. 
Hence, by adding more 𝑅 𝑋 for a given initial M amount a more rapid chain transfer takes 
place. This leads to a lowering of Ð, eventually to a value of 1.5. 
Table 3.1: Ð, EGF, and xn for two different [𝑀] /[𝑅 𝑋]  in Figure 3.9 (Xm=20%)  with the coefficient 
of variation CV (ratio of CLD standard deviation to  mean value (xn)), differentiating between dormant 
(RX) and dead (P) polymer 
[M]0/[R0X]0/[I2]0 Ð EGF xn 𝐶𝑉  𝐶𝑉(𝑅𝑋) 𝐶𝑉(𝑃) 
10/1/0.2 1.66 0.91 14.18 0.81 0.95 0.68 
50/1/0.2 1.88 0.86 55.78 0.94 0.99 0.71 
 
In addition, the detailed kMC simulations allow to explicitly visualize the microstructure of 
individual chains, including a differentiation according to the end-groups as defined in Figure 
3.3 (top right). For instance for entry 3 in Table A1 in Appendix A, Figure 3.10 (top) shows the 
lengths and end-groups of ca. 1500 randomly selected chains out of a kMC simulation system 
consisting of ca. 108 chains, at t=8h (Xm=60%). Below the white dashed line the dormant chains 
are depicted and above this line the dead chains. In agreement with the previous results and 
discussions, it follows that most chains are dormant as the majority of chains are below the 
white dashed line. A more detailed analysis shows that a significant part of the dormant and 
dead chains have the undesired I end-group, confirming the difficult R0X consumption. Clearly, 
a high scatter in chain lengths is obtained with in particular a strong deviation in the contribution 
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of the dormant and dead macrospecies which are respectively shorter and longer than the mean 
value (xn=51). 
 
Figure 3.10: Visualization of the detailed microstructure of ca. 1500 individual chains for 
homopolymerization of styrene (top, after 8h, red, xn=51) and its subsequent chain extension with fresh 
styrene (bottom, after 5h; green, xn=60); simulated with kMC with ca. 108 chains. Conditions: top: entry 
3 in Table A1; bottom:  entry 3 in Table A2; model parameters: Table A3. 
3.4.4 Microstructural control upon chain extension with styrene 
As explained above, an efficient R0X removal is obtained without altering the original SEC 
trace upon dialysis of the homopolymer. Consequently, by addition of fresh styrene and AIBN 
to the purified polymer, potential chain extension can be investigated. Importantly ktr is then 
the only relevant transfer rate coefficient as exclusively styrene macrospecies are present. 
Hence, by regression analysis based on Xm, xn, xm, and Ð data from chain extension experiments 
(points in Figure 3.11; 70 °C) this RAFT exchange parameter can be estimated.  
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As shown in Figure A15 of Appendix A, the most valuable data for this parameter tuning are 
the xm and Ð data, resulting in ktr = (2.1 ± 0.4) x 102 L mol-1 s-1. The corresponding Ctr reaches 
a value of 0.44 ± 0.07. Narrow confidence intervals are thus obtained for the macro-RAFT 
exchange kinetic parameters which is reflected in the good agreement between the experimental 
and deterministic simulation results in Figure 3.11. Notably, the obtained ktr (Equation (3)) 
value is 45% lower than the estimated ktr,0 (Equation (1)) value of (3.8 ± 0.1) x 102 L mol-1 s-1. 
This lowering is kinetically significant as demonstrated in Figure A15 in Appendix A in which 
different simulation results of several polymer characteristics are obtained in case ktr is assumed 
equal to ktr,0.  
Based on Equation (3) it further follows that kadd = 2ktr = 4.2 x 10² L mol-1 s-1 (70°C). Reminding 
that ktr,0 is on a fundamental level related to the addition and fragmentation reactions in Figure 
3.12 also here further mechanistic insights can be obtained a posteriori, based on Equation (1). 
If it is assumed that kadd,0,a (RAFT addition of Ri to R0X) is equal to kadd, consistent with the 
common claim that the RAFT addition rate coefficient is mainly influenced by the nature of the 
Z group, it follows from Equation (1) that the fragmentation probability φ ,  for the 
intermediate R0XRI toward R0 is equal to 0.9 (see also Table A3 in Appendix A). The latter is 
unexpected as this would imply a much higher stability for R0 (bond dissociation energy105 of 
R0-H = 394 kJ mol-1) compared to the secondary benzylic Ri radical (bond dissociation energy106 
of Ri-H = 354-378 kJ mol-1). More plausible is thus to assume φ ,  lower than 0.9 resulting in 
a kadd,0,a higher than kadd. Hence, both the Z and R group are important in determining the RAFT 
addition reactivity and by extension the overall transfer coefficient. Nonetheless, the Z group 
remains paramount as it determines the order of magnitude of ktr(,0) as for instance demonstrated 
by the difference for xanthates and trithiocarbonates in combination with LAMs/MAMs. 
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between simulated and experimental data  for MADIX homopolymerization 
of styrene (0-8h; entry 3 in Table A1 in Appendix A) and subsequent chain extension of (dormant) 
polystyrene (after purification via dialysis) with fresh styrene (8-13h; entry 1-3 in Table A2 in Appendix 
A); 70°C; Monomer conversion (Xm, dark blue), 𝑅 𝑋 conversion (XR0X, red), number-average chain 
length (xn, orange), mass-average chain length (xm, green), dispersity (Ð, purple), and end-group 
functionality (EGF, light blue) as a function of time; Lines correspond to calculated values with rate 
coefficients given in Table A3 in Appendix A and accounting for diffusional limitations (parameters in 
Table A4); simulated output with deterministic method. 
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Further inspection of Figure 3.11 shows that the chain extension with fresh styrene results in an 
increase of xn, xm and Ð while having a negligible effect on EGF. This weak dependence for 
EGF is due to the relatively low amount of newly formed dead chains. The latter can be most 
easily derived from Figure 3.10 (bottom) which shows the explicit growth of the chains as 
accessible via the kMC simulations (conditions: entry 3 in Table A2 in Appendix A) with the 
freshly incorporated styrene units in green colour and again making a distinction between the 
different end-groups. As can be seen, the fresh styrene is mainly incorporated in the 
macroradicals formed by the activation of the dormant species originating from the first 
synthesis step and much more “block”-copolymer chains are present than “green” 
homopolymer chains. Again a single (net) transfer, as countable via the kMC simulations,107 
takes place similar to the reaction scheme shown in Figure 3.7 with R0X replaced by the dormant 
macrospecies (RX), taking into account that the additional styrene conversion remains 
sufficiently low (Figure 3.11). 
 
Figure 3.12: Exchange (2) in Figure 3.7 on the elementary level. Interpretation of Equation (1) starting 
from the estimated value for ktr,0 with the kinetic model. 
The accuracy of the determination of ktr,0 and ktr is further confirmed in the SEC traces in Figure 
3.13 which show good agreement between the experimental and simulated mass CLD after 8h 
of homopolymerization (green; Xm=65%; entry 3 in Appendix A Table A1) and subsequent 5h 
of chain extension with fresh styrene (blue; Xm=20%; entry 1 in Appendix A Table A2). A high 
molar mass shoulder is present after the chain extension, consistent with the simulations results 
in Figure 3.10 (middle). Consequently, although no typical RDRP control over the chain growth 
is possible, reactivation of the dormant species can still be achieved under the right 
circumstances, i.e. upon R0X removal. 
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between the experimental (full lines) and simulated (dashed lines) mass CLD 
after 8h of homopolymerization (green; Xm=65%; entry 3 in Appendix A Table A1) and subsequent 5h 
of chain extension with fresh styrene (blue; Xm=20%; entry 1 Table A2 in Appendix A). 
3.4.5 Microstructural control upon chain extension with nBuA 
To further illustrate the potential of the visualization tool, focus is on a second monomer in 
view of the synthesis of actual block copolymer chains. Not any monomer can be selected as 
the intermediate formed by exchange between the dormant species consisting of the first 
monomer (here styrene) and the macroradicals consisting of the second monomer must 
effectively fragment toward macroradicals of the first monomer type. An efficient reinitiation 
involving these radicals with the second monomer is needed as well to allow for chain extension 
and, hence, block copolymer formation.108 
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Figure 3.14: Top: Comparison between simulated (blue) and experimental (red) dispersity data30 for 
MADIX chain extension of dormant polystyrene with n-butyl acrylate; reaction conditions: [Toluene]0= 
6  mol L-1, [n-BuA]0=2.0 mol L-1, [n-BuA]0/[Ri,styX] 0/[AIBN] 0=198/1/1; T=60°C ;Bottom: Visualization 
of monomer sequences using kinetic Monte Carlo modelling after 20% monomer conversion of chain 
extension: red: styrene unit; yellow: n-butyl acrylate; parameters: Table A6 of Appendix A 
Based on the experimental work of Smulders et al.30 nBuA is an interesting monomer. For 
example, Figure 3.14 (top) shows the model description of the experimental dispersity data30  
for the chain extension in toluene of dormant polystyrene synthesized with OEXEP. The 
corresponding simulated monomer sequences are provided in Figure 3.14 (bottom). Based on 
literature data and for simplicity backbiting and thus short chain branching is neglected.109 
For the simulations in Figure 3.14, at first sight, four macro-RAFT exchange reactions are 
needed due to the possible presence of two macroradical and dormant species types, with either 
a styrene or nBuA terminal unit. Mathematically this implies an extension of Equation (3) 
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through the introduction of ktr,XY with X referring to the radical terminal unit and Y to the 
dormant terminal unit (ktr,nB,nB; ktr,nB,S; ktr,S,S; ktr,S,nB; S: styrene; nB: nBuA). However, as shown 
in Figure A16 in Appendix A and as explained in detail in Section A23 of Appendix A, for the 
low nBuA conversions as covered in the present work (≤ 45%), only the transfer coefficient for 
a macroradical with a nBuA terminal unit and a dormant species with a styrene terminal unit 
(ktr,nBS) can be seen as kinetically significant.  Styryl macroradicals which have been formed by 
activation of the original dormant polystyrene chains have already reacted with nBuA before 
RAFT exchange can occur, due to the typical low ktr values for xanthates in combination with 
MAMs. Hence, only nBuA terminal radicals are present which reduces the number of exchange 
reactions already safely from 4 to 2 (remaining rate coefficients: ktr,nBS and ktr,nBnB). 
Furthermore, due to the low concentration of dormant poly(styrene-block-nBuA) compared to 
the initial dormant polystyrene at low nBuA conversions, transfer of nBuA macroradicals with 
the dormant block copolymer species (ktr,nBnB) is less relevant and can be neglected (Figure A17 
in Appendix A). Supportive for this claim is also the expectation that ktr,nB,nB is lower than ktr,nB,S, 
taking into account that the bond dissociation energy110 of the benzylic C-H bond of ethyl 
benzene (354-378 kJ mol-1) is lower than the one of the C-H bond in the alpha position of ethyl 
propionate (400 kJ mol-1).110  This implies that ktr,nB,S can be seen as the only kinetically relevant 
RAFT transfer coefficient, at least to a first approximation. The resulting simplified reaction 
scheme is shown in Figure 3.15, considering all kinetically relevant MADIX reactions for the 
chain extension of dormant polystyrene with nBuA up to intermediate conversion. 
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Figure 3.15: Kinetically relevant MADIX reactions (termination by recombination/disproportionation 
not shown for simplicity) for the chain extension of dormant polystyrene (after dialysis to remove 
OEXEP) with nBuA up to intermediate conversions; RnB/S: macroradical with n-butyl acrylate (nB; 
green spheres) or styrene (S; red spheres) as terminal unit. Similar notation for dormant species; 
styrene: red; nBuA: green as in Figure 3.10.  
Based on the data in Figure 3.14 (top), a preliminary value of 4.6 x 104 L mol-1 s-1 results for 
ktr,nBS which corresponds to a Ctr,nB,S equal to 1.35 in agreement with the kinetic study of 
Smulders et al.30 Such Ctr value can still be seen as relatively low but suffices to enable a 
successful MADIX chain extension, as confirmed by the kMC simulation results in Figure 3.14 
(bottom). 
3.5 Conclusions 
A detailed understanding of MADIX under bulk/solution conditions is obtained by successfully 
combining experimental and modelling analysis tools, focusing both on conversion, chain 
length and EGF data. The latter data can be obtained by a combination of dialysis and elemental 
analysis, an insight relevant for all RAFT polymerizations and, hence, not restricted to exchange 
processes based on xanthates. 
To accurately estimate Ctr,0 for the OEXEP/styrene MADIX system, multi-response regression 
analysis to homopolymerization data is recommended. On the other hand, Ctr can be reliably 
estimated to specifically xm data upon polymer isolation, using dialysis and applying chain 
extension. For OEXEP and styrene, a Ctr,0 and Ctr of respectively 0.80±0.02 and 0.44±0.07 
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result, highlighting the influence of both the R and Z group of the agent on the RAFT addition 
and fragmentation coefficients. For chain extension with nBuA, a Ctr of 1.35 is put forward in 
the present work, reflecting the reactivity for RAFT exchange of macroradicals with a nBuA 
terminal unit and dormant macrospecies with a styrene terminal unit. 
The use of advanced kinetic Monte Carlo simulations enables visualization of the chain growth 
and end-groups of individual macrospecies, both during homopolymerization and chain 
extension. For the selected MAM systems and monomer conversions, the dormant 
macrospecies are always formed via a single exchange, which implies a transfer behaviour as 
in a conventional free radical polymerization, although with a slight delay due to the reversible 
nature of the first addition/fragmentation step. Hence, bulk MADIX with MAMs behaves 
mechanistically different than classical bulk RAFT polymerizations with consecutive well-
defined activation-growth-deactivation cycles.  
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Chapter 4: Deterministic modeling of degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization 




The exploitation of reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) has allowed the 
synthesis of narrow molar mass distributed polymers possessing well-defined end-group 
functionalities, enabling the design of tailor-made molecular architectures such as block, star, 
comb-like, and dendritic (co)polymers.1–5 Although several types of RDRP have been 
developed over the last decennia, reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 
polymerization has demonstrated to be one of the most valuable ones, due to its applicability 
over a wide monomer range (e.g. styrene, methyl methacrylate (MMA), vinyl acetate, etc.) and 
working temperatures (258 to 453 K) while being compatible with a variety of solvents.1,6–8  
 
Figure 4.1: Representation of the simplified degenerative RAFT mechanism; 𝐼 : conventional radical 
initiator, 𝐼•: fragment originating from 𝐼 , 𝑀: monomer, 𝑅•: macroradical with chain length i (≥1), 
𝑅 𝑋: initial (small) RAFT agent, 𝑅•: RAFT leaving group radical, 𝑅 𝑋: dormant macrospecies (i≥1), 
𝑃 : dead polymer species; 𝑘 , , , , , , , , : rate coefficient for dissociation, chain initiation 
with 𝐼•, propagation, transfer (or exchange) with initial RAFT agent (𝑅 𝑋) and macroradical, transfer 
between RAFT leaving group (𝑅•) and dormant macrospecies (R𝑋), chain initiation with 𝑅•, transfer 
between macroradicals (𝑅•) and dormant macrospecies (𝑅𝑋),  termination by recombination, and 
termination by disproportionation; 𝑓: conventional initiator efficiency. 
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In RAFT polymerization, control over chain growth is obtained by the introduction of a small 
initial agent 𝑅 𝑋 to otherwise a conventional free radical polymerization (FRP) process. The 
essential reactions are shown in Figure 4.1, assuming for simplicity a so-called degenerative 
mechanism for the RAFT exchange.  A fast exchange/transfer between a macroradical (𝑅•;  i= 
chain length) and a dormant (macro-)species (𝑅 𝑋, 𝑖 ≥ 0) ensures a concurrent growth of all 
the dormant macrospecies. If the amount of dead polymer chains formed due to inevitable 
termination is low compared to the total amount of polymer chains and the R0X consumption 
is fast, a low-dispersity “living” polymer is obtained.  
The RAFT transfers shown in Figure 4.1 (“reaction” 2 and 4) in principle consist of two 
elementary steps, namely a radical addition to C=S followed by a fragmentation or β-scission. 
However, if the fragmentation rate coefficients are sufficiently high and side reactions 
involving the formed intermediate radicals (e.g. RAFT cross-termination leading to star 
formation) can be neglected, the mechanism can be simplified to a degenerative one 
characterized by formal transfer “rate coefficients” (k(-),tr,(0)).9–14 Previous research15–21 suggests 
that this is the case for the RAFT agent/monomer combination considered in the present work, 
i.e. 2-cyanoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate (CPDB)/MMA. In particular, Buback et al.15 highlighted 
that the decrease of the bulk polymerization rate of MMA with increasing initial CPDB 
concentration can be adequately explained by the chain-length dependency of the (average) 
apparent termination rate coefficient and no slow fragmentation or RAFT cross-termination is 
needed to explain the kinetic data.  
From an industrial point of view, the application of RAFT polymerization in dispersed media 
is favored due to the absence of organic volatile solvents, easily manageable control of the 
generated reaction heat, process flexibility including semi-batch addition of reagents, high 
yield, and straightforwardly isolatable product.22–28 Specifically RAFT polymerization in 
“compartmentalized nanoreactors” as encountered under emulsion polymerization conditions 
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is promising. Emulsion polymerization allows to lower the number of radicals per particle and 
therefore to increase the rate and livingness of the RAFT polymerization.1,29–31 In the limit one 
radical per active particle can be achieved, which is impossible under bulk conditions in which 
radicals can easily find each other in one “big particle” with thus no segregation as shown in 
Figure 4.2 for two nanoparticles (black box; middle). The most commonly applied emulsion 
technique is macro-emulsion polymerization,22,23 in which large monomer droplets are present 
along with aqueous phase initiator and monomer swollen micelles, the latter being converted 
into polymer particles because of radical entry (heterogeneous nucleation), chain 
initiation/propagation, and supply of monomer from the droplets (monomer transport). At one 
point these large droplets disappear and the polymerization largely takes place in the polymer 
particles, for which the reaction probabilities depend on the particle size, e.g. two radicals in a 
smaller particle terminate more likely (confined space effect in Figure 4.2; black box: middle). 
In contrast to bulk polymerization not only chemistry and micro-scale diffusional limitations 
therefore matter but also meso-scale mass transfer phenomena, with notably (re-)entry and exit 
events (Figure 4.2; grey box; bottom) resulting in particle type dynamics.14,32–40  
To somewhat simplify the emulsion kinetics focus has been on miniemulsion RAFT 
polymerization with an oil-soluble RAFT in which the polymer formation takes place in 
nanoscale monomer droplets so that the particle nucleation mechanism is less an issue (Figure 
4.2;  blue box).22,23,41,42 RAFT miniemulsion polymerization can be achieved by applying high 
shear homogenization or ultrasonication to a mixture of monomer, water, initiator, RAFT agent, 
surfactant, and long-chain costabilizer which results in kinetically stable droplets with a 
diameter in the range of 50-500 nm.7,8,37,43–45 Consequently, before the onset of the 
polymerization, the (oil soluble) RAFT agent is already evenly distributed over the droplets 
which obviates the necessity of aqueous phase transport of these hydrophobic molecules.46 
Under well-defined conditions the droplets/particles are stabilized to such degree that they do 
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not coalesce or aggregate during polymerization and, hence, the final latex particle size 
distribution is very similar to the initial monomer droplet size distribution.  
 
Figure 4.2: top: representation of RAFT miniemulsion with a water-based initiator; middle: 
compartmentalization for miniemulsion polymerization kinetics; bottom: meso-scale interphase mass 
transport phenomena involving R0 radicals. 
Several research groups4,5,25,43,45–56 have focused on the experimental understanding of RAFT 
miniemulsion polymerization. Initial issues regarding colloidal instability as for example 
reported by Tsavalas et al.48 during RAFT miniemulsion of styrene with 2-phenylprop-2-yl 
dithiobenzoate and later ascribed by Luo et.al.54,57 to superswelling have been resolved. This 
superswelling is caused by the large number of oligomers formed at the beginning of the 
polymerization and could be overcome by either replacement of the common small RAFT agent 
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by a RAFT-end-capped oligomer or by using high levels of surfactant and cosurfactant (e.g. 
hexadecane), as described by Tonge et.al.49 Attention has also been paid to the role of interphase 
mass transfer phenomena.25,48,52,58 Despite that no retardation of the RAFT bulk polymerization 
of styrene with 1-phenylethyl phenyldithioacetate (PEPDTA) could be observed, the 
polymerization rate significantly reduced under miniemulsion conditions. This was explained 
by the exit of the RAFT leaving group radical and subsequent termination in the aqueous phase 
or after re-entry into a particle containing a growing radical, during the early stages of the 
polymerization. These hypotheses were supported by the absence of this rate decrease if an 
oligomerized PEPDTA based agent was used.  
Several kinetic models have been also developed to better grasp RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization.2,3,24,41,59–66 Focus has been on both stochastic and deterministic methods, 
typically neglecting diffusional limitations at the micro-scale, considering an average particle 
size, and simulating only the polymerization rate and thus the monomer conversion profile. By 
means of intrinsic kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) modeling the influence of the RAFT agent during 
the early stages of the miniemulsion RAFT polymerization (< 25% monomer conversion) on 
the monomer conversion and the relevance of exit/entry has been for instance investigated by 
Luo et al.,64 with styrene and 1-phenylethyl phenyldithioacetate (PEPDTA). It was assumed 
that a zero-one system exists, i.e. a particle contains either no radicals or one radical, implying 
instantaneous termination if a radical enters a particle already containing one radical. It was 
shown that for an average particle diameter of 100 nm exit of the RAFT leaving group (R0) 
radical cannot be neglected. kMC modelling was also used by Tobita to describe the conversion 
profile for intrinsic “ideal” miniemulsion polymerization of styrene, hence, in the absence of 
exit/entry phenomena. To mimic these conditions polystyryl dithiobenzoate was taken as 
macro-RAFT agent.47,67 The observed rate retardation, as expected with this type of RAFT 
agent based on bulk data,47,68 could be explained by termination of the intermediate RAFT 
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radicals.47,67 Deterministic modeling of the miniemulsion RAFT polymerization rate is 
commonly achieved by the introduction of Smith-Ewart (differential) equations that describe 
the time evolution of the number of particles with a given number of radicals.69–71 Luo et al. 
considered two radical types, i.e. propagating radicals and RAFT intermediate radicals leading 
to two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations, to investigate RAFT miniemulsion polymerization 
of styrene with polystyryl-2-cryanoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate (PS-CPDB) and polystyryl-1-
phenylethylphenyl dithioacetate (PS-PEPDTA) up to intermediate monomer conversions 
(60%).24  As macro-RAFT agents were considered exit and entry events were ignored and with 
the intrinsic kinetic model the observed rate retardation was attributed to the establishment of 
a zero-one system in which intermediate radicals inside particles do not propagate. Also pseudo-
bulk minimemulsion kinetics have been modeled, for instance with O-ethylxanthyl ethyl 
propionate as RAFT agent and styrene as a monomer (semi-batch operation mode) by a 
combination of population balances and approximate analytical equations.41 Focus was on high 
monomer conversions (e.g. 95%) while accounting for diffusional limitations on termination, 
although neglecting entry and exit phenomena originating from the initial RAFT agent.  
Limited focus has been on the simulation of the miniemulsion RAFT polymerization (average) 
chain length characteristics and if they are considered strong simplifications are often 
made.2,41,59,62,65,66 For example, Li et al.66 simulated the number average chain length and 
dispersity for the RAFT miniemulsion copolymerization of styrene and n-butyl acrylate with 3-
benzyltrithiocarbonyl propionic acid (BCPA) using for simplicity the conventional “bulk” 
method of moments equations and pseudo-homopropagation rate coefficients with no Smith-
Ewart equations accounted for. Model development while accounting for such equations is 
recommended, as demonstrated for nitroxide miniemulsion polymerization (NMP) 
miniemulsion, with NMP another important RDRP technique.72–75  Furthermore, to best of the 
authors knowledge, no modeling studies on miniemulsion RAFT polymerization calculate the 
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end-group functionality (EGF;  fraction of dormant polymer chains) despite that this property 
is essential in view of further polymer modifications.  
 
Figure 4.3: Output  (bottom, purple box) as accessible with the developed model (basics in middle red 
box) , along with the necessary input parameters (top, green box). 
In this work, a deterministic model framework (Figure 4.3) – based on two-dimensional Smith-
Ewart equations (middle part: red box) - is therefore developed for miniemulsion RAFT 
polymerization up to very high monomer conversion. The framework accounts for meso-scale 
exit and entry phenomena for small radicals and micro-scale diffusional limitations on both 
termination and RAFT exchange, the former often ignored, as explained above, and the latter 
always neglected up to now. As shown in Figure 4.3, the model allows to simulate the monomer 
conversion, EGF, number average chain length, and dispersity as a function of time while 
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considering the kinetic disturbance because of compartmentalization (Figure 4.2; black box). 
The model is also capable of providing the number fractions of particles with a given number 
of macroradicals (k) and R0 radicals (l) to properly evaluate the validity of zero-one kinetics. 
Focus is also on different average particle sizes, in view of the particle size dependence of the 
reaction and mass transfer probabilities (cf. Figure 4.2; black and grey box).30,31,34,72 
The model is applied to degenerative isothermal RAFT miniemulsion polymerization of MMA 
with CPDB (R0X), with model validation based on literature data on radical polymerization in 
general and bulk and miniemulsion experimental data from Yang et al.5 in particular. 
Importantly, the miniemulsion RAFT polymerization data are only used to tune entry/exit, 
hence, meso-scale and miniemulsion specific parameters. It is shown that only at the lower 
monomer conversions and for the lower average particle sizes a zero-one system can be 
established. At higher monomer conversions and particle sizes diffusional limitations on 
termination are shown to be too strong to avoid the formation of particles with more than one 
radical. This effect is further enhanced for high chain lengths where additionally diffusional 
limitations on RAFT transfer are active. In any case, the miniemulsion polymerization rate is 
faster than the bulk counterpart despite a retardation at low monomer conversions due to 
consecutive exit/entry of R0 radicals. 
4.2 Modeling methodology 
To describe the miniemulsion RAFT polymerization of MMA with CPDB as agent and 
potassium persulfate (KPS) as radical initiator at 333 K a multi-scale modeling strategy is 
needed. In the present work, a deterministic multi-scale model development is performed with 
the particle level described by Smith-Ewart equations accounting for meso-scale interphase 
mass transport, i.e. exit/entry phenomena, as evaluated at the average particle size.34,72–74 At the 
micro-scale, corrections are made for diffusional limitations by apparent rate coefficients, in 
agreement with bulk kinetic studies.9,32,76–82 
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In what follows an overview is first given of the reactions and interphase mass transfers 
considered. Next focus is on the Smith-Ewart equations, which are constructed considering 
these reactions and transfers, and the determination of the model parameters is highlighted, 
separating micro- from meso-scale parameters by explaining how model validation is 
performed  to consecutively bulk and miniemulsion RAFT polymerization data. 
4.2.1 Reactions and interphase mass transport 
To describe the miniemulsion RAFT polymerization of MMA with CPDB as agent and 
potassium persulfate (KPS) as radical initiator at 333 K a degenerative mechanism (Figure 4.1) 
can be assumed, as explained above.15–21 In the present work, in agreement with other modeling 
studies,24,41,72 the particle size distribution is represented for simplicity by an average particle 
diameter dp and, hence, the average particle volume vp is considered constant throughout the 
entire polymerization process, as also density difference are ignored for simplicity.  
An overview of the reactions and interphase mass transport phenomena is given in Table 4.1. 
It follows that initiator decomposition occurs only in the aqueous phase of the miniemulsion. 
The conventional radical anion initiator fragment formed out of KPS (I) is allowed to propagate 
until an oligomeric species is formed with a critical chain length of 4 (𝑅 , ), upon which entry 
in the particles is assumed.83 Entry of smaller radicals initiated by an I fragment is thus 
neglected. The RAFT leaving group capped oligomeric radicals in the aqueous phase, 
originating from exit of the R0 radical from a particle, can already enter a new particle if a 
critical chain length of 2 is obtained in the aqueous phase (𝑅 , ). This lower critical value is 
justified by the lower water solubility of the R0 radical compared to the water solubility of the 
sulfate radical anion fragment originating from KPS.84  
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Table 4.1: Overview of reactions and rate coefficients for RAFT miniemulsion polymerization of MMA 
with CPDB and potassium persulfate  (KPS) at 333 K. Also provided are the exit/entry parameters that 
describe interphase transport, and the reactions/parameters if a bulk polymerization is performed 
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No R0X species are considered to be present in the aqueous phase. Furthermore, chain transfer 
to monomer can be neglected, as explained in Section B5 in Appendix B. The RAFT exchange 
of R0 radicals with R0X in the particles is much less important than chain initiation, resulting in 
a kinetically insignificant transfer coefficient 𝑘 , , as shown in Section B5 in Appendix B, 
further supporting the assumption of a degenerative mechanism. At lower monomer conversion, 
the aqueous monomer concentration is considered at its saturated value (5.6 10-1 mol L-1),93 
implying instantaneous monomer phase transfer. As the polymerization proceeds, a point is 
reached at which the monomer concentration in both phases is equal (monomer conversion ca. 
90%), after which it is assumed for simplicity that both concentrations remain equal and 
decrease together.   
For comparison, in Table 4.1, also bulk RAFT reactions are provided. All reactions are the same 
than for the miniemulsion case, except those related to the conventional radical initiator, which 
is now AIBN. The latter switch is due the water solubility of KPS. Furthermore, bulk 
polymerization does not feature interphase mass transport. 
4.2.2 Smith-Ewart and moment equations 
The species present in the organic phase can be divided in two groups. The first group consists 
of the abundant species (>> 10 molecules per particle), e.g. monomer and R0X, whose 
concentrations in the particles are approximated by a single average concentration over all 
particles at any time and their concentration time evolution is accounted for by means of 
conventional continuity equations. The second group consists of nonabundant species, here 
macroradicals and RAFT initiator radicals, with  typically only 0 to 10 molecules per particle 
so that the reaction kinetics do not follow pseudo-bulk kinetics and, hence, a single average 
concentration as for the abundant species cannot be considered. Due to the low number of 
radicals per particle the kinetics can be influenced by compartmentalization (Figure 4.2; black 
box)94,95 so that the reaction probabilities in one particle can be completely different than those 
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in another particle, with the possibility that many particles undergo no changes at a given 
integration time step as they contain no radicals. 
In order to account for compartmentalization effects for the miniemulsion kinetics so-called 2-
dimensional Smith-Ewart equations (Equation (1)) have been implemented to characterize the 
time evolution of the radical numbers in the polymer particles, in agreement with previous 
modeling work on nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP).69,72,96 These population balances 
describe the temporal evolution of polymer particles having k macroradicals and l R0 radicals 
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in which Np is the total number of particles. 
Based on Equation (2)-(19) the monomer conversion and EGF evolution can be directly 
calculated. For the calculation of the number-average chain length (xn) and the dispersity as a 
function of time, the pseudo-bulk approximation for the higher order moment equations is 
applied, following again previous work on NMP miniemulsion.72,96 An overview of all higher 
order moment equations is given Section B6 in Appendix B. To account for issues related to 
size exclusion chromatography calibrations the experimental data for xn were corrected with a 
constant factor of 0.8. A constant factor could be used for all experimental data, highlighting 
its relevance and leading to the expected relation under well-defined RDRP conditions. 
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The bulk counter case is modeled as described in previous work,9,78,97–100  considering the 
extended method of moments, allowing the simulation of the evolution of the monomer and 
R0X conversion, the EGF change, and the variation of xn and the dispersity as a function of 
monomer conversion. As explained below all model parameters are taken here from literature. 
4.2.3 Model parameters 
The parameter tuning for the modeling of the RAFT miniemulsion polymerization was 
conducted with the aim of ensuring maximum reliability of all model parameters. Hence, to 
separate bulk-specific from emulsion-specific phenomena, a distinction is made between tuning 
model parameters based on dedicated bulk reaction conditions (first step) and emulsion 
conditions (second step). Benchmarking against experimental data under bulk conditions (entry 
B1 in Table 4.2) allows fine-tuning the miniemulsion model toward the prediction of the RAFT 
polymerization kinetics. This tuning is therefore free of any interference caused by 
compartmentalization and phase-transfer meso-scale phenomena such as exit/entry model 
parameters. As explained below, this two-phase parameter tuning strategy results in a set of 
model parameters which can be largely taken directly from bulk literature kinetic studies (see 
Table 4.1 and see further Figure 4.5), except for the exit/entry parameters which needed to be 
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Table 4.2: Overview of the initial conditions used in the isothermal experimental study of bulk (exp 1) 
and miniemulsion (exp 2-4) RAFT polymerization of MMA performed by Yang et al.5a 
Entry [𝑀𝑀𝐴] [𝐶𝑃𝐷𝐵]  ⁄  [𝐶𝑃𝐷𝐵] [𝐼 ]  ⁄  dp (nm)b 
B1 192 4.88 - 
ME1 192 4.68 2.0 102 
ME2 192 4.68 1.4 102 
ME3 590 1.53 1.0 102 
aT=333 K; AIBN as conventional initiator (I2) for the bulk experiment and KPS for the 
miniemulsion experiments; mMMA,0 = 20 g; mH2O = 80g; baverage particle diameter 
Micro-scale diffusional limitations 
To  account for diffusional limitations on termination, the composite kt model,88 also known as 
the RAFT-chain length dependent-termination (RAFT-CLD-T) model,101 is used. For 
simplicity, average apparent termination rate coefficients are evaluated at the number average 
radical chain length xn,r. The RAFT-CLD-T literature parameters, as determined in bulk, are 
given in Section B3 of Appendix B.   
Based on the recent overview of De Rybel et al.77 it is clear that also the RAFT exchange can 
become diffusion controlled already at intermediate monomer conversions, as typical RAFT-
specific intrinsic reactivities are higher than conventional propagation reactivities and the 
RAFT exchange involves two macrospecies as in termination. In the present work, apparent 
RAFT exchange rate coefficients are therefore used. These have been obtained by relying on 
the coupled parallel encounter pair model approach as introduced by D’hooge et al.78: 







with 𝑘 ,  the apparent RAFT transfer rate coefficient, 𝑘 ,  the intrinsic RAFT transfer 
rate coefficient (see Table 4.1), and 𝑘 ,  the diffusional contribution for RAFT transfer as 
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calculated in Section B4 in Appendix B based on bulk data. As the initial RAFT agent is 
completely consumed at relatively low monomer conversions, diffusional limitations on ktr,0 
can be neglected.  Similarly the exit rate coefficient for R0 can be assumed as intrinsic. 
To account for the increasing viscosity during the bulk polymerization simulations,77 an 
apparent conventional initiator efficiency fapp has been calculated based on the free volume 
theory as described by Buback et al.102 and as explained in more detail in Section B1 in 
Appendix B, in line with the work of De Rybel et al.77 In contrast, in the miniemulsion 
polymerization, an intrinsic initiator efficiency is used, as this relates to an initiator 
decomposition in a low viscous aqueous environment. For the same reason, intrinsic entry 
coefficients can be considered. To minimize the effect of diffusional limitations on propagation, 
which are ignored in the present work, only experimental data until a monomer conversion of 
95% are considered.103–105 
Meso-scale exit and entry coefficients  
In agreement with previous work,72,73,75 an inverse quadratic and linear relationship with respect 
to dp is regarded for the exit and entry rate coefficients of the R0 species respectively, as shown 
in Figure 4.4. The ease of performing a meso-scale mass transfer with a given concentration 
gradient is reflected in Cexit/entry. The entry and exit rate coefficients are interrelated by the 
partitioning coefficient Г which is a thermodynamic quantity for a solute in a two-phase system 
and, in case of an organic-aqueous phase system, is defined as the ratio of the equilibrium 
concentration of the compound in the organic phase to its equilibrium concentration in the 
aqueous phase (Figure 4.4).37,106 Г is dimensionless and independent of the particle diameter.  
In this work, a Г value of 10 was assumed which is a typical value for an AIBN radical fragment 
(resembling R0 as CPDB is the initial RAFT agent) in a monomer/aqueous system.107,108 Hence, 
focus is on tuning of either the exit or the entry rate coefficient and not both as they need to 
follow the partitioning coefficient. The exit rate coefficient was tuned in the present work by 
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varying 𝐶 𝐷 ,  and comparing with the available experimental data at different dp values 
(see further; Figure 4.6). The diffusion coefficient in the organic phase and thus 𝐶 𝐷 ,  
can be considered constant to a first approximation as R0X is completely consumed at relatively 
low monomer conversion (<40%, see further: Figure 4.6). The tuning of 𝑘 ,  and the 
calculation of 𝑘 ,  is justified by the observation that the simulated output is more sensitive 
to individually adjusting 𝑘 ,  at fixed Г as opposed to adjusting only 𝑘 ,  as explained 
in Section B7 in Appendix B. It can thus be concluded that only one parameter needed to be 
tuned for the minemulsion data description and all other parameters are thus literature based. 
 
Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the calculation of the exit and entry rate coefficient for the 
RAFT leaving group radical (𝑅•) from/into a polymer particle with average diameter dp in the RAFT 
miniemulsion polymerization of MMA at 333K with CPDB as RAFT agent and KPS as conventional 
radical initiator. These are the only parameters tuned based on miniemulsion RAFT polymerization 
data; Г = partitioning coefficient;  𝐶 𝐷 ,  has been determined by comparison with experimental 
miniemulsion data5 (entry ME1-3 in Table 4.2)  with all other model parameters obtained based on bulk 
literature data and assuming a literature107,108 based Г of 10; 𝐶 /  = proportionality constant for 
R0 exit/entry from/into a polymer particle (-), 𝐷 , /  = R0 diffusional coefficient in the 
organic/aqueous phase (dm² s-1), Na = Avogadro constant (mol-1); 𝐷 , /  can be assumed constant 
as the RAFT agent is completely consumed at low monomer conversion (see Results and Discussion); 
values for kexit,R0 and kentry,R0 are given for 𝑑 = 2.0 10  𝑛𝑚 (entry ME1 in Table 4.2) as an example. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Bulk RAFT polymerization: model validation of micro-scale model parameters 
For bulk RAFT polymerization of MMA mediated by CPDB (Entry B1 in Table 4.2), the 
comparison between the simulation results obtained with the parameters in Table 4.1 and the 
experimental data acquired by Yang et al.5 is shown in Figure 4.5. A good agreement for both 
the monomer conversion profile (Figure 4.5a) and the change of the average polymer properties 
with increasing monomer conversion (Figure 4.5b-c) is obtained, highlight the significance of 
the micro-scale parameters in Table 4.1 and the accurate description of the apparent kinetics. 
The conversion profile has a typical S shape, confirming the similarity between RAFT 
polymerization and FRP. The linear growth of the number average chain length (xn, Figure 
4.5b) with monomer conversion, the high EGF (>90%, Figure 4.5c) and the low dispersity (Đ 
< 1.5, Figure 4.5c), at least up to a monomer conversion of 80%, confirm the excellent 
microstructural control. Consistent with this statement is the fast simulated disappearance of 
the initial RAFT agent, as  shown  in Figure 4.5a. 
Figure 4.5d illustrates that diffusional limitations play an important role in the bulk case. Not 
only diffusional limitations on the average termination rate coefficient (〈𝑘 , 〉, dashed line) 
matter but also those on the average RAFT transfer rate coefficient (〈𝑘 , 〉, dotted line). 
Diffusional limitations on termination result in an auto-acceleration, better known as the gel-
effect,109 with a dominance at intermediate monomer conversions (±50%) and also confirmed 
by the reduction of the slope of the EGF profile (Figure 4.5d). Note that the 〈𝑘 , 〉 line is 
characterized by a sudden downward step at intermediate monomer conversion, which is due 
to the variation of a change in diffusion regime as predicted by the literature based RAFT-CLD-
T parameters. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of simulation and experimental data (entry B1 in Table 4.2)5 for bulk RAFT 
polymerization of MMA at 333 K with AIBN and CPDB. Monomer conversion (a) as a function of time, 
number average chain length xn (b), and dispersity (c) as a function of monomer conversion. In (a) also 
the simulated initial RAFT agent (R0X) conversion. In (c) also the simulated end-group functionality 
(EGF); (d) shows the variation of the overall average (zeroth order) apparent termination rate 
coefficient (brown, 〈𝑘 , 〉 = 〈𝑘 , 〉 + 〈𝑘 , 〉) and average RAFT transfer coefficient (grey) as a 
function of MMA conversion; variation of the apparent initiator efficiency in Figure B1 of Appendix B; 
lines correspond to calculated values with the model parameters given in Table 4.1; typical average 
error bars.  
The importance of diffusional limitations on RAFT transfer is visible in the sharp increase of 
the dispersity at higher monomer conversions (> 80%). RAFT exchange, as termination, 
involves two macrospecies and therefore diffusional limitations are relevant. As RAFT 
exchange is intrinsically slower than termination (Table 4.1),  the RAFT exchange kinetics 
become only diffusion-limited at much more viscous environments and thus higher monomer 
conversion and xn values. Note that the steepness of the increase in dispersity is directly 
correlated with the steepness of the drop of 〈𝑘 , 〉. A better microstructural control is 
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therefore very likely in case this viscosity dependency of the RAFT exchange can be controlled, 
keeping in mind that diffusional limitation on propagation can be ignored at such monomer 
conversions. Furthermore, the apparent initiator efficiency decreases due to diffusional 
limitations (Figure B1 of Appendix B), leading at very high monomer conversions to a cessation 
of the polymerization.  
 
Figure 4.6: Comparison of simulated and experimental data (entry ME1-ME3 in Table 4.2)5 for 
miniemulsion of MMA at 333 K with KPS and CPDB. Left column: monomer conversion (Xm, blue) as 
a function of time; middle column: number-average chain length (xn, green) as a function of monomer 
conversion; Right column: dispersity (Đ, purple) as a function of monomer conversion. In left column 
also the simulated initial RAFT agent (R0X) conversion (red line). In the right column also the simulated 
end-group functionality (EGF; orange line) as a function of monomer conversion; lines correspond to 
calculate values with model parameters given in Table 4.1; typical average error bars.  
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4.3.2 Miniemulsion RAFT polymerization: model validation of meso-scale model parameters 
A good agreement between the simulated and the experimental miniemulsion RAFT 
polymerization data of Yang et al.5 is shown in Figure 4.6 (conditions: Table 4.2; same initial 
RAFT agent as bulk case but KPS as initiator; cf. Table 4.1). The observed linear growth of xn 
(green, middle column), the high EGF (orange, right column) and the low dispersity (<1.5; right 
column) at low and intermediate monomer conversions indicate that a well-controlled RAFT 
polymerization is taking place. It should be reminded that all reaction rate coefficients are fixed 
in the simulations and only tuning is done for the R0 exit rate coefficient (cf. Figure 4.4). 
 
Figure 4.7: (a) Ratio of the average concentration of the leaving group radical (R0) in the organic phase 
(all particles) to the concentration in the aqueous phase, (b) the fraction of particles with 1 R0 (middle) 
and (c) the exit probability, i.e. the ratio of the rate of the exit of the leaving group to the sum of the exit 
rate and R0 total consumption rate, in all the particles as a function of the initial RAFT agent (R0X) 
conversion for Experiment ME1 (blue), Experiment ME2 (green), and Experiment ME3 (red). 
Conditions as mentioned in Table 4.2. Simulated values calculated with model parameters in Table 4.1; 
from ME1 to ME3: higher relevance of exit of R0 as decreasing average particle size; XR0X = 100% at 
Xm = 40 % for all experiments; average particle size for ME1-3: 2 102, 1.4 102 and 1.0 102 nm. 
Figure 4.7 shows for experiment ME1, ME2, and ME3 (decreasing (average) particle size) the 
ratio of the average concentration of the leaving group radical in the organic phase to the 
concentration of that radical in the aqueous phase (subplot a), the fraction of particles with one 
R0 radical (subplot b), and the leaving group exit probability considering all possible reaction 
and mass transfer events (subplot c) as a function of the R0X conversion. It can be seen in Figure 
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4.7a that on an overall basis equilibrium of R0 between the two phases is quickly achieved, 
consistent with the literature based value of 10 for the partitioning coefficient.107,108 Moreover, 
most of the particles do not possess a R0 radical (Figure 4.7b), indicating a fast consumption by 
termination or propagation, or a fast exit. As shown in Figure 4.7 (c), the ratio of the exit rate 
to the overall consumption/disappearance rate increases with decreasing particle size due to the 
inverse quadratic relation between the average particle size and the exit rate coefficient. Hence, 
the simulation and experimental results for ME3 (lowest average particle size) in Figure 4.6 are 
most affected by exit of R0. 
 
Figure 4.8: (a): the theoretical influence of the exit rate coefficient on the conversion plot of Experiment 
ME3 in Table 4.2; 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1.5 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠  (green) 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1,5 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠  (blue; line 
as in Figure 4.5 bottom; left + experimental data)  𝐶 𝐷 , = 1,5 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠  (purple line); other 
parameters as in Table 4.1; more exit leading to more delay at low monomer conversions. b-d: Reaction 
probabilities involving the leaving group R0 radicals in aqueous phase (b) and particles with zero and 
one macroradical (c and d); situation at 50% conversion of initial RAFT agent (Xm = 3.5%); these 
results highlight that delay is due to a dominant occurrence of re-entry/exit of R0; other model 
parameters in Table 4.1. 
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The latter is also theoretically illustrated in Figure 4.8a by comparing the tuned conversion 
profile in Figure 4.6 (same blue line) with the profiles for which the exit rate coefficient is 
lowered and increased with a factor 10 (green and purple line). As long as initial RAFT agent 
is present (monomer conversions below 20%; cf. left column Figure 4.6), the lines strongly 
differ with an increased exit rate coefficient retarding the polymerization. At higher monomer 
conversions (>20%), at which the initial RAFT agent is depleted, the exit rate coefficient does 
not influence the polymerization rate so that all monomer conversion temporal changes become 
parallel. To further investigate the origin of the retardation at the lower monomer conversions, 
Figure 4.8b-d show the reaction probabilities at 50% initial RAFT agent conversion for the R0 
radical in the aqueous phase (subplot b), in a particle containing only a R0 radical (subplot c), 
and in a particle containing both a R0 and a macroradical (subplot d). As shown in Figure 4.8b, 
termination involving the aqueous R0 radical is negligible and almost all these radicals will 
entry a particle before they can react with monomer. The small amount of R0 radicals that are 
able to take up monomer will enter a particle as well once the critical length of 2 is obtained, 
similar as macroradicals of chain length 4 as formed from KPS dissociation and consecutive 
aqueous chain initiation and propagation (Table 4.1). As shown in Figure 4.8c, in particles, exit 
of R0 radicals to the aqueous phase is dominant and, hence, these will undergo re-entry (to 
another particle). R0 radicals which do not exit a particle will mainly react with monomer 
resulting in the formation of macroradicals that cannot exit. However, if a radical is already 
present or formed by (re-)entry, at one point termination can occur as in a conventional FRP 
process as RAFT exchange is not infinitely fast as shown in Section B10 in Appendix B. It can 
thus be concluded that the observed retardation effect at lower monomer conversions is mainly 
caused by alternating R0 exit and (re-)entry, resulting in a negligible monomer consumption.    
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Figure 4.9: Results with complete model (diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer; 
used for Figure 4.6) for the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 , (a), blue), average 
number of leaving group radicals per particle (𝑛 , (b), green), 𝑅 𝑋 conversion ((b), orange), fraction 
of particles with 0 up to 3 macroradicals (c), average apparent overall termination rate coefficient 
(〈𝑘 , 〉 = 〈𝑘 , 〉 + 〈𝑘 , 〉, (d), red, for calculation see Section B3 in Appendix B) and the 
average apparent transfer rate coefficient (〈𝑘 , 〉, (d), purple, for calculation see Section B4 in 
Appendix B) as a function of MMA conversion for Experiment ME2; conditions as mentioned in Table 
4.2 and calculated with model parameters given in Table 4.1. Similar results for ME1 in Table 4.1 (see 
Section B8 in Appendix B); A-C regimes related to dominance of entry/exit; termination; diffusional 
limitations on termination (see in detail in Figure 4.10). 
Despite this retardation - on an overall basis - the miniemulsion polymerizations are much faster 
than the bulk polymerization case, as can be derived from comparing Figure 4.5 (a) vs. Figure 
4.6 (first column), ignoring for simplicity differences in initiator loading and initiator 
mechanism (aqueous vs. organic). In any case, the kinetics are influenced by segregation 
(Figure B11 in Appendix B; dominance of active particles with one radical), with very low 
average radical amounts as e.g. shown in Figure 6.9(a) for ME2 in Table 4.2 (average amount 
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below 1.5 and mostly well below 1) consistent with the higher EGF values in Figure 4.6 (right 
column). 
4.3.3 Miniemulsion RAFT polymerization: invalidity of zero-one kinetics 
As shown in Figure 4.9a, the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 ) as a function 
of MMA conversion for experiment ME2 is characterized by three regimes. At low monomer 
conversions (< ±45%, regime A), 𝑛  is very low (close to 0) and thus zero-one kinetics result. 
This can be explained by the dominance of R0 exit and (re-)entry at low monomer conversion, 
as explained above. As long as R0X is present 𝑛  remains low (values of ca. 10-2) and the 
average number of R0 radicals per particle (𝑛 ; Figure 4.9b green) decreases. The latter average 
is always very low (<10-4) as R0 species are rapidly involved in propagation and exit. The 
relevance of R0 exit and re-entry based retardation is also highlighted in Figure 4.9c as the 
fraction of particles containing no radical (green dashed line) is always dominant. At 
intermediate monomer conversion (±45% - ±60%, regime B in Figure 4.9), half the particles 
contain no macroradicals and half of them possess just one so that the benchmark 𝑛  value of 
0.5 related to (quasi)-instantaneous termination is obtained. Note that the fraction of particles 
containing two radicals is e.g. 3 10-2 % at 50 % monomer conversion (cf. Figure B11 in 
Appendix B) further confirming this statement. The B regime is characterized by the absence 
of exit of radicals (XR0X=100%) and a sufficiently high average apparent termination rate 
coefficient (red, Figure 4.9d) results in a negligible amount of short-lived particle types 
containing two radicals.  
The situation is different at higher monomer conversions (> ±60%; regime C). The high number 
average chain length (Figure 4.6: middle column) and thus high particle viscosity result in a 
significant decrease of the apparent termination coefficient, as shown in Figure 4.9(d). As a 
result, termination events do not necessarily occur sufficiently fast and it becomes possible for 
particle to possess more than one radical (Figure 9c). Consequently, 𝑛  can increase above 0.5, 
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as shown in Figure 4.9a. In other words, the zero-one kinetics approximation is no longer valid, 
which is an important insight overlooked in previous studies which typically either focus on 
lower monomer conversion or intrinsic kinetics.  
 
Figure 4.10:(a)-(b): the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 blue) and the average 
number of leaving group radicals per particle (𝑛 ) in case intrinsic kinetics are assumed for ME2 in 
Table 4.2 (no diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer); (c)-(d): updates in case 
diffusional limitations on termination are accounted for. Identical results as in Figure 4.9 implying that 
the invalidity of zero-one kinetics is due to diffusional limitations on termination only ; same conclusion 
for ME1 in Table 4.1 (see Section B8 in Appendix B). 
Figure 4.10 further demonstrates the importance of diffusional limitations and thus apparent 
kinetics. For intrinsic miniemulsion kinetics only two regions can be distinguished in the 𝑛  
plot and particles possessing more than one radical are almost unachievable. Note that only 
diffusional limitations on termination are relevant as Figure 4.9 (a) and (c) match with Figure 
4.10 (a) and (c), in which intrinsic RAFT transfer rate coefficients are used. In contrast to the 
bulk case (Figure 4.5) diffusional limitations on RAFT transfer (Figure 4.9(d)) are thus 
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kinetically less relevant and a better microstructural control results. The same is true for ME1 
in Table 4.2, as explained in Appendix B. 
 
Figure 4.11: Results with complete model (diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer;  
used for Figure 4.6) for the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 ; (a); blue), average 
number of leaving group radicals per particle (𝑛 ; (b); green), 𝑅 𝑋 conversion ((b); orange), fraction 
of particles with 0 up to 8 macroradicals (c), average apparent overall termination rate coefficient 
(〈𝑘 , 〉 = 〈𝑘 , 〉 + 〈𝑘 , 〉; (d); red ; for calculation see Section B3 in Appendix B) and the 
average apparent transfer rate coefficient (〈𝑘 , 〉; (d); purple ; for calculation see Section B4 in 
Appendix B) as a function of MMA conversion for Experiment ME3; conditions as mentioned in Table 
4.2) and calculated with model parameters in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.12: (a-b): the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 blue) and the average number 
of leaving group radicals per particle (𝑛 ) in case intrinsic kinetics are assumed for ME3 in Table 4.2 
(no diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer); (c)-(d): updates in case diffusional 
limitations on termination are accounted for; (e)-(f): updates in case diffusional limitations on 
termination and RAFT exchange are accounted for. Identical results as in Figure 4.11 only for the 
bottom row implying that the invalidity of zero-one kinetics is due to diffusional limitation on 
termination and RAFT transfer. 
Care should be taken for the generalization of this finding. Higher chain length polymer is for 
instance obtained for ME3 compared to ME1/2 (Figure 4.6; middle column) due to the lower 
amount of initial R0X used (Table 4.2). As a result, diffusional limitations on termination and 
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RAFT transfer result in a more profound decrease of the apparent termination and transfer rate 
coefficient in regime C, as shown in Figure 4.11(d). Despite that regime A and B in Figure 4.11 
are very similar to the corresponding regimes of experiment ME2 in Figure 4.9, with an initial 
𝑛  well below 0.5 due to exit and re-entry events of R0 and an 𝑛  very close to 0.5 after 
complete consumption of the initial R0X (Figure 4.11(b)), the invalidity of the zero-one kinetics 
in regime C is much more far-reaching. At monomer conversions greater than 80%, the majority 
of particles even contain more than one radical (Figure 4.11(c)).  
For ME3, chain length dependencies are therefore more crucial and diffusional limitations on 
both termination and RAFT transfer need to be considered, as gradually shown in Figure 4.12. 
Diffusional limitations on termination already result in the establishment of the three regimes 
(Figure 4.12 (c)-(d)) but diffusional limitation on RAFT transfer are needed to describe the 
complete build-up of radicals in regime C up to the higher monomer conversion (Figure 4.12 
(e)-(f)). This extra increase of the number of radicals due to apparent RAFT exchange kinetics 
results in a dispersity increase as in the bulk case albeit at a lower chain length (Figure 4.5). 
Overall it follows from Figure 4.12(f) that still a significant amount of particles contain less 
than two radicals, making segregation as characteristic for miniemulsion still relevant. 
4.3.4 Miniemulsion RAFT polymerization: relevance of process conditions 
Applying a modeling strategy in order to fully understand the kinetics of RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization allows the possibility to investigate the process and polymer characteristics over 
a broad operating window. A first example is shown in Figure 4.13 in which the influence of 
the targeted chain-length (TCL, [MMA]0/[CPDB]0) on the time to reach a certain monomer 
conversion, and the number average chain length, the dispersity, the EGF, and the average 
number of radical per particle for those monomer conversions are depicted. The other initial 
amounts are taken as in ME1 in Table 4.1. Focus is on a monomer conversion of 50 (dashed 
lined) and 80% (full lines). 
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Figure 4.13: Influence of the targeted chain length (TCL; [MMA]0/[CPDB]0) on the time to reach 50% 
(dashed line) and 80% (full line) monomer conversion (blue, (a)), the number average chain length (xn, 
green, (b)), the dispersity (purple, (c)), the end group functionality (orange, (c)), and the average 
number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛  , red, (d)) at those monomer conversions; dp = 100 nm, all 
other initial amounts as in experiment ME1 in Table 4.2 except for 𝑚 (𝑅 𝑋); model parameters as 
given in Table 4.1. 
Figure 4.13 (a) indicates that a higher TCL leads to shorter polymerization times (see also 
Section B12 in Appendix B). This is the result of several factors. First of all a smaller initial 
amount of R0X results in a less pronounced retardation caused by the leaving group radical R0 
(Figure B12 in Appendix B). While the probability of exit is unaffected by the TCL (Figure B9 
in Appendix B) less R0 radicals are generated. Furthermore, the gel-effect is stronger if higher 
chain lengths are involved and relatively more conventional radical initiator is present. The 
latter gives the process a higher FRP character and also explains the lower EGF values (Figure 
4.13 (c)).110 Detailed model inspection also reveals that at medium monomer conversions 
(50%), the RAFT transfer is not yet influenced by diffusional limitations (similar to Figure 4.9d 
and Figure 4.11d), even at the highest TCL. The excellent control over the chain growth is at 
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those monomer conversions thus not influenced by the TCL as shown in Figure 4.13 (c) with a 
constant dispersity of approximately 1.1 obtained for all TCLs (dashed line). In contrast, at high 
monomer conversion (ca. 80%), diffusional limitations on the RAFT transfer (and termination) 
result in a sharp increase of the dispersity at higher TCL (full line), consistent with the 
discussion of Figure 4.12. Consistently at medium monomer conversion (50%; dashed line), 
the slight reduction of the apparent termination rate coefficient results in only in a negligible 
increase of  𝑛  (Figure 4.13(d); full line), whereas at high monomer conversion (80%) 
diffusional limitations on both termination and transfer lead to a significant increase of 𝑛  with 
increasing TCL.   
As a second example, the influence of the average particle size (dp) is shown in Figure 4.14. 
The other process conditions are taken as for ME1 in Table 4.1 (TCL= 192). Focus is on a 
monomer conversion of 10, 50 and 95% (dotted/dashed/full lines). It follows from Figure 4.14 
(a) that a decrease of dp results in a shorter time to reach a certain monomer conversion, as the 
total number of radicals present in all particles increases (Figure 4.14 (f)) due to a higher 
importance of the segregation effect capable of compensating for a more pronounced initial 
delay due to R0 exit/entry (cf. Figure 4.7-8). The (degenerative) RAFT transfer reactions are 
however not influenced by this segregation effect as the both the initial RAFT agent and the 
dormant macrospecies are not kinetically compartmentalized. As a result, both the number 
average chain length (Figure 4.14(b)) and the dispersity (Figure 4.14 (c)) are not influenced by 
dp. Similar to the results shown in Figure 4.6, the dispersity first decreases between 10 and 50% 
monomer conversion after which it again increases due to diffusional limitations. As the initial 
molar ratio of R0X to conventional radical initiator is maintained, too much I2 derived chains 
are relatively formed at higher dp and, hence, more termination events occur resulting in a 
decrease of the EGF with increasing dp (Figure 4.14 (d)).  
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Figure 4.14(e) (vertical dotted blue line) shows that at dp = 120 nm for 𝑛  the three regimes as 
introduced in Figure 4.10 can be detected: Regime A: very low 𝑛  values (close to 0); Regime 
B: plateau values for 𝑛  at 0.5; and Regime C: 𝑛  values higher than 1. More in detail, for the 
very low monomer conversions, Regime A is always active. For example, 𝑛  increases steadily 
with dp for a monomer conversion of 10% (dotted red line in Figure 4.14(e)) but never a value 
as high as 0.5 is reached. At such low monomer conversion R0X is still present and thus the 
polymerization rate is lowered by exit/entry of R0 but this effect is less relevant for an increasing 
average particle size (cf. Figure 4.4), explaining the increase of 𝑛  along the whole dp range.  
For a monomer conversion at which R0X is absent the particle size dependence for 𝑛  is more 
complex and also the other two regimes (B and C) can be established. For example, at 50% 
monomer conversion (dashed line in Figure 4.14(e)) a zero-one system with 𝑛  equal to 0.5 
results for dp between ±90 and 120 nm.  In this regime, any variation in exit/entry rates (due to 
a change in particle size) is effectively counteracted by instantaneous termination, keeping 𝑛  
equal to 0.5. Below 90 nm, however, the delay caused by R0 exit at low monomer conversion 
(<40%) is not yet compensated due to the larger amount of particles present (Figure B14 in 
Appendix B) and thus regime A remains. For dp larger than 120 nm, the pseudo-bulk kinetic 
regime C is observed, as 𝑛  varies with dp³ consistent with the work of Zetterlund and Okubo 
on NMP.95 In this regime, 𝑛  steadily increases with dp as termination does not occur fast 
enough anymore (weaker confined space effect) making it possible for a particle to contain 
more than one radical. 
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Figure 4.14: Influence of the (average) particle size (dp) on the time to reach 10% (dotted line),  50% 
(dashed line) and 95% (full line) monomer conversion (blue, (a)), and the number average chain length 
(xn, green, (b)), the dispersity (purple, (c)), the  end-group functionality (orange, (d)), the average 
number of radicals per particle (𝒏𝑹, red, (e)) and the total number of radicals in the organic phase (all 
particles, black, (f)) at those monomer conversions; Blue line in e for comparison with Figure 4.9a; 
experimental conditions as in experiment ME1 in Table 4.2 (targeted chain length of 192); model 
parameters as given in Table 4.1. 
Finally, for a monomer conversion of 95%  (full line in Figure 4.14(e)), similar to the results at 
50% monomer conversion, at very low average particle sizes an 𝑛  of 0.5 is still not achieved 
as no full compensation for the delay by R0 exit is still not obtained. As diffusional limitations 
on termination are now stronger it is also less likely that one radical can be maintained per 
particle at already lower particle sizes. Only the particles with an intermediate size (but lower 
than the suited sizes at 50% monomer conversion) can still ensure fast termination, enabling a 
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zero-one system with 𝑛  equal to 0.5. In other words, Regime C is more easily encountered at 
the expense of Regime B. Hence, the view that zero-one kinetics are simply established in 
RAFT polymerization, should be revisited in a more nuanced way, especially upon fully 
appreciating diffusional limitations at higher monomer conversions. In general, a RAFT 
polymerization conducted in miniemulsion can display three kinetic regimes: (i) a zero-one 
system with rate control by R0 exit, (ii) a zero-one system featuring instantaneous termination, 
and (iii) a pseudo-bulk regime, with the possibility of more than one radical per particle. 
4.4 Conclusions 
For degenerative miniemulsion RAFT polymerization with a small RAFT agent R0X at the start 
it is demonstrated with a two-dimensional Smith-Ewart based model coupled with moment 
equations under the pseudo-bulk approximation that it is not afforded to assume zero-one 
kinetics, as often done in previous studies. At one point in the polymerization, the reaction 
mixture becomes too viscous and the apparent termination reactivity cannot be high enough to 
minimize the contribution of nanoparticles with more than 1 (macro)radical. In other words, 
“instantaneous” termination cannot be established. Moreover, if the average chain length can 
become sufficiently high also diffusional limitation on RAFT transfer become relevant and a 
significant fraction of the nanoparticles contains several (macro)radicals.  
For higher average particle sizes, this invalidity of the zero-one kinetics is already visible at 
lower monomer conversions due a lesser importance of the confined space effect. Furthermore, 
at the lower average particle sizes exit of R0 at the lower monomer conversions is more relevant 
and the polymerization slows more down. However, as soon as R0X is completely consumed, 
the segregation effect is dominant and higher polymerization rates are obtained as for the bulk 
counterpart, at least if the monomer conversion is allowed to become sufficiently high. 
Under the range of conditions studied the end-group functionality is always high but too high 
monomer conversions should be avoided to allow for the synthesis of low dispersity polymers. 
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The developed model thus allows to identify the optimal average particle size in view of design 
of the polymerization rate and control over the average polymer properties. 
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Chapter 5: A theoretical comparison of non-degenerative and degenerative RAFT 
polymerization of Styrene under miniemulsion conditions with macro-RAFT agent and 
water soluble initiator 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Free radical polymerization (FRP) is currently one of the most commonly applied industrial 
polymerization techniques, due to its relative insensitivity to impurities, compatibility with a 
wide range of monomers, and the possibility to use multiple reaction media including bulk, 
solution, suspension and emulsion.[1–10] A drawback is the limited structural control at the 
molecular level, with a high dispersity (>1.5) and a restricted functionality degree in view of 
the synthesis of complex well-defined macromolecular architectures. To overcome this 
drawback, reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) or controlled radical 
polymerization (CRP) techniques have been developed, allowing to regulate the molecular 
structure of individual polymer chains and design novel molecular architectures such as block, 
star, comb-like, and dendritic (co)polymers inaccessible by FRP.[2,4,5,7,11–16]  
Despite that several RDRP techniques have been proposed over the last decennia, reversible 
addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization is one of the most promising ones 
due to its direct resemblance to FRP regarding the order of magnitude of the polymerization 
rate.[17–19] In view of prospective industrial operation, RAFT polymerization in a dispersed 
medium with water as the continuous phase is preferred, as it reduces the risks of overheating 
and runaway as a result of the highly exothermic nature of radical polymerization.[2,20–25] 
High monomer conversions can also be targeted without the increasing viscosity becoming a 
very critical issue as in bulk polymerization, which minimizes potential problems with residual 
monomer removal.[26,27] Moreover, for well-chosen (average) particle sizes the kinetics are 
influenced by compartmentalization as reactants are physically confined within discrete 
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confined spaces with active particles even possessing only one radical so that the livingness of 
the RAFT polymerization can be increased compared to the bulk RAFT process.[28–36] 
 
Figure 5.1: Representation of the RAFT miniemulsion process (black box: initialization with water 
soluble initiator and oil soluble initial RAFT agent) and an overview of the main reactions and 
interphase mass transfers. A subdivision is made between the reactions occurring in the aqueous phase 
(blue box, reaction (a)-(h)), in the organic phase (orange box, reaction (o)-(y)), and interphase mass 
transport phenomena (red box, (i)-(l); selected number of phenomena). In case a degenerative RAFT 
mechanism can be assumed, the reaction sequences (t)-(v) in the orange box can be simplified to the 
exchange events (m) and (n) (green box; also no RAFT-cross termination; reaction (w)-(y)). 
Conventional termination only shown for the recombination mode (w) as this is dominant for styrene, 
the monomer investigated in this work; no mass transfer for RAFT intermediate radicals, as they are 
likely too hydrophobic due to their size.  
A special class of RAFT emulsion polymerization is RAFT miniemulsion polymerization 
(Figure 5.1; black box; water soluble initiator and oil soluble initial RAFT agent) in which the 
polymerization occurs in kinetically stable monomer droplets (50-500 nm) realized by high 
shear homogenization or ultrasonification, making aqueous phase transport of hydrophobic 
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RAFT agent, as in conventional (macro)emulsion, not an issue. [4,21,34,37–40] Under well-
defined conditions, droplet coalescence or aggregation, and monomer diffusion can be 
restricted and, hence, the initial monomer droplet size distribution is more or less the particle 
size distribution.[41] A challenge remains to control the reaction rates, taking into account that 
radicals (besides monomer) can undergo mass transfer due to the heterogeneous nature of the 
process, as displayed in Figure 5.1 with reactions in the aqueous phase in a blue box, reactions 
in the organic phase in an orange box, and phase-transfer events in a red box.  
As shown Figure 5.1, the water soluble initiator (I2,aq) forms initiator fragments (Iaq) which 
subsequently add to monomer (M) until oligomeric species are formed that are too hydrophobic 
(e.g. critical chain length for styrene, monomer in the present work: 2) to remain in the aqueous 
phase so that entry (interphase mass tranport (i) in Figure 5.1) into a droplet/particle occurs. 
There the oligomers can grow to ‘true’ macroradicals (Ri; i: chain length), which in contrast to 
FRP do not dominantly terminate to create dead polymer species (P) but can also add to the 
initial RAFT chain transfer agent (CTA, R0X), forming a first RAFT intermediate radical type 
(RiXR0, , reaction (t) in Figure 5.1). Due to the instability of this adduct-radical, fragmentation 
occurs resulting in either the starting compounds (kfrag,a) or a dormant macrospecies (RiX) and 
a RAFT CTA derived leaving group radical (R0) (kfrag,b). The latter radical is capable of re-
initiating the polymerization (kp,R0, reaction (s) in Figure 5.1) but can also undergo mass transfer 
to the aqueous phase (event (l) in Figure 5.1). Furthermore, addition of a macroradical to a 
dormant macrospecies leads to the formation of a second type of RAFT intermediate radical 
characterized by two arms of in general two different lengths (RiXRj, reaction (u) in Figure 5.1). 
Its fragmentation (kfrag) can result in the reactivation of the dormant macrospecies while 
temporary deactivating the original growing macroradical. If the resulting exchange/transfer of 
the radical function between growing and dormant macrospecies occurs fast enough, concurrent 
growth of all the dormant chains can be achieved. Note that a third type of RAFT intermediate 
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radical (R0XR0) can be present in the particles, formed by the addition of the leaving group 
radical R0 to the initial RAFT CTA R0X (reaction (v) in Figure 5.1). Hence, 5 types of radicals 
(R0XR0,p, RiXR0,p, RiXRj,p, R0,p and Ri,p) can exist in the particles. Considering also the aqueous 
phase (and the maximal chain lengths) 6 more radicals (Iaq, R(‘)1,aq, R(‘)2,aq, and R0,aq) exist, 
ignoring the exit/entry of RAFT intermediate radicals as they are in most cases too hydrophobic.  
Under ideal RAFT conditions, implying no-RAFT cross-termination (reaction (w)-(y) in Figure 
5.1) and no slow RAFT fragmentation, the consecutive/competitive RAFT 
additions/fragmentations (reactions (t)-(v) in orange box of Figure 5.1) can be simplified to the 
so-called degenerative transfer mechanism (“reactions/exchanges” (m) and (n) in the green box 
in Figure 5.1) in which the intermediate radical species (R0XR0,p, R0XRi,p and RiXRj,p) are not 
explicitly mentioned as the pseudo steady-state approximation (PSSA) can be applied to 
calculate their concentrations.[19,42–45] The corresponding transfer “rate coefficients” (ktr,0, 
k-tr,0 and ktr), as defined based on the (conventional) radical and dormant species concentrations, 
are a function of the elementary RAFT addition and fragmentation parameters:  
𝑘 , = 𝑘 , ,
𝑘 , ,
𝑘 , , + 𝑘 , ,
 
(1) 
𝑘 , = 𝑘 , ,
𝑘 , ,







with in the last equation, for simplicity, chain length dependencies neglected. Intrinsically this 
assumption can be realistic[46] but at higher monomer conversion the RAFT exchanges can be 
influenced by diffusional limitations.[19,47–53] Hence, apparent exchange kinetics can be 
operative similar to diffusional limitation on termination inducing the well-known gel-
effect.[1,34,54–56] 
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A research question that arises is which experimental and/or modeling tools are most suited to 
test if a simplified degenerative RAFT mechanism can be applied or if the detailed non-
degenerative one needs to be considered. Most focus has been on the bulk monomer conversion 
profile in which the RAFT polymerization case is compared with the corresponding FRP case 
(same initial conditions except no initial RAFT agent), with a (strong) rate retardation 
associated with the need of a non-degenerative mechanism. Barner-Kowollik et al.[57] 
hypothesized that the rate retardation could be explained by a low RAFT fragmentation rate 
resulting in an accumulation of non-propagating RAFT intermediate species. In contrast, 
Monteiro et al.[58] attributed the retardation to RAFT cross-termination reactions involving 
conventional and intermediate radicals, resulting - even with high fragmentation rates – in the 
formation of three and four armed dead species. Which of both explanations is most plausible 
is although still under debate,[45,59–63] even after a large number of both experimental[57–
59,64–76] and theoretical studies.[47,63,77–87] Interestingly, recent research has indicated that 
bulk RAFT rate retardation can even occur under the validity of the degenerative mechanism. 
[47,88,89] As lower chain length polymer chains are always formed in a well-defined 
homogeneous RAFT polymerization compared to the corresponding FRP process the gel-effect 
is less established in the former so that the conversion profile is less steep. 
Tobita et al.[90–92] suggested that miniemulsion RAFT polymerization with macro-RAFT 
agents is interesting to study the nature of rate retardation leading to a non-degenerative RAFT 
mechanism. The use of macro-RAFT agents allows to neglect to a first approximation the 
exit/entry phenomena of R0 (mass transfer events (k) and (l) in the red box in Figure 5.1), which 
is known to induce additional retardation.[36,93–96] Still the kinetics are influenced by 
compartmentalization with the bimolecular RAFT cross-termination rate expected to decrease 
with decreasing (average) particle size, whereas the particle size should not have an influence 
on the RAFT fragmentation rate, at least for a given RAFT intermediate concentration. For 
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RAFT miniemulsion polymerization of styrene mediated by polystyryl dithiobenzoate, this 
aspect was exploited by Suzuki et al.[91,97] who showed with intrinsic kinetic Monte Carlo 
simulations that the miniemulsion polymerization rate and thus monomer conversion increases 
with decreasing droplet size, agreeing with the theoretical bulk predictions of the RAFT cross-
termination model for the investigated system.   
Despite that the investigation of RAFT in (mini)emulsion polymerization can be advantageous 
to investigate the plausibility of the chosen retardation model, a detailed kinetic study over a 
wide range of theoretically relevant RAFT addition, fragmentation and cross-termination rate 
coefficients as a function of the average particle size is still lacking. Most kinetic modeling 
studies on RAFT (mini)emulsion polymerization are simplified[23,32,98–110] with the 
common assumption[23,101,102,108,110] of a zero-one system, hence, either droplets/particles 
contain one or no radical at all. For example, Altarawneh et al.[101,102] used a zero-one model 
to describe the RAFT emulsion polymerization of styrene mediated by O-ethylxanthyl ethyl 
propionate. The zero-one model implied that instantaneous termination occurs if a radical enters 
a particle containing a conventional or intermediate radical. Similarly, Luo et al.[103] showed 
that for the miniemulsion polymerization of styrene with styrene oligomers of 1-
phenylethylphenyl dithioacetate (PS-PEPDTA) and 2-cyranoprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate (PS-
CPDB) as RAFT agents, a zero-one model assuming cross-termination can be used to describe 
the experimental data. Li et al.[104] investigated the copolymerization of styrene and butyl 
acrylate in miniemulsion using 3-benzyltrithiocarbonyl propionic acid (BCPA) as initial RAFT 
agent taking into account RAFT cross-termination but no insights on the conflicting rate 
retardation models were given. Assuming a priori the validity of a zero-one system is although 
not recommended. In the recent work of Devlaminck et al.[96] it was shown that for a 
degenerative RAFT system (polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) with cyanoprop-
2-yl dithiobenzoate (CPDB, R0X) and potassium persulfate (KPS, I2); 
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[MMA]0/[CPDB]0/[KPS]0 = 590/1/0.65; dp=100nm) at higher monomer conversions particles 
with several radicals can exist due to diffusional limitation on termination and additionally 
RAFT exchange in case the (average) chain length is sufficiently high. 
In this work, non-degenerative and degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization are 
theoretically compared for a wide range of RAFT exchange kinetic parameters, focusing both 
on the monomer/initial RAFT agent conversion profile and the average polymer properties, 
which is rarely done. This comparison is made by means of a 5-dimensional Smith-Ewart based 
model, allowing the mapping of all radical types and numbers per particle, starting from the 
code developments in previous work on degenerative RAFT polymerization.[96] It is shown 
that the nature of the RAFT exchange process affects the limits for the maximal radical type 
numbers and is dependent on the (average) particle size, with the most detailed differentiation 
possible upon the joint consideration of the trends for the polymerization rate and the control 
over average polymer properties. 
5.2 Modeling methodology  
In this work, a multi-scale Smith-Ewart based modeling methodology, as recently introduced 
for degenerative RAFT polymerization,[96] is extended to describe degenerative and non-
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Table 5.1: Overview of reactions and intrinsic rate coefficients for RAFT miniemulsion polymerization 
of styrene at 343 K, with initiator related coefficients based on KPS and a differentiation between RAFT 
exchange parameters: Combination 1-3 (slow RAFT fragmentation/high RAFT cross-termination/ideal 
RAFT agent). Further differentiation between reactions for a simplified degenerative model (DM) and 
non-degenerative model (NDM); an oligomeric styrene RAFT agent is assumed; all rate coefficients in 
L mol-1 s-1 except kdis and kfrag,R0/I,R0/IX; also included interphase mass transfer parameters; for 
termination and RAFT exchange apparent rate coefficients are used (Section C1 and C2 of Appendix 
C). 
Reaction DM NDM Equation Comb1 Comb2 Comb3 ref 
Aqueous phase reactions 
Diss.(a),(b) of I2 x x 𝐼 ,
,
⎯⎯ 2𝐼⦁  2.2 10  [103] 
Chain ini I x x 𝐼⦁ + 𝑀 𝑅 ,⦁  4.9 10  [113] 
Propagation (c),(d) x x 𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑀 → 𝑅 ,⦁  4.8 10  [114] 
Organic phase reactions 
Chain ini 𝑹𝟎• (e) x x 𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯ 𝑅 ,⦁  4.8 10  [114] 
Propagation x x 𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑀 → 𝑅 ,⦁  4.8 10  [114] 
Termination (f) x x 𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑅 ,⦁
,
⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  1.0 10  [115,116] 
(f) x x 𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑅 ,⦁
,
⎯ 𝑃 ,  1.0 10  [115,116] 
(f) x x 𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑅 ,⦁
,
𝑃 ,  1.0 10  [115,116] 
RAFT add/frag (i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(a),(i)  x (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(a),(i)  x (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(a),(i)  x (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
(a),(i)  x (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
, ,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋)  1.0 10  1.0 10  1.0 10  (j) 
RAFT cross-t(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  0 1.0 10  0(k) (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  0 1.0 10  0 (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  0 1.0 10  0 (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  0 1.0 10  0 (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  0 1.0 10  0 (j) 
(i)  x 𝑅 , + (𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 ,  0 1.0 10  0 (j) 
RAFT exchange x  𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋
,
⎯ 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  5.0 10  5.0 10  5.0 10  (g) 
 x  𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋
,
⎯⎯ 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  5.0 10  5.0 10  5.0 10  (g) 
 x  𝑅 ,⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,⦁  5.0 10  5.0 10  5.0 10  (g) 
interphase mass transport 
Entry of 𝑅 ,⦁  x x 𝑅 ,⦁ ⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 ,⦁  5.0 10  (d),(h) 
(a) s-1; (b) f=0.2 (middle of literature[117] range of 0.1-0.3); (c) considered equal to kp to a first approximation; (d) critical chain length for the entry of styrene is 
2; (e) equal to kp due to oligomeric RAFT agent; (f) given value is that of 𝑘 ,
, , see Section C1 in Appendix C; only termination by recombination; (g) calculated 
from corresponding addition and fragmentation rate coefficients (Equation (6)-(8); (h) large values are assumed to reflect the strong entry rate of molecules 
possessing the critical chain length and values given for dp=1.0 10² nm; (i) given value is the intrinsic rate coefficient, for calculation of the apparent rate coefficients 
see Section C2 in Appendix C; (j) this work; (k) can be taken as 0 as kinetically insignificant (Figure C1 of Appendix C). 
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5.2.1 Reactions, rate coefficients and mass transfer parameters 
The RAFT miniemulsion of styrene mediated by an oligomeric polystyrene-RAFT agent (PS-
X) and initiated by potassium persulfate (KPS) as radical initiator at 343 K is theoretically 
investigated for several RAFT kinetic parameter combinations. Each combination is 
investigated considering both the simplified degenerative (DM) and the detailed non-
degenerative (NDM) RAFT polymerization mechanism. Three types of RAFT parameter 
combinations are investigated (Comb1-Comb3). Firstly, Comb1, similar to the slow 
fragmentation model (SFM),[57,63,97] is characterized by a high RAFT addition and a low 
fragmentation rate coefficient in the absence of RAFT cross-termination. Secondly, Comb2, 
similar to the intermediate termination model (ITM) described in literature,[58,78,97,111,112] 
is characterized by a high RAFT addition and cross-termination rate coefficient and a medium 
RAFT fragmentation rate coefficient. Thirdly, Comb3 is characterized by a high RAFT addition 
and fragmentation rate coefficient with a kinetically insignificant RAFT cross termination so 
that the rate coefficient can be given a value of 0 mol L-1 s-1. This parameter combination 
mimics an ideal RAFT agent, as confirmed in Appendix C (Section C4).  
The use of an oligomeric RAFT agent allows neglecting interphase mass transport (entry/exit) 
of the RAFT leaving group (R0) which is known to have a significant impact on the 
polymerization kinetics at low monomer conversion.[96] Nevertheless, a differentiation is 
made between the initial oligomeric RAFT agent and the polymeric dormant species in order 
to isolate the RAFT initiation stage from the overall kinetics. For simplicity, the average particle 
diameter dp and the average particle volume vp are considered constant throughout the entire 
polymerization process, in agreement with other modeling studies.[103,105,118]  
Table 5.1 gives an overview of the reactions considered, with the reactions necessary to 
investigate the simplified degenerative and the detailed non-degenerative RAFT model also 
mentioned. The water soluble KPS radical initiator (I2) decomposes only in the aqueous phase. 
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The formed radical anion (I) propagates until an oligomeric species with a critical chain length 
of 2 is formed after which only entry in the particles can occur (mass transfer event in Table 
5.1). Entry of smaller oligomeric species and the radical anion is neglected as well as chain 
transfer to monomer.[43,119–121] All initial oligomeric PS-X is considered to be present in the 
particles and no exit can occur. For simplicity monomer transport is ignored. Considering the 
limited maximum conversion investigated (<95%), the aqueous monomer concentration can be 
considered constant at its saturated value (4.3 10-3 mol L-1)[20] and, hence, instantaneous 
monomer phase transfer to the aqueous phase is assumed. Thermal self-initiation is neglected 
at the polymerization temperature considered, based on literature data.[119,122–124] 
Diffusional limitations on termination are taken into account through apparent rate coefficients 
(subscript “app”) that are calculated by means of the composite kt model,[115] also sometimes 
referred to as the RAFT-chain length dependent-termination (RAFT-CLD-T) model.[116] 
More information regarding this model and the necessary parameters are given in Section C1 
of Appendix C. The average apparent termination rate coefficient is evaluated using the number 
radical average radical chain length xn,r.  
As previously indicated already at intermediate monomer conversions RAFT specific reactions, 
i.e. RAFT addition, fragmentation, cross termination and transfer (when assuming the 
degenerative mechanism), can become diffusion controlled, as only macrospecies are involved 
similar to conventional termination.[47–49,51,53,125,126] Consequently, apparent rate 
coefficients need to be considered for these RAFT specific reactions as well. A fundamental 
approach is the coupled parallel encounter pair model, as introduced by D’hooge et al. [49] In 
such model for instance the apparent macro-RAFT addition and fragmentation rate coefficient 
follow from: 
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with kadd/frag,chem the intrinsic RAFT macro-addition/fragmentation rate coefficient (see Table 
5.1), kadd/frag,diff the diffusional contribution for RAFT macro-addition/fragmentation (which can 
be approximated by the termination diffusional contribution), and Keq,1 the ratio between the 
intrinsic macro-RAFT addition and fragmentation rate coefficient, highlighting the coupled 
nature of these reactions. For a degenerative model the following equations formally result: 








𝐾 , 𝑘 , ,
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with k(-)tr(,0),app the apparent RAFT transfer rate coefficients, k(-)tr(,0),chem the intrinsic RAFT 
transfer rate coefficient (see Table 5.1), k(-)tr(,0),diff the diffusional contribution for RAFT transfer 






For more information regarding these RAFT apparent rate coefficients, the reader is referred to 
Section C2 of Appendix C. Diffusional limitations on propagation, typically observed at very 
high monomer conversions (≥95%)[127–129] are ignored in the present work, which is justified 
reminding the limited maximal monomer conversion investigated.  
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5.2.2 Compartmentalization model: Smith-Ewart and moment equations 
In RAFT miniemulsion polymerization, some species will be present in each particle in large 
amounts (a number per particle much higher than 10 for e.g. monomer and R0X) whereas only 
0 up to e.g. 10 species of a certain radical type are present in each particle. The concentration 
of the abundant species can - for simplicity - be approximated by a single average concentration 
over all particles at any time and if a deterministic solution strategy is followed their 
concentration vs time evolution is accounted for by means of continuity equations or mass 
balances.[43,49,130–133] For the non-abundant species, pseudo-bulk kinetics are very likely 
not obtained. Here, no averaging is allowed and thus the kinetics can be significantly affected 
by compartmentalization. This implies that the number of particles with each possible set of 
given number of radical types needs to be followed alongside the aforementioned differential 
equations. So-called multi-dimensional Smith-Ewart equations are therefore needed, with the 
number of radical types determining the degree of dimensionality.[134–138]  
In our previous work[96] on degenerative RAFT polymerization a two-dimensional Smith-
Ewart modeling methodology with the calculation of the number of R0 and macroradicals per 
particle has been put forward, accounting for interphase mass transfer and diffusional 
limitations up to high monomer conversions. Both the calculation of the polymerization rate 
and average polymer characteristics as a function of time is covered, with the average chain 
length characteristics following from an extended method of moments. Based on Figure 5.1 - 
with a non-degenerative model- a five-dimensional Smith-Ewart model is now required. The 
population balances in this model describe the temporal evolution of polymer particles having 
k macroradicals, l R0 radicals, m RiXR0 radicals, n RiXRj radicals and o R0XR0 radicals (Nk,l,m,n,o 
; k,l,m,n,o ≥ 0) (Appendix C: Section C8). The continuity equations of the species in the aqueous 
phase, the abundant species in the particles and the associated equations for the average chain 
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length characteristics are provided in Appendix C (Section C9). In these equations, the average 
numbers of each radical type are defined as: 
𝑛(𝑅) = 𝑘
𝑁 , , , ,
𝑁, , , ,
 (10) 
𝑛(𝑅 ) = 𝑙
𝑁 , , , ,
𝑁, , , ,
 (11) 
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) = 𝑚
𝑁 , , , ,
𝑁, , , ,
 (12) 
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) = 𝑛
𝑁 , , , ,
𝑁, , , ,
 (13) 
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ) = 𝑜
𝑁 , , , ,
𝑁, , , ,
 (14) 
in which Np is the total number of particles. 
5.3  Results and discussion  
In this section, attention is first focused on the impact of the RAFT exchange parameters on the 
main miniemulsion polymerization characteristics, assuming the detailed non-degenerative 
mechanism. Here an average particle size of 100 nm and a targeted chain length (TCL) of 200 
([R0X]0/[KPS]0 = 3, [KPS]0 = 4 10-3 mol L-1, mMMA,0 = 20 g, mH2O,0 = 80 g) are considered for 
the parameter variations Comb1-Comb3 in Table 5.1. Next a comparison is made with the 
descriptions following the simplified degenerative mechanism. Finally, it is investigated 
whether a variation of the average particle size enables to differentiate between the nature of 
the RAFT mechanism making a distinction between slow RAFT fragmentation and pronounced 
RAFT cross-termination. Focus is here on both the changes of the monomer conversion and 
polymer properties. 
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Figure 5.2: Overview of average characteristics for non-degenerative miniemulsion RAFT 
polymerization of styrene at 343 K with KPS and an oligomeric RAFT agent. Monomer conversion (a) 
and initial RAFT agent (R0X) conversion (b) as a function of time and number average chain length xn 
(c), dispersity (d) and end-group functionality (EGF) (d) as a function of styrene conversion. Model 
parameters for Comb1 (slow fragmentation case) in Table 5.1. [Sty]0/[R0X]0 = 200, [R0X]0/[KPS]0 = 3, 
[KPS]0 = 4 10-3 mol L-1, mMMA,0 = 20 g, mH2O,0 = 80 g; dp = 100 nm; this slow fragmentation case leads 
specifically to a much slower polymerization compared to the FRP case (black line in (a)). 
5.3.1 Results considering a non-degenerative mechanism at an average particle size of 100 
nm 
As shown in Figure 5.2a, a slow fragmentation model (Comb 1 in Table 5.1; non-degenerative 
parameters) results in a much lower polymerization rate compared to the corresponding FRP. 
As RAFT intermediate radicals cannot propagate, the low fragmentation rate coefficients 
involving these species result in a decrease of the macroradical (Ri) amount available for 
propagation. The low fragmentation rate coefficient of the RAFT intermediate species R0XR0 
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and RiXR0 results in a prolonged presence of the initial RAFT agent, as shown in Figure 5.2b. 
Nevertheless, a linear growth for the number average chain length (xn; Figure 5.2c) with 
monomer conversion and a low dispersity (<1.5, Figure 5.2d) are obtained. Unavoidable 
termination events result in a steady decrease of the EGF, although the latter remains high 
(>88%) as shown in Figure 5.2d. Overall a reasonable chain growth control is achieved. 
 
Figure 5.3: Corresponding evolution of the average number of radicals of a given type (Equation (10)-
(14)) as a function of initial RAFT agent (R0X) agent or styrene conversion for Figure 5.2; the slow 
fragmentation case leads to a strong build-up of the intermediate RAFT radical (see (e)) resulting in 
much higher values then 0.5, the value characteristic value for 0-1 kinetics, from intermediate styrene 
conversions onwards. 
For the slow fragmentation model, the average number of R0, RiXR0, and R0XR0 radicals all 
steadily decrease as a function of the RAFT agent conversion as shown in Figure 5.3a, 5.3b and 
5.3c, due to the formation of macroradicals Ri after addition of monomer to R0. However, the 
slow fragmentation results in an initially large (>0.5) average number of RiXR0 and R0XR0 
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radicals per particle. The average number of Ri radicals is low throughout the entire 
polymerization (< 5 10-2, Figure 5.3d) as the radical function is mainly stored in the intermediate 
RiXRj form (Figure 5.3e). Above 50% monomer conversion, diffusional limitations on 
termination (Figure C3 of Appendix C) even result in a steep increase of the average number 
of these radicals (>>2). It can thus be concluded that a multi-dimensional Smith-Ewart 
description is needed, with a considered maximal radicals per particle beyond a value of 1. In 
other words, for a slow RAFT fragmentation model zero-one kinetics are not obtained. 
 
Figure 5.4: Corresponding fraction of particles with a given number of radicals as a function of initial 
RAFT agent (R0X) agent or styrene conversion for Figure 5.2. Averages are depicted in Figure 5.3. 
This is also confirmed in Figure 5.4 (Comb 1) displaying the particle distributions. For R0 and 
Ri (Figure 5.4a and 5.4d), the high termination, propagation and addition rate coefficients result 
in almost all particles containing none of these radicals, consistent with the very low average 
numbers in Figure 5.3a and 5.3d. For RiXR0 and R0XR0 radicals (Figure 5.4a and 5.4b), on the 
other hand, ‘empty’ particles are less present and even at the initial stage of the polymerization 
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process, a 0-1 description is inappropriate. This is even more pronounced for RiXRj radicals as 
shown in Figure 5.4e as most particles contain at least one of these radicals already after a few 
percentages of monomer conversion. At the final stages of the polymerization, a significant 
amount of particles even contain up to 10 radicals, again highlighting the importance of the use 
of the multidimensional Smith-Ewart equations.  
Figure 5.5 shows the evolution of the main miniemulsion average characteristics, considering 
Comb2 non-degenerative model parameters of Table 5.1. Here, in contrast to Comb1, the 
intermediate radicals can terminate significantly by reaction with both leaving group and 
macroradicals again resulting in a significant rate reduction compared to the FRP countercase 
(Figure 5.5a). The initial RAFT agent is now consumed much faster as shown in Figure 5.5b. 
A linear growth of xn and a low dispersity (Figure 5.5c and 5.5d), except at very high (>85%) 
monomer conversion again indicate an acceptable controlled character of the polymerization 
further exemplified by a relatively high EGF (Figure 5.5d). 
The average number of R0 radicals per particle for Comb2 is again very low, as shown in Figure 
5.6a. The average number of RiXR0 and R0XR0 radicals (Figure 5.6b and 5.6c) is slightly lower 
for Comb2 as a larger fragmentation rate coefficient is considered and cross-termination is 
plausible as well. The average number of macroradicals remains low (Figure 5.6d) and more or 
less constant, indicating that diffusional limitations do not have a significant effect. Notably the 
average number of RiXRj radicals (Figure 5.6e) is constant as well but with a value of roughly 
0.5, as cross-termination withholds the build-up of these radical species. As shown in Figure 
5.6f, the concentration of RAFT star cross product steadily increases with increasing monomer 
conversion and the majority of the dead polymer species is this star product. Hence, for Comb 
2, the dominant role of RAFT-cross termination is clear in the radical and dead polymer 
spectrum. 
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Figure 5.5: Changes for Figure 5.2 in case Comb2 model parameters from Table 5.1 instead of Comb 
1 model parameters (RAFT cross termination case); a less controlled RAFT polymerization is observed, 
with again a strongly lower polymerization rate as in the corresponding FRP case. 
 This conclusion also follows from the radical distributions in Figure 5.7 with most particles containing 
no or only a single radical of each radical type. Moreover, for RiXRj radicals (Figure 5.7e), roughly 
half the particles contain none of these species whereas the other half contains one, resulting in an 
average value of approximately 0.5 (Figure 5.6e). Only at the higher monomer conversions 1% of the 
particles contain 2 RiXRj radicals, again highlighting the limited impact of diffusional limitations and 
thus the acceptable approximation of zero-one kinetics, albeit with multiple radical types.  
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Figure 5.6: Corresponding evolution of the average number of radicals of a given type as a function of 
initial RAFT agent (R0X) agent or styrene conversion for Figure 5.5 (Comb 2), with a value of 0.5 in 
(e). Also subfigure (f) with the evolution of the concentration of RAFT-cross termination product (left) 
and the fraction for this polymer in the overall dead polymer amount (right). Most of the dead polymer 
is thus star polymer product. 
Figure 5.8 shows the results for Comb3, mimicking an ideal RAFT agent as a high RAFT 
addition and fragmentation rate coefficient are considered. No rate retardation compared to the 
FRP case is observed indicating that the fraction of radicals in the inactive intermediate form is 
negligible at any time and that the gel-effect impact as for the bulk case is much less an issue, 
also bearing in mind that the monomer is styrene which is less prone to rate acceleration as e.g. 
methyl methacrylate polymerization.[47] Moreover, the RAFT agent is almost instantaneously 
consumed completely, as shown in Figure 5.8b. It can be confirmed that a RAFT agent 
characterized by parameter set Comb3 behaves as ideal RAFT agent as xn increases linearly 
with monomer conversion, the dispersity is very close to the theoretical lower limit of 1, and 
the EGF is >99% (Figure 5.8b-d).  
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Figure 5.7: Corresponding fraction of particles with a given number of radicals as a function of initial 
RAFT agent (R0X) agent or styrene conversion for Figure 5.5; averages in Figure 5.6; zero-one kinetics 
are now established but several radical types are needed. 
As mentioned previously, a RAFT polymerization and corresponding FRP conversion profile 
can only coincide if the RAFT intermediate radicals are formed rapidly and extremely short-
lived, which is confirmed by the average radical values for Comb 3 shown in Figure 5.9. A 
constant value of 0.5 is obtained for the average number of macroradicals (Figure 5.9d), 
indicating instantaneous termination if two macroradicals are present in a particle. Under the 
Comb3 miniemulsion conditions the assumption of zero-one kinetics is thus again acceptable. 
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Figure 5.8: Change of Figure 5.2 in case Comb3 model parameters (ideal RAFT agent case) from Table 
5.1 instead of Comb 1 model parameters; identical results are obtained in case a degenerative model is 
used (see Section C4 in Appendix C). This is also consistent with the identical line under the 
corresponding FRP conditions. 
 
Figure 5.9: Corresponding evolution of the average number of radicals of a given type as a function of 
initial RAFT agent (R0X) agent or styrene conversion for Figure 5.9; for (d) an average value of 0.5, 
highlighting the targeted instantaneous termination with conventional macroradicals and the validity 
of zero-one kinetics. 
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The average values of Figure 5.9 (Comb 3) can be further understood by considering the particle 
type distributions of Figure 5.10. The only radical type which can be significantly present in a 
particle is a macroradical. More specifically, half of the particles contain zero macroradicals 
whereas the other half contains only one macroradical. As opposed to Comb 2 the key 0.5 value 
is thus now established with the population of macroradicals. 
 
Figure 5.10: Corresponding fraction of particles with a given number of radicals as a function of initial 
RAFT agent (R0X) agent or styrene conversion for Figure 5.9; averages in Figure 5.10.  
5.3.2  Relevance of non-degenerative description 
The next logical step is to explicitly validate whether a simplified degenerative mechanism 
enables to obtain the detailed kinetic descriptions as produced with the non-degenerative 
mechanism. Only for Comb3 (ideal RAFT agent) this is case (Figure C2 in Appendix C). For 
the other two combinations this is not the case as shown in Figure 5.11 (dashed lines: non-
degenerative description from before; full lines: degenerative approximation; Comb 1: red; 
Comb 2: green). It follows that for Comb1 (red lines) both the styrene (Figure 5.11a) and RAFT 
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agent consumption rate (Figure 5.11b) are significantly reduced when the intermediate radicals 
are considered compared to the simplified degenerative approximation. This is not surprising 
as the slow fragmentation results in the formation of radicals incapable of propagating whereas 
in the degenerative approach the RAFT mechanism is described by a direct exchange which 
does formally not include the formation of these intermediate species. The xn (Figure 5.11c) 
and dispersity (Figure 5.11d) are only minorly affected by switching from the non-degenerative 
to the degenerative approach. The EGF is however significantly lower for the non-degenerative 
description but this is related to the longer polymerization time needed to reach the final 
conversion.  
 
Figure 5.11: Comparison of non-degenerative results (full lines) of Figure 5.2 / 5 with the simplified  
degenerative model results (dashed lines) for Comb1 (red) / Comb2 (green) model parameters in Table 
5.1. The non-degenerative models are needed for these combinations. For Comb3, the degenerative 
description is allowed (see Appendix C). 
Similarly, for Comb2 (green lines), the monomer and initial RAFT agent conversion are again 
much slower for the non-degenerative description as not only the non-propagating intermediate 
species are explicitly taken into account but these can also terminate with macroradicals. 
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Nonetheless, the xn is unaffected as both models are coincident. However, in the non-
degenerative approach, the domination event is RAFT cross-termination, resulting in star 
product whereas in the degenerative approach only conventional termination can occur 
resulting in linear dead species. As star product will inherently be larger than linear dead 
product, the overall dispersity for the non-degenerative description will be larger as well which 
can be seen in Figure 5.11d. Finally, the EGF for the non-degenerative description is again 
much lower due to the prolonged reaction time. Hence, only for very well-defined RAFT 
systems the degenerative assumption is afforded. 
5.3.3  Relevance of the (average) particle size  
Figure 5.12 shows the influence of dp on the reaction time to reach a monomer conversion (XM) 
of 30% and the main average polymer properties at this XM for the three model parameter 
combinations in Table 5.1, with Column i relating to Comb i and dp varying between 50 and 
150 nm. This low monomer conversion is selected for illustration purposes and to avoid too 
long simulation times. It is clear that for all three models the time to reach a XM of 30% increases 
with increasing dp (Figure 5.12 (a)-(c)). Nevertheless, for Comb1 (Figure 5.12a) the increase 
slows down with increasing dp whereas for Comb2 (Figure 5.12b) and Comb3 (Figure 5.12c) 
the increases become more pronounced. The EGF decreases (Figure 5.12 (j)-(l)) are related to 
the monomer conversion changes, with higher losses implying more conventional radical 
initiator consumption before the targeted monomer conversion is reached. This again illustrates 
the link between the reaction time and the loss of the RAFT polymerization livingness and 
further highlights the relevance of EGF measurements.  
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Figure 5.12: Influence of the (average) particle size (dp) on the time to reach 30% monomer conversion 
XM ((a)-(c), blue), the number average chain length (xn, (d)-(f), green), dispersity ((g)-(i), purple) and 
EGF ((j)-(l), orange) for model parameters Comb1 (first column), Comb2 (second column) and Comb3 
(third column) in Table 5.1. [Sty]0/[R0X]0=200, [R0X]0/[KPS]0= 3, [KPS]0 = 4 10-3 mol L-1, mMMA,0 = 20 
g, and mH2O,0 = 80 g. XM is 30% and XR0X is 100% for all simulation points.  
In contrast, regardless the parameter combination, xn is practically unaffected by dp (Figure 5.12 
(d)-(f)), which is consistent with the general observation under bulk/solution conditions that 
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this average polymer response is less sensitive to process variations. The relation between dp 
and dispersity (Figure 5.12 (g)-(i)) is strongly varying depending on the parameters 
combination, highlighting the potential of dispersity measurements besides conventional 
monomer conversion measurements to study the nature of possible RAFT retardations. For 
Comb1 a plateau behavior results with increasing dp with dispersity values around 1.1, whereas 
for Comb2 an accelerated increase is obtained with increasing dp with values above 1.2. For 
Comb3, on the other hand, a plateau behavior with decreasing dp is observed, with although 
always very low dispersity values (close to 1).  
 
Figure 5.13: Corresponding average number of macro- and RAFT intermediate radicals for Figure 
5.12 (XM of 30%); for completeness other average radical numbers in Figure C4 of the Appendix C. 
As shown in Figure 5.13, only for Comb1 (slow RAFT fragmentation) the average number of 
macroradicals and RiXRj radicals per particle is significantly affected by the average particle 
size. Besides for Comb3 at a small particle size of 50 nm, both Comb2 and Comb3 are rather 
unaffected, with notably average values around 0.5 for the RAFT intermediate radical in Comb2 
and the conventional macroradical in Comb 3. This implies the establishment of a kind of 
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balancing of exchange reaction rates in Comb 2 and Comb 3 which is not met in Comb 1 where 
the intermediate RAFT radical cannot easily disappear, as there is slow RAFT fragmentation 
and no RAFT cross-termination.  
This can be further investigated through the radical reaction probabilities shown in Figure 5.14 
that are calculated based on all particles jointly. It follows that the probabilities of propagation 
and addition (first two rows) are unaffected by dp for all three parameter combinations as these 
reactions involve, respectively, monomer and dormant species which are present in relatively 
large concentrations in each particle so that compartmentalization does not matter, at least in a 
Smith-Ewart based modeling approach. In contrast (RAFT cross-) termination involves radicals 
only and as a result the related probabilities (last two rows) vary with particle size. Similar to 
the polymerization rate trends (related to Figure 5.12 (a)-(c)), these termination probabilities 
(Figure 5.14 (g)-(j)) increase with increasing dp with the increase slowing down for Comb1 and 
increasing for Comb2 and Comb3. For Comb3 the termination probability is as such extremely 
low (e.g. 10-7) and its actual impact is almost negligible, highlighting again the ideal nature of 
this RAFT agent.  
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Figure 5.14: Corresponding radical reaction probabilities for the macroradicals for Figure 5.12 (XM 
of 30%); top to bottom: propagation, RAFT addition, (conventional) termination and RAFT cross-
termination; For completeness, RAFT-intermediate radical rates in Figure C5 of Appendix C 
Hence, the relation between the parameter combination for RAFT exchange and the dp effect 
in Figure 5.12 needs to be related to the relative importance of termination, in agreement with 
the suggestions by Tobita et al.[90–92] For Comb 2 the dominant termination rate is the RAFT-
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cross termination rate (probabilities of e.g. 10-5), with the conventional radical termination rate 
matching the dp dependence of RAFT-cross termination but a negligible effect as such due to 
too low probabilities (e.g. 10-6). A lower dp leads in Comb 2 to more segregation, stating that 
two species can only react when they are present in the same particle, blocking more cross-
termination, which results in a stronger polymerization rate acceleration until a dp is reached at 
which cross-termination becomes kinetically insignificant. An acceleration is also obtained 
with Comb 1, as there the segregation effect on the conventional termination is still active with 
low but still significant probabilities (e.g. 10-4). Here the dp dependence is although different 
with at the higher dp – in the studied dp range- bulk-like behavior and thus constant reaction 
probabilities. Such different dependence is also reflected in the evolutions for the average 
polymer properties, increasing the potential to explain rate retardations in RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization. It is clear that the identification of a rate acceleration is insufficient as both a 
slow RAFT transfer and a polymerization with significant RAFT cross-termination are 
characterized by such feature. Only upon a close inspection of the dp dependency and other 
characteristics a proper distinction is theoretically possible.  
5.4  Conclusions 
The added value of studying miniemulsion RAFT polymerization in a range of conditions to 
clarify the nature of a possible RAFT retardation is theoretically highlighted based on multi-
dimensional Smith-Ewart equations. Essential is the effect of the average particle size on the 
relative importance of termination reactions. In practice, focus should be not restricted to 
examining differences in the monomer conversion profile for slow RAFT fragmentation and 
significant cross-termination but also the relation between the average particle size and the 
control over average properties should be investigated. In particular, the dispersity and end-
group functionality variation with dp can be used to differentiate slow RAFT fragmentation 
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from significant RAFT-cross termination. Moreover, a comparison with the FRP conversion 
profile is still recommended to confirm whether the RAFT agent can be considered as ideal. 
The developed modeling tool can be used to better understand RAFT miniemulsion kinetics. 
For a slow RAFT fragmentation, zero-one kinetics cannot be assumed, at least if the particle 
size is sufficiently high. For a fast RAFT cross-termination zero-one kinetics are obtained but 
multiple radical types need to be considered and the dead polymer product is dominantly star 
product. Once the degenerative mechanism can be safely assumed a direct switch can be made 
from a five- to a two-dimensional Smith-Ewart equation based description, strongly simplifying 
the overall kinetic description. 
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Chapter 6: Macroemulsion RAFT polymerization: a kinetic study toward the production 
of core-shell nanoparticles using a xanthate agent 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Free radical polymerization (FRP) can be carried out operating several diverse techniques due 
to its inherent compatibility with a wide range of solvents.1,2 The most environmentally-friendly 
are waterborne emulsion polymerization methods where the heat generated by the exothermic 
FRP process can be readily absorbed and dissipated by the water phase.3,4  
The most commonly (industrially) applied emulsion polymerization technique is so-called 
macroemulsion polymerization.5 A macroemulsion initially consists of water as the continuous 
phase, a water-soluble initiator, surfactant and a slightly water-soluble monomer which is 
mainly present in the form of large droplets (1 - 100 µm).6 If the surfactant concentration 
exceeds its critical micelle concentration (CMC), the surfactant molecules arrange themselves 
to form small micelles (5-10 nm). Radicals formed after initiator decomposition in the aqueous 
phase react with the small amount of monomer available producing oligomeric radicals. If the 
oligomeric radical reaches a critical chain length (icrit = 2 for styrene), these species become too 
hydrophobic to remain in the aqueous phase and entry in a micelle can occur, transforming the 
micelle into a polymer particle.7 Polymerization continues in the particle until a second radical 
enters and termination occurs with the first radical. Monomer disappearing in the particles due 
to polymerization is replenished by monomer diffusing from the droplets, as long as these are 
not yet completely consumed, through the aqueous phase to the particles.8 Ideally, no reactions 
occur inside these monomer droplets and, hence, they only act as reservoirs (up to intermediate 
monomer conversions).9 During a macroemulsion polymerization, the reactants are confined 
within discrete confined spaces, better known as compartmentalization.10 This results in a 
segregation effect, with only species located in the same particle able to react, and a confined 
space effect according to which two species located in the same particle react at a higher rate 
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in a small particle compared to in a large particle.11–13 Consequently, high polymerization rates 
and high molar mass polymer product can be obtained with minimal residual monomer 
remaining at the end of the polymerization process.6  
Nevertheless, due to the short time scale of dead polymer formation, the FRP reaction 
mechanism results in the lack of control over the macromolecular structure, typically leading 
to broad chain length distributions (CLDs).14,15 This inherent disadvantage of radical 
polymerization could be overcome by the introduction of so-called reversible deactivation 
radical polymerization (RDRP) techniques, also known as controlled radical polymerization 
(CRP). These techniques rely on the temporary deactivation of the active growing 
macroradicals into so-called dormant macrospecies via the addition of a controlling/mediating 
agent.2,14,16–19 If most of the chains are initiated at the same time and if the 
activation/deactivation procedure occurs fast enough, the chains which do not terminate will 
grow concurrently, leading to very narrow CLDs, at least if the fraction of dormant species 
(also known as the end group functionality (EGF)) is high. Moreover, the reactivation of the 
dormant species allows the preparation of complex polymer architectures (e.g. block, 
hyperbranched, star) inaccessible via conventional FRP.20 One of the most industrially 
promising RDRP techniques is reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 
polymerization as similar rates to FRP can be achieved while being versatile in terms of 
monomer compatibility.21,22  
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Figure 6.1: Key reaction mechanism for the RAFT process showing only the so-called pre-equilibrium 
(reactions in a), chain initiation by RAFT leaving group (reaction b) and main exchange (reactions c) 
for simplicity; 𝑘 (, / ), (, / ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 : rate coefficient for addition/fragmentation and chain 
initiation by the RAFT leaving group; Ri , R0X , RiX , R0XRi , RiXRj , M, R0 : macroradical, initial RAFT 
agent, dormant macrospecies, intermediate radical of the pre-equilibrium, intermediate radical of the 
main exchange, monomer and RAFT leaving group radical; i and j : representations of the chain length. 
In RAFT polymerization, the control over the chain growth is obtained through the reversible 
transfer mechanism shown in Figure 6.1. Initially, the growing macroradicals cannot only 
terminate as in conventional FRP but deactivation can also occur via the addition to a chain 
transfer agent (CTA, R0X, reaction a in Figure 6.1).22–24  This intermediate can either fragment 
back to the original species or it can fragment forming a dormant macrospecies (RiX) and a new 
small leaving group radical (R0) capable of reinitiating the polymerization process (reaction b 
in Figure 6.1). Moreover, a growing macroradical can also add to a dormant macrospecies 
which leads to an exchange of the radical function after fragmentation in the proper direction 
(reaction c in Figure 6.1).25  
Early attempts to implement RAFT in macroemulsion polymerization resulted in poor colloidal 
stability, slow polymerization rates or a loss of control over the molar mass and dispersity.26–32 
Moreover, if RAFT agents capable of controlling the chain growth in homogeneous 
polymerization processes are attempted in emulsion processes, then particles containing large 
concentrations of oligomeric species during the early stages of macroemulsion polymerization 
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are formed. Unfortunately, the chemical potential of the monomer inside these particles is lower 
than in non-nucleated droplets, resulting in a superswelling effect where monomer transfers 
from the droplets to the particles until an equilibrium is reached.33 Due to this effect, particles 
can swell up to 100 times their unswollen volume and thereby inflict particle coagulation or 
even phase separation.9,27,31,34–37  
To this day, xanthates are the only class of RAFT agents that can straightforwardly be employed 
successfully in conventional macroemulsion polymerization.6,35,38–43 For completeness, it is 
mentioned that due to historical reasons of its discovery, RAFT polymerization employing 
xanthates as mediating agents is often referred to as macromolecular design by interchange of 
xanthates (MADIX).23,44 These RAFT agents contain an oxygen atom possessing a 
delocalizable electron pair in the α-position with respect to the thiocarbonlythio functional 
group, reducing the S=C double-bond character and, consequently, making radical addition to 
the RAFT moiety less favorable (cf. Chapter 3). As a result, polymeric species (as opposed to 
oligomeric species) are formed from the onset of the polymerization, which circumvents the 
superswelling issue although simultaneously resulting in poor molar mass control.6,38,45 For 
example, Altarawneh et al.6,45–47 investigated the RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of 
styrene mediated by (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate and the influence of process 
parameters on the polymer and latex characteristics. It was shown that increasing the initial 
concentration of the “controlling agent” can be used to decrease the polymerization rate, 
number average molar mass and particle size although broad CLDs were always obtained and 
no linear growth of the average molar mass was achieved as a function of the monomer 
conversion. The influence of decreasing the controlling agent concentration on the 
polymerization rate acceleration was attributed to exit of the RAFT leaving group radicals 
which increases the probability of termination in the aqueous phase or, after reentry, in another 
particle already containing a radical. However, the polymerization rate could be increased by 
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increasing the surfactant or initiator concentration. Moreover, the obtained polystyrene polymer 
product could be successfully extended with n-butyl acrylate resulting in relatively pure 
polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate) polymer chains. Optimal results in terms of EGF and 
dispersity for the chain extension were obtained employing semi-batch operation under starved-
feed conditions, where the monomer feed rate is kept low to favor the RAFT transfer process 
over propagation.45 The decrease of the S=C double-bond character due to the delocalizable 
electron pair in xanthates inherently results in high dispersity (≥2) polymer product. However, 
as shown by Monteiro et al.35,48 for the RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of styrene, 
introducing an electron withdrawing group such as trifluoroethyl next to the oxygen atom 
results in an improved conservation of the S=C double-bond character. Ideally this results in a 
dispersity slightly below 1.5, the theoretical lower limit for free radical polymerization in which 
recombination is the dominant mode of termination.  
Despite the delocalization of the oxygen electron pair generally resulting in poor molar mass 
control, the resulting charged resonance structure may have advantages, e.g. it has been 
postulated that xanthates are surface active.27,41 This means that these RAFT controlling agents 
will always remain in the vicinity of the surface of the particles. Consequently, if a 
homopolymer latex is chain-extended under semi-batch operation, it becomes possible to 
produce covalently linked core-shell nanoparticles consisting of block copolymers where the 
core is comprised of the first polymer and the shell of the second polymer.20,41,42,49,50 This 
surface activity is beneficial to facilitate the transport of the RAFT agent from droplet to 
particle, potentially at the cost of rate retardation due to more pronounced radical exit, as the 
RAFT leaving group radicals will be formed in the vicinity of the particle/aqueous phase 
boundary.32 Smulders et al.20,41 demonstrated the surface activity of (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl 
propionate by producing polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate) core-shell nanoparticles via 
seeded macroemulsion polymerization for the synthesis of the core and subsequent semi-batch 
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macroemulsion polymerization for the synthesis of the shell. In seeded macroemulsion 
polymerization, seed particles (e.g. poly(methyl methacrylate) particles) are added to the 
reaction mixture in order to avoid undesired prolonged nucleation, resulting in better control of 
the particle size distribution (PSD). It was shown that a low monomer feed rate can reduce the 
dispersity of the obtained polymer product and that the dispersity of the final block copolymer 
(≈1.3) is lower than either of the individual blocks (respectively 2 and 1.4).  Similarly, Monteiro 
et al.27,42 prepared polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate-co-acetoacetoxyethyl methacrylate) 
core-shell nanoparticles, without the use of initial seed particles, using (O-ethyl xanthate)-
ethylbenzene as RAFT agent. Slow semi-batch feed conditions were again applied to promote 
the formation of block copolymers over homopolymers during the shell formation step.  
In this chapter, the RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of styrene mediated by (O-ethyl 
xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate (agent from Chapter 3) and the impact of process variables on 
polymer and latex properties are investigated. Hence, a switch is made from mini (Chapter 4 
and 5) to macro-emulsion. Focus on the relevance of partitioning is achieved through dedicated 
experimental analysis. Furthermore, the expected surface activity of this RAFT agent is verified 
by the subsequent chain extension of the polystyrene latex with n-butyl acrylate under semi-
batch conditions.  
6.2 Experimental 
6.2.1 Materials 
Styrene (Sty, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and n-butyl acrylate (nBuA, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) were 
passed through a column filled with basic aluminium oxide (Sigma-Aldrich) to remove the 
stabilizer (4-tert-butylcatechol for Sty and monomethyl ether hydroquinone for nBuA). 
Potassium persulfate (KPS, ≥99%), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, ≥99%), sodium bicarbonate 
(NaHCO3, ≥99.7%), sodium chloride (NaCl, ≥99.5)%, ethyl propionate (EP, 99%), 
hydroquinone (HQ, ≥99%), tetrahydrofuran (THF, ≥99%), acetonitrile (ACN, ≥99.9%) ,and 
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water with 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 
received. Distilled water was further purified through a Millipore Milli-Q Plus system. (O-ethyl 
xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate (OEXEP, RAFT agent) was synthesized according to the literature 
procedure51 discussed in Chapter 3. 
6.2.2 Ethyl propionate and OEXEP partitioning experiments in the absence of polymerization 
Partitioning experiments of ethyl propionate and OEXEP were carried out by adding 35g of 
H2O, 15g of styrene (with inhibitor) and a varying amount (1-2.5g) of ethyl propionate or 
OEXEP in a 100 ml three neck flask. The flask was heated to 70°C in an oil bath and constantly 
stirred at 350 rpm for three hours. Afterwards, stirring was stopped and the mixture was allowed 
to stand isothermally for one hour to allow the aqueous and organic phase to separate. Samples 
were withdrawn from the separated phases and analyzed by means of high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) in order to determine the analyte concentrations via predetermined 
calibration curves. The required partitioning coefficients could then be obtained by determining 
the slope of the [X]org vs [X]aq plots as discussed further (X: component under investigation, see 
Eq 1). This part was done in collaboration with Kyann De Smit at that time a Master thesis 
student.  
6.2.3 Synthesis of polystyrene latex based on isothermal macroemulsion RAFT 
polymerization 
A typical isothermal RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of styrene was performed as follows 
(n0(Sty)/ n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 50/1/0.1; [SDS]0 = 5 x CMC (CMC = 8.18 10-3 mol L-1 or 
equivalently, 2.36g L-1 at 25°C); 70/30 (w/w) H2O/Sty). A mixture of styrene (30g), H2O 
(65.4g), SDS (0.8g), OEXEP (1.3g), and NaHCO3 (0.2g) was added to a 100 ml Radleys 
Reactor-ReadyTM Duo Lab Reactor as available at the Laboratory for Chemical Technology 
(LCT). The solution was degassed for 1 hour by bubbling nitrogen gas through the mixture 
while stirring at 350 rpm (IKA Eurostar 60). Afterwards, the reactor content was heated to 70°C 
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(Huber Unistat 450). Temperature control was possible through in situ measurements via a 
thermocouple inserted in the reactor. When the desired polymerization temperature was 
reached, an aqueous KPS solution (4.6g, 35g/L, degassed with nitrogen) was injected, marking 
the onset of the polymerization process. Samples (1.5mL) were withdrawn from the reactor at 
predefined reaction times and polymerization in the samples was halted by the addition of a few 
drops of an aqueous hydroquinone solution (1m%).  
6.2.4 Extension toward polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate) core-shell nanoparticles 
Polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate) core-shell nanoparticles were prepared via a two-step 
procedure. In the first step, a polystyrene latex was prepared as follows. A mixture of styrene 
(12.4g), H2O (37.1g), SDS (0.2g), OEXEP (0.3g), and NaHCO3 (6.6 10-3g) was added to a 100 
ml 3-neck flask, containing a magnetic stirrer bar and equipped with a Dimroth condenser and 
thermocouple. The solution was degassed for 1 hour by bubbling argon gas through the mixture 
while stirring at 350 rpm. Afterwards, the flask was immersed in a preheated oil bath at 70°C 
and constantly stirred at 350 rpm. When the desired polymerization temperature was reached, 
an aqueous KPS solution (1.0g, 8g/L, individually degassed with argon) was injected, marking 
the onset of the polymerization process. Samples (1.5 mL) were withdrawn from the reactor at 
predefined reaction times and polymerization in the samples was halted by the addition of a few 
drops of an aqueous hydroquinone solution (1wt%). In the second step, the latex prepared in 
the first step (22.0g), nBuA (3.7g), H2O (16.7g), SDS (1.5 10-1g) and NaHCO3 (1.0 10-2g) were 
mixed in a 100 ml 3-neck flask and stirred (350 rpm) overnight in an ice bath. Subsequently, a 
Dimroth condenser and thermocouple were added to the flask which was then heated to 70°C 
in a preheated oil bath. When the desired polymerization temperature was reached, an aqueous 
KPS solution (2.0g, 2.5g/L, degassed with argon) was injected, marking the onset of the 
polymerization process and subsequently fresh nBuA (degassed with argon) was added via a 
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syringe pump (0.04ml/min). Samples (1.5mL) were again withdrawn from the reactor similarly 
as in the first step of the procedure. 
6.2.5 Analytical techniques  
Monomer conversion (Xm) was measured via gravimetry. The efficiency of the OEXEP 
synthesis (molar purity: 97±1%) was determined by means of proton nuclear magnetic 
resonance (1H NMR) using a Bruker Avance II spectrometer equipped with a Broadband 
Observe (BBO) probe at 400 MHz and ambient temperature with CDCl3 as solvent. 
Number/mass average molar mass (Mn/m) and dispersity (Ð) were measured via SEC, injecting 
dried polymer samples dissolved in THF. A PL-GPC50 plus instrument equipped with a PL-
AS RT auto sampler and a refractive index (RI) detector, one Resipore 50 x 7.5 mm guard 
column and two Resipore 300 X 7.5 mm columns in series were used. The flow rate was 1 mL 
min-1 and the analysis temperature was 30 °C. Calibration for homopolymerization and chain 
extension was performed with narrow polystyrene standards (Medium EasiVials kit, Agilent 
Technologies), ranging from 1.62 x 102 to 4.83 x 105 g mol-1. Data acquisition and processing 
were performed using the PL Cirrus GPC/SEC software. The size of the latex particles was 
measured via dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments) 
after dilution in a 0.9 wt% NaCl solution. HPLC was used to determine the analyte 
concentrations needed for the determination of the partitioning coefficients using a Zorbax 
Eclipse XDB-C18 column and a 50/50 (v/v) mixture of acetonitrile and water with an aqueous 
solution of 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid. Detection was achieved using a UV-VIS detector at 
280 nm and 30°C. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Relevance of partitioning  
The initial conditions of a macroemulsion polymerization are inherently more complex than for 
their bulk or solution counterpart. The heterogeneous nature results in a distribution of the 
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reaction species over an organic and aqueous phase and proper knowledge of this distribution 
is required to fully understand the kinetic events during the polymerization. This knowledge 
can be achieved by means of the partitioning coefficient (Г), which is defined as the ratio of the 
equilibrium concentration of the compound in the organic phase to its equilibrium concentration 
in the aqueous phase. During a macroemulsion RAFT polymerization, it is important that the 
controlling agent is mainly present in the organic phase, ultimately the particles. Polymerization 
occurs almost exclusively in the particles and hence dormant macrospecies can only be formed 
if the RAFT agent is present there and transported from the droplets to the particles.22,38 
Figure 6.2a shows the concentration of OEXEP, the RAFT agent considered in this work, in 
the organic (styrene) phase as a function of the concentration in the aqueous phase (absence of 
polymerization). Consequently, ГOEXEP can be obtained by determining the slope of the 
resulting curve. In this case, Г is very high (2 103) which implies that indeed the majority of the 
RAFT agent is initially stored in the organic (styrene) phase as required.52,53 Hence, even though 
OEXEP, a xanthate type of RAFT agent, can be considered to be surface active, it will still 
prefer the styrene phase over the aqueous phase. Nevertheless, it can still be expected that the 
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Figure 6.2: Results of the partitioning experiments showing the equilibrium concentration of the initial 
RAFT agent OEXEP (R0X, a) and ethyl propionate mimicking the RAFT leaving group radical (R0, b) 
in the organic (styrene) phase as a function of the equilibrium concentration in the aqueous phase. The 
partitioning coefficients can be determined by the slope of the resulting curves.  
Moreover, the partitioning coefficient is also related to the entry and exit rate coefficients of 
the concerned species. For example, for the RAFT leaving group radical R0 which can be 







𝑘 , 𝑣 𝑁
 (1) 
with kentry,R0 the entry rate coefficient (L mol-1 s-1) of R0, kexit,R0 the exit rate coefficient (s-1) of 
R0, vp the particle volume and NA the Avogadro(242 constant. 
As shown in Figure 6.2b, ГR0 can be determined as 5 101 which means that R0 still prefers the 
organic phase over the aqueous phase although to a lesser extent than R0X. Even though ГR0 by 
itself is only a thermodynamic quantity pertaining to an equilibrium state, i.e. it is related to the 
ratio of two rate coefficients, the relatively low value (at least compared to R0X) does indicate 
a significant amount of exit of R0  could possibly occur, especially considering that these species 
are formed close to the particle boundary due to the surface activity of R0X. 
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6.3.2 Relevance of reaction conditions for core synthesis 
Figure 6.3 shows the influence of the initial amount of KPS, the conventional initiator, on the 
polymer properties. A first general observation that can be made is that no control over chain 
growth and a high dispersity product is obtained. As explained in Chapter 3, this is typical for 
the RAFT polymerization of styrene mediated by a xanthate type of RAFT agent. Nonetheless, 
increasing the amount of initiator results in an increase of the polymerization rate (Figure 6.3a) 
as more primary radicals are generated. As explained in Chapter 3, investigating RAFT 
polymerization in bulk considering the same (OEXEP) RAFT agent, dormant chains are formed 
after a single RAFT exchange and the formation of these species can be compared to chain 
transfer with a conventional chain transfer agent, resulting in a constant (average) chain length 
throughout the polymerization (Figure 6.3b). Nevertheless, increasing the amount of KPS 
results in a decrease of the number average molar mass (Figure 6.3b). This can be explained by 
considering the analytical approximation for the instantaneous number average molar mass 
assuming a zero-one system:27 
𝑀 , =
𝑘 𝑀 (𝑀𝑀 )
𝑘 , 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝜌
 (2) 
with kp the propagation rate coefficient, ktr,0 the (degenerative) rate coefficient for transfer with 
the initial RAFT agent, [Mp] the monomer concentration in the particles, [R0Xp] the 
concentration of the RAFT agent in the particles, MMmon the molar mass of styrene and ρ the 
(overall) radical entry rate. Note that considering the work of Chapter 4/5 and the relative small 
particle sizes (Figure 6.3d), the zero-one approximation is reasonable. 
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Figure 6.3: Influence of the initial amount of KPS (I2) on the monomer conversion (a), the number 
average molar mass (b), the dispersity (c) and the average particle size (dp) as a function of time for the 
isothermal macroemulsion RAFT polymerization of styrene at 70°C mediated by OEXEP. Green: 
n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 50/1/0.02, blue: n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 50/1/0.1, red: 
n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 50/1/0.2. [SDS]0 = 5 x CMC; 70/30 (w/w) H2O/Sty; CMC=8.18 10-3 mol 
L-1=2.36g L-1 at 25°C. 
As a result, increasing the amount of KPS will increase the radical entry rate (and the subsequent 
(instantaneous) termination rate) which results in a decrease of the number average molar mass. 
Importantly, the extent of the effect of the amount of KPS on the number average mass is 
directly correlated with the (initial) RAFT agent concentration in the particles. If this 
concentration is high, the amount of KPS will have a low influence on the number average 
molar mass. Moreover, the dispersity of the polymer products in all experiments is high (>2). 
Theoretically, the dispersity of a polymer mixture where most of the chains are formed by a 
transfer event is equal to 2. The slightly larger values presented in this work can at least partially 
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be explained by the changing conditions (concentrations and viscosity) throughout the 
polymerization process and the difficulties determining the dispersity for broad CLDs obtained 
via macroemulsion polymerization. Finally, increasing the amount of KPS will slightly 
decrease the average particle size dp (Figure 6.3d). In principle, an increase of the initiator 
concentration will result in more particles being nucleated and hence smaller particles. 
However, for the experiments in Figure 6.3, the duration of interval 1 (see Chapter 1), where 
nucleation occurs, is very small leading to a limited effect on dp. 
 
Figure 6.4: Influence of the initial amount of OEXEP (R0X) on the monomer conversion (a), the number 
average molar mass (b), the dispersity (c) and the average particle size (dp) as a function of time for the 
RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of styrene at 70°C initiated by KPS. blue: 
n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 200/1/0.1, green: n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 200/2/0.1, red: 
n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 200/5/0.1. [SDS]0 = 5 x CMC; 70/30 (w/w) H2O/Sty; CMC=8.18 10-3 
mol L-1=2.36g L-1 at 25°C. 
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As shown in Figure 6.4a, the polymerization rate can also be increased by decreasing the initial 
amount of OEXEP. As xanthates are characterized by high fragmentation rate coefficients,6 the 
observed influence of the rate by the amount of R0X cannot be explained by a slow 
fragmentation or RAFT cross termination effect (see Chapter 5). Considering the partitioning 
results explained above, a more suitable explanation is the possible exit of R0 which can, after 
subsequent re-entry, result in an increase of the termination rate. Furthermore, considering the 
low transfer rate coefficients of xanthates in combination with styrene (see Chapter 3), this 
retardation effect will be present throughout the entire polymerization process. However, 
similar to the results in bulk polymerization (see Chapter 3), even though no control over chain 
growth is obtained, the initial amount of R0X can be used to control the number average chain 
length as shown in Figure 6.4b. Again, high dispersity (>2) product is obtained regardless of 
the amount of OEXEP. Finally, increasing the amount of OEXEP results in an almost negligible 
decrease of the average particle size (Figure 6.4d). Similar to the explanation for KPS, the short 
duration of interval 1 (see Chapter 1) does not allow the exit and subsequent reentry of R0 
radicals to have a very significant effect on the total number of particles.  
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Figure 6.5: Influence of the SDS (surfactant) concentration on the monomer conversion (a), the number 
average molar mass (b), the dispersity (c) and the average particle size (dp) as a function of time for the 
RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of styrene at 70°C initiated by KPS and mediated by OEXEP. 
n0(Sty)/n0(OEXEP)/n0(KPS) = 100/1/0.1, blue: [SDS]0 = 1.5 x CMC, green = 5 x CMC, red =  15 x 
CMC; 70/30 (w/w) H2O/Sty; CMC=8.18 10-3 mol L-1=2.36g L-1 at 25°C). 
Figure 6.5 shows the influence of the amount of surfactant (SDS) on the polymer and process 
properties. Increasing the surfactant concentration results in an increase of the polymerization 
rate (Figure 6.5a) and a decrease of the average particle size (Figure 6.5d) as the total number 
of particles that can be stabilized increases. Consequently, increasing the amount of surfactant 
can be an easy approach to increase the polymerization rate and decrease the particle size 
without altering the number average molar mass (Figure 6.5b) and dispersity (Figure 6.5c) t as 
these are predominantly determined by the amount of monomer and R0X. However, an 
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important note is that too high amounts of surfactant can have a detrimental effect on application 
properties such as for example film formation.27 
6.3.3 Extension to core-shell synthesis 
Although, as expected, “RDRP control” over chain growth could not be achieved, the real 
strength of the use of xanthates during a RAFT macroemulsion polymerization is the possibility 
to prepare block copolymers possibly resulting in core shell nanoparticles. In order to 
investigate this approach, a homopolymerization of styrene (similar to the experiments 
mentioned in Figure 6.3-5) was performed and a subsequent chain extension with n-butyl 
acrylate employing a semi batch operation was realized of which the results are shown in Figure 
6.6. During the polymerization of styrene, ultimately forming the core part of the particles, an 
approximately constant number average chain length and dispersity was again obtained. 
However, during the chain extension with n-butyl acrylate, ultimately making up the shell part, 
a linear growth of the chain length and a decrease of the dispersity can be observed. Moreover, 
as shown in Figure 6.6d, the CLD of the styrene core product is shifted to the right at the end 
of the shell formation. These results indicate the formation of block copolymers, as the 
formation of a majority of n-butyl acrylate homopolymers would result in a bimodal CLD 
characterized by a large (>>2) dispersity.  
Furthermore, during the second step, the average particle size increases with reaction time 
indicating that the particles formed during the first stage continue to grow. Taking into account 
that a semi-batch operation is used and n-butyl acrylate is thus not allowed to enter the bulk of 
the particles, and the RAFT agent is considered to be surface active, it can be expected that 
indeed covalently linked core-shell nanoparticles consisting of polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl 
acrylate) are formed. Unequivocal validation of the core-shell hypothesis can only be obtained 
by dedicated experimental (e.g. TEM) characterization methods which was outside the scope 
of this chapter. The experimental homopolymerization results discussed in this work can 
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provide a preliminary idea of the underlying micro- (polymerization kinetics) and mesoscale 
phenomena (mass transfer; nucleation and growth). However, a complete understanding of the 
complex heterogeneous RAFT macroemulsion polymerization mechanism can only be 
achieved by a modelling approach similar to the work discussed in Chapters 4-5, as will be 
developed in future studies. 
 
Figure 6.6: Number average molar mass (a), dispersity (b) and average particle size (c) as a function 
of time for the polystyrene core synthesis (blue) and subsequent chain extension (shell formation, red) 
with n-butyl acrylate. Also shown is the molar mass distribution plot (d) at the end of the core synthesis 
(6 hours of polymerization time) and shell synthesis (10 hours of total polymerization time). 
6.4 Conclusions 
An experimental kinetic study on the macroemulsion RAFT homopolymerization of styrene 
using xanthates as controlling agents (also known as MADIX) is performed to gain a better 
understanding of the process-polymer property relationship. Even though no typical RDRP 
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control over chain growth and high dispersity product is always obtained, the number average 
molar mass can be decreased by increasing the initial amount of the controlling agent or 
conventional initiator. Moreover, the polymerization rate can be increased by increasing the 
amount of initiator or surfactant or by decreasing the amount of controlling agent. Additionally, 
the average particle size can be increased slightly by decreasing the amount of initiator or 
controlling agent but can be better controlled by the amount of surfactant. Finally, it could be 
shown that the obtained polystyrene latex can be extended to create polystyrene-block-poly(n-
butyl acrylate) polymer particles which will most likely be organized forming a core-shell 
structure. These results already give a preliminary idea of the underlying of both micro- and 
mesoscale phenomena. However, a complete understanding can only be achieved by further 
development of the models discussed in Chapter 4-5, as will be executed in the future at LCT.  
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Chapter 7: General conclusions and future outlook 
 
7.1 General conclusions 
In this PhD thesis, a combination of kinetic modeling and experimental work is applied to gain 
fundamental understanding of the mechanism of reversible addition-fragmentation chain 
transfer (RAFT) polymerization applying both bulk and (mini)emulsion techniques. On the one 
hand, the modeling approach relies on the essential determination of accurate RAFT 
polymerization specific rate coefficients, including the proper description of diffusional 
limitations, while taking into account all relevant kinetic events, hence minimizing the 
integrated approximations. On the other hand, dedicated experimental data is needed to validate 
the obtained modeling results and relies on the purposeful choice of experimental conditions, 
which can be tuned by preliminary model screening, and characterization techniques. The work 
has already resulted - at this stage - in 2 published contributions and 1 submitted contribution 
in respected journals in the polymer science field. It has also been disseminated at several 
national and international conferences.  
In Chapter 1, a brief introduction is given to free radical polymerization (FRP) and reversible 
deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) techniques, with focus mainly on RAFT 
polymerization. The different emulsion polymerization techniques are stated alongside both the 
advantages and challenges of employing these techniques in combination with RAFT 
polymerization. This chapter is used to provide a general explanation of the chemical methods 
on which the other chapters rely on.  
Chapter 2 allows to provide an introduction to the modelling of polymerization kinetics using 
computer simulation methods. Firstly, the two major computational polymerization modeling 
methods, deterministic and stochastic methods, are discussed. In deterministic modeling, a set 
of differential equations is integrated which often demands to reduce the number of equations 
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for computational purposes, for example via the method of moments approach, even though 
this results in a loss of molecular information about individual chains. Alternatively, stochastic 
modeling, e.g. kinetic Monte Carlo, considers each reaction as a random event chosen based on 
its probability and stores the entire reaction event history, making it possible to obtain in detail 
the polymer structure, e.g. comonomer sequences. For complex reaction schemes, this can 
require a high computational cost. Secondly, an overview of the state-of-the art of kinetic 
modeling of RAFT bulk/solution and emulsion polymerization is given. The multi-phase 
character of RAFT emulsion polymerization requires a more complex mathematical description 
compared to the bulk countercase. Mostly the deterministic modeling approach using Smith-
Ewart differential equations is used to describe the evolution of the particle type distribution. 
In view of Chapter 4 and 5, these Smith-Ewart equations are elaborated considering a simplified 
FRP miniemulsion scheme. Established analytical equations for certain limiting cases are used 
to validate the investigated modeling approach.  
In Chapter 3, the degenerative transfer coefficients for the RAFT polymerization of styrene 
commenced with (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, a xanthate type of RAFT agent, are 
determined by applying a multi-responsive regression analysis. The validity of the degenerative 
mechanism has been confirmed. The coefficients are obtained based on the extended method 
of moments deterministic modeling technique and experimental data on RAFT agent and 
styrene conversion, number and mass average molar mass, and end-group functionality (EGF). 
Notably, this latter property is obtained by a combination of dialysis to remove unreacted RAFT 
agent and elemental analysis. Furthermore, both the homopolymerization and its chain 
extension with fresh styrene or n-butyl acrylate is visualized in silico, applying a kinetic Monte 
Carlo modeling approach. It is highlighted that the xanthate type of RAFT agent results in a 
low RAFT reactivity (Ctr(,0) < 1) due to the presence of a delocalizable oxygen electron pair in 
α-position to the thiocarbonylthio functional group, decreasing the S=C double bound 
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character. Consequently, both “blocks” of the chain extension are formed through a 
unconventional single exchange, which implies a transfer behavior as in conventional FRP.  It 
should be stressed that this insight is only possible by the joint experimental and modeling 
approach followed in this PhD thesis. 
In Chapter 4, attention is shifted towards RAFT miniemulsion polymerization. More 
specifically, the RAFT miniemulsion polymerization of methyl methacrylate with cyanoprop-
2-yl dithiobenzoate as initial RAFT agent is studied considering a literature-based degenerative 
RAFT mechanism and a two-dimensional Smith-Ewart model which accounts for the number 
of macro- and leaving group radicals per nanoparticle. Firstly however, bulk literature data is 
used to validate the accuracy of the rate coefficients and the description of the micro-scale 
diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer. Consequently, miniemulsion 
literature data have been used to determine the exit and entry rate coefficients concerning the 
RAFT leaving group radical. These meso-scale consecutive entry/exit events result in a 
retardation effect as long as RAFT agent is present. Moreover, it is demonstrated that it is not 
afforded to assume zero-one kinetics, as often done in previous studies, as instantaneous 
termination cannot be established at high monomer conversion as the reaction mixture becomes 
to viscous. Additionally, at high average chain length, the diffusional limitations on RAFT 
transfer become relevant as well which leads to a significant fraction of nanoparticles 
containing several (macro)radicals. Finally, the developed model is used to identify the optimal 
average particle size in view of design of the polymerization rate and control over the average 
polymer properties. Note that again the combination of experimental and modeling work 
allowed to achieve these new kinetic insights. 
In Chapter 5, the kinetic model of the previous chapter is extended to a 5-dimensonal Smith-
Ewart based model. This allows the comparison of the degenerative and non-degenerative 
RAFT miniemulsion polymerization reaction scheme as the three possible intermediate radical 
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species (R0XR0, RiXR0 and RiXRj) are accounted for as well. Styrene was chosen as monomer 
and the consideration of a macro-RAFT agent allows to avoid the complexities related to 
exit/entry of the RAFT leaving group radical. It is shown that with a too low RAFT 
fragmentation rate coefficient it is generally not afforded to consider zero-one kinetics and that 
with significant RAFT cross-termination the dead polymer product is dominantly originating 
from the RAFT intermediate radical. Moreover, a degenerative description of the RAFT 
mechanism is only allowed if slow fragmentation or cross-termination effects are insignificant, 
hence under the conditions of an ideal RAFT agent. Nonetheless, the possibility to describe the 
non-degenerative RAFT miniemulsion polymerization scheme allows the identification of the 
nature of the RAFT retardation as the impact of the average particle size on both the monomer 
conversion profile, dispersity and EGF is significantly different making it possible to 
differentiate the slow-fragmentation from the cross-termination hypothesis. Additionally, 
comparison with the FRP conversion profile is still recommended to highlight whether an ideal 
RAFT agent can be claimed.  
In Chapter 6, an experimental study of RAFT macroemulsion polymerization of styrene with 
(O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, the same controlling agent as used in Chapter 2, is 
discussed. Similar as during bulk polymerization, this xanthate type of RAFT agent does not 
result in control over chain growth, leading to a high dispersity polymer product. Nevertheless, 
the concentration of the controlling agent can be used to alter the desired number average molar 
mass whereas the polymerization rate can be increased by increasing the amount of initiator or 
surfactant or by decreasing the amount of controlling agent. Furthermore, the surfactant 
concentration can be used to control the average particle size as well. Importantly, the main 
advantage of the use of a xanthate type of RAFT agent is related to its surface activity. It is 
shown that the obtained polystyrene latex can be extended via semi-batch operation to create 
polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate) polymer particles which will most likely be organized 
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forming a core-shell structure. These results can be considered to be a stepping stone for future 
extension of the model discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 in order to include macroemulsion 
polymerization, which is more industrially relevant compared to miniemulsion polymerization.  
7.2 Future outlook 
The work performed in this thesis has the goal to develop computer based models capable of 
describing and designing sophisticated polymer synthesis procedures through both bulk and 
emulsion RAFT polymerization. The model is fully developed for bulk processes. At this 
moment, the model can also be fully used to investigate and optimize RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization mechanisms. However, in terms of industrial relevance, (RAFT) 
macroemulsion polymerization is more interesting as the polymerization procedure is more 
straightforward, even though the mechanism itself is more complex. Consequently, the model 
developed in Chapters 4 and 5 need to be extended towards this objective. An essential step 
would be the incorporation of RAFT seeded macroemulsion polymerization.  The seed latex 
defines the number of particles, making it still unnecessary to account for the micelle-particle 
transition. Nonetheless, opposite to miniemulsion polymerization where the obtained average 
particle size is roughly equal to average initial droplet size, modeling of macroemulsion 
polymerization will demand the need to define the particle growth mechanism.  
Importantly, as discussed in this work, xanthates are one of the most interesting classes of 
RAFT agents to employ in this heterogeneous polymerization technique as it typically results 
in colloidal stability. However, its surface activity will result in a concentration gradient in the 
particles as these molecules will prefer the vicinity of the particle-water interface over the bulk 
of the particle. Consequently, (at least) two individual volumes in the (average) particle will 
need to be considered, linked via transfer processes between them. Individual balances for the 
micelles, surfactant molecules and particles should allow the transition towards ab initio macro-
emulsion polymerization.  
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Furthermore, if RAFT macroemulsion homopolymerization is completely incorporated, the 
following update should be the development of a model capable of describing the core-shell 
copolymer synthesis. At this stage only lab scale modeling has been developed where each 
phase, e.g. the aqueous phase, can be described by a single average concentration for each 
species. However, on an industrial (or pilot) scale, concentration and temperature gradients will 
be present. In order to account for these, at least macro-scale reactor segments will be required 
with again transfer coefficients describing the movement of species from one segment to 
another. Importantly, the computational effort needed to solve the set of equations will increase 
with increasing model complexity. Consequently, management of the computational efficiency 
will be crucial in future model extension. 
The work performed in this PhD thesis has been a successful start of a journey towards the 
development of industrially relevant (RAFT) macroemulsion polymerization modeling but 
many steps are still needed. Each step will require their own dedicated experiments for model 
validation and each new development step will increase the knowledge concerning the design 
of next-generation polymer emulsions.  
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Appendix A: Supporting information for Chapter 3 
 
A.1 Overview of the experimental conditions: homopolymerization 
Table A1: Overview of the initial conditions used in the experimental study of homopolymerization 
MADIX of styrene at 70°C, selecting OEXEP as initial RAFT agent and AIBN as conventional initiator; 
4 m% n-decane was added as internal standard for GC analysis; VSty,0=35 mL.  
Entry [𝑺𝒕𝒚]𝟎 [𝑺𝒕𝒚]𝟎/[𝑶𝑬𝑿𝑬𝑷]𝟎 [𝑶𝑬𝑿𝑬𝑷]𝟎/[𝑨𝑰𝑩𝑵]𝟎 [𝑺𝒕𝒚]𝟎/[𝑶𝑬𝑿𝑬𝑷]𝟎/[𝑨𝑰𝑩𝑵]𝟎 
1 7.56 50 30 50/1/0.033 
2 7.55 50 10 50/1/0.1 
3 7.53 50 5 50/1/0.2 
4 7.51 40 50 40/1/0.02 
5 7.68 100 20 100/1/0.05 
6 7.76 200 10 200/1/0.1 
7 7.67 100 10 100/1/0.1 
 
A.2 Synthesis procedure of (O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate (OEXEP), the initial 
RAFT agent (R0X) used in Chapter 3 
OEXEP was synthesized according to the literature procedure.1 Ethyl 2-bromopropionate (50.3 
g, 0.278 mol) was dissolved in 500 mL ethanol and mixed with potassium O-ethyl 
dithiocarbonate (50.7 g, 0.316 mol) under argon atmosphere. The mixture was stirred for 6 
hours in the absence of light at 0°C. Afterwards 500 mL water was added and the obtained 
OEXEP was extracted by a 1:2 (v:v) mixture of diethyl ether and pentane. The solvent and 
residual ethyl 2-bromopropionate were removed by evaporation under vacuum. Upon analysis 
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A.3 Determination of purity of (O-ethyl xanthate)-2- ethyl propionate (OEXEP)  
The purity of OEXEP, synthesized according to the procedure mentioned in the Section A2, 
has been determined by means of 1H NMR analysis (Figure A1 ,left) of the obtained product 
and following equation: 
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
∫ 𝐷




= 0.974 (A1) 
Ethyl 2-bromopropionate can be identified as main impurity and no other significant impurities 
or side products could be detected, as confirmed by GC analysis (Figure A1 ,right). 
 
Figure A1: 1H NMR (left) and GC (right) analysis of the synthesized OEXEP used as initial RAFT agent 
in the present work 
A.4 Overview of the experimental conditions: chain extension with styrene  
Table A2: Overview of the initial conditions used in the experimental study of MADIX chain extension 
with styrene at 70°C; the initial polystyrene was obtained by purifying the product of Entry 3 in Table 
A1 after 8h of reaction time; AIBN was used as conventional initiator; 4 mt% n-decane was added as 
internal standard for GC analysis; with [𝑅𝑋]  the concentration of dormant polystyrene as determined 
by Equation 7 of Chapter 3.  
Entry [𝑺𝒕𝒚]𝟎 [𝑺𝒕𝒚]𝟎/[𝑹𝑿]𝟎 [𝑹𝑿]𝟎/[𝑨𝑰𝑩𝑵]𝟎 [𝑺𝒕𝒚]𝟎/[𝑹𝑿]𝟎/[𝑨𝑰𝑩𝑵]𝟎 
1 6.07 175 20 175/1/0.05 
2 4.93 85 25 85/1/0.04 
3 5.06 95 100 95/1/0.01 
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A.5 Justification of the Equation 7 of Chapter 3 
The number average chain length xn can be written as the ratio of the sum of the first moment 
of the dead, living and dormant species to the zero moment of these species: 
𝑥 =
∑ 𝑖([𝑃 ] + [𝑅 ] + [𝑅 𝑋])
∑ ([𝑃 ] + [𝑅 ] + [𝑅 𝑋])
 (A2) 









𝑛 + 𝑛 + 𝑛
 (A3) 
Multiplying each side with the molar amount of all RiX species: 
𝑥 𝑛 =
∑ 𝑖 𝑛 + 𝑛 + 𝑛
∑ 𝑛 + 𝑛 + 𝑛
𝑛  (A4) 
The amount of dormant chains can be related to the end-group functionality (EGF): 
𝑥 𝑛 = 𝑖 𝑛 + 𝑛 + 𝑛 𝐸𝐺𝐹 (A5) 
Rearranging and multiplying both the numerator and denominator of the right hand side with 
the monomer molar mass Msty results in the equation of the molar amount of RiX as mentioned 
in Chapter 3 (Equation 7). 
𝑛 =
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A.6 Confirmation of accuracy of conversion determination by gas chromatography 
Monomer and RAFT agent conversion (Xm and XR0X) were determined by means of gas 
chromatography (GC), as explained in Chapter 3. The accuracy of the technique can be verified 
by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). As shown in Figure A2, the conversion values 
obtained by both techniques are in excellent agreement (entry 7 in Table A1).  
 
Figure A2: Comparison of monomer and R0X conversion data via GC ( ■, red = Xm; ▲, dark blue = 
XR0X) and NMR (●, orange = Xm; ◆, light blue = XR0X) for MADIX of styrene at 70°C, selecting OEXEP 
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A.7 Calculation of the molar amount of end-groups in a polystyrene sample, necessary 
for the calculation of Equation 8 of Chapter 3.  












𝑛(𝑅 ) = 𝑛(𝑋) 
(A9) 
with w(A) (A=N and S) the mass fraction of nitrogen and sulphur, ms the mass of the elemental 
analysis sample, and M(A) (A = N and S) the molar mass of nitrogen and sulphur. Equation (A9) 
assumes a negligible contribution of termination between individual R0 species (R0R0 
formation) and chain transfer of R0 to monomer, which is valid in the present work as shown in 
Section A8 of Appendix A 
A.8 Verification of the negligible contribution of termination between R0 species and 
chain transfer of R0 to monomer 
The EGF values mentioned in Chapter 3 are determined by means of elemental analysis, more 
precisely by investigating the nitrogen and sulphur peak in the CHNS chromatogram. These 
two peaks allow to determine the amounts of the I and X end-groups respectively. However, the 
elemental analysis chromatogram does not allow the direct calculation of the amount of R0 end-
groups. Nonetheless, this can be easily overcome by assuming that the number of R0 end-groups 
is equal to the number of X end-groups, as a new X end-group can only be produced by the 
simultaneous generation of an R0  which will in turn initiate a new chain. However, this equality 
only holds up if each R0 effectively generates a new chain and hence, does not terminate by 
recombination with another R0 radical or by chain transfer to monomer.  
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Figure A3 depicts the rate of termination and chain transfer to monomer of R0 radicals over the 
overall consumption rate of R0 radicals (Entry 3 in Table A1, similar values for other entries of 
Table A1, simulation achieved by rate coefficients mentioned in Table A3). As clearly visible, 
the contribution of these reactions are negligible and consequently the number of R0-end groups 
can be considered to be equal to the number of X-end groups. 
 
Figure A3: The rate of termination of R0 radicals by recombination with another R0 radical or by chain 
transfer to monomer over the overall consumption rate of R0 radicals as a function of time (h); Entry 3 
in Table A1. 
A.9 Importance of end-groups obtained by chain transfer to monomer with 
macroradicals 
The EGF values mentioned in Chapter 3 are determined by calculating the number of X, R0 and 
I end groups. However, when chain transfer to monomer by macroradicals is significant, styryl 
and H end-groups are possible as well, complicating the EGF calculation. Nonetheless, as 
shown in Figure A4, under the conditions investigated in Chapter 3, these chain transfer 
reactions do not contribute significantly to the average polymer properties. Consequently, the 
EGF can be determined by solely investigating the number of X, R0 and I end- groups. 
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Figure A4: Investigation of the influence of chain transfer to monomer reactions on the monomer and 
R0X conversion, number/mass average molar mass, EGF and dispersity: chain transfer to monomer 
taken into account: solid green line; not taken into account: dotted red line; Entry 3 in Table A1; Rate 
coefficients as mentioned in Table A3 
A.10 Evaluation of the need for the use of the correct reaction volume for the kinetic 
Monte Carlo simulations 
The aforementioned extension of the kMC procedure enables tracking of the monomer 
incorporation and possible short chain branch formation for individual macrospecies of a 
representative polymer sample (e.g. 105 polymer chains). For copolymerization processes this 
implies knowledge of the exact location of the comonomer units along each of the different 
polymer chains. Specifically for block copolymer synthesis, the contribution of off-spec 
(homo)polymer chains can be easily detected and the individual block lengths are readily 
available, as illustrated previously for RDRP techniques based on the so-called persistent 
radical effect,2 i.e. atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and nitroxide mediated 
polymerization (NMP).3 In the present work, for the first time, the microstructure of individual 
polymer chains for degenerative RAFT block copolymerization is visualized based on kMC 
simulations, for styrene and nBuA as comonomers, OEXEP as initial RAFT agent, and AIBN 
as conventional radical initiator. It should be stressed that in contrast to traditional ATRP and 
NMP processes, new (short) chains are continuously formed by I2 decomposition and further 
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chain growth. This requires a very careful evaluation of the kMC reaction volume to be used 
(>> 105 chains) to ensure that the polymer microstructure is accurately represented. 
Firstly, the volume needs to be large enough to ensure a good representation of all species 
present. Small volumes will result in a faulty amount of low concentration species, e.g.  
macroradicals, and consequently in an incorrect simulation of the reactions making use of these 
species. Secondly, although larger volumes can overcome this issue, it comes at a cost of longer 
simulation times. Hence, accurate and pragmatic simulation results can only be obtained by 
considering a proper reaction volume. Practically, this can be achieved by investigating a small 
reaction volume and increasing it until a convergence of the results is obtained. This guarantees 
appropriate results within a minimum amount of calculation time. Figure A5 shows the outcome 
of a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation (Entry 3 in Table A1) for three different reaction volumes. 
As clearly can be observed, a too small volume (~10-17L; red full line) leads to erroneous results 
as increasing the volume (~10-16L; dashed green line) results in a different outcome. Increasing 
the volume even more (~10-15L; dashed blue line) does not result in a change of the outcome 
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Figure A5: Influence of the reaction volume on the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation; solid red line: 
V=1.28 x 10-17 L; solid green line: V=1.28 x 10-16 L; dashed blue line: V=1.28 x 10-15 L; 0-8h: entry 
3 in Appendix A in Table A1; 8-13h: entry 3 in Appendix A in Table A2; Reaction coefficients as 
mentioned in Table A3; clearly the red lines are inaccurate. 
A.11 Comparison of simulated average characteristics of the extended method of 
moments and kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) model 
As shown below, the simulated average characteristics of both computational methods 
converge.  
 
Figure A6: Comparison of monomer and OEXEP (R0X) conversion, number/mass average molar mass 
(xn/m), EGF and dispersity (Ð) obtained by extended method of moments model (solid green line) and 
kMC model (dotted red line); 0-8h: entry 3 in Appendix A in Table A1; 8-13h: entry 3 in Appendix A 
in Table A2. 
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A.12 Demonstration of kinetic insignificance of transfer coefficient k-tr,0 
The transfer coefficient k-tr,0 is defined as the rate coefficient of the reaction of a RAFT leaving 
group radical R0 and a dormant macroradical RiX, resulting in the initial RAFT agent R0X and 
a macroradical Ri: 
𝑅⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋
,
⎯⎯ 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅⦁ 
Figure A7 shows the average polymer properties as a function of time, and the fraction of the 
R0 radicals consumed by the reaction shown above as a function of monomer conversion 
obtained by simulations with k-tr,0=0 L mol-1 s-1 (green) and k-tr,0=100* ktr,0 (red, other 
parameters as in Table A3, Entry 3 in Table A1). As no difference in the prediction of the 
average polymer properties can be observed, k-tr,0 can be considered to be kinetically 
insignificant and a value of 0 L mol-1s-1 can be used for the simulations, simplifying both the 
model and the parameter estimation of other transfer coefficients (ktr,0 and ktr). R0 will 
dominantly react with monomer, initiating new growing macroradicals, or with other 
(macro)radicals, forming new dead (macro)species.  
 
Figure A7: The average polymer properties as a function of time and the fraction of the R0 radicals 
consumed by the reaction shown above as a function of monomer conversion obtained by simulations 
with k-tr,0=0  L mol-1 s-1 (green) and k-tr,0=100* ktr,0 (red, other parameters as in Table A3, Entry 3 in 
Table A1) 
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A.13 Demonstration of kinetic insignificance of transfer between initiator radicals (I) 
and initial RAFT agent (R0X) 
In addition to the exchange reaction between macroradicals (Ri) and the initial RAFT agent 
(R0X), exchange between initiator radicals (I) and R0X can occur as well. This leads to a new 
dormant IX species which can in turn react with Ri or R0: 
𝐼 + 𝑅 𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯⎯  𝐼𝑋 + 𝑅  
𝑅 + 𝐼𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯  𝑅 𝑋 + 𝐼 
𝑅 + 𝐼𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯⎯  𝑅 𝑋 + 𝐼 
Assuming for simplicity ktr,RiIX = ktr,0 and ktr,R0IX = 10ktr,0 (based on kpR0 = 10kp as shown in Table 
A3), the average polymer properties as a function of time by simulations with ktr,IR0X = 0 L mol-
1 s-1 or ktr,IR0X = 100ktr,0 show no significant differences as shown in Figure A8. Consequently, 
the reaction between I and R0X can be neglected and I will dominantly initiate new chains by 
reaction with monomer.  
 
Figure A8: The average polymer properties as a function of time obtained by simulations with ktr,IR0X = 
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A.14 Overview of the reactions and kinetic parameters for the homopolymerization 
and chain extension with styrene.  
An overview of the reactions considered and the corresponding rate coefficients can be found 
in Table A3.  
Table A3: Overview of the reactions and rate coefficients  (monomer: styrene) with 
𝐼 , 𝐼⦁, 𝑀, 𝑅⦁ , 𝑅⦁, 𝑃 , 𝑅 𝑋, 𝑅 𝑋: conventional radical initiator, initiator fragment, monomer, RAFT 
leaving group, macroradical (chain length i≥1), dead polymer species, initial RAFT agent, dormant 
macrospecies; 70°C; for termination apparent rate coefficients with given value the one of 𝑘 ,
,  (see 
also further). 
Reaction Equation k (L mol-1 s-1) ref 
Dissociation(a) 𝐼
,
⎯⎯ 2𝐼⦁ 4.4 10  
4 
Chain Initiation 𝐼⦁ + 𝑀 𝑅⦁  5.2 10  
5 
 𝑅⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯ 𝑅⦁  5.1 10  
(b) 
Propagation 𝑅⦁ + 𝑀 𝑅⦁  4.8 10  
6 




⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅⦁ + 𝑃  2.0 10  (c) 





⎯⎯ 𝑃  2 10 .  8,9 
 𝑅⦁ + 𝑅⦁
,
⎯ 𝑃  2 10 .  8,9 
 𝑅⦁ + 𝑅⦁
,
,
⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃  2 10
.  8,9 
RAFT exchange(f) 𝑅⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋
,
⎯ 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅⦁  (3.8 ± 0.1) 10  (d) 
 𝑅⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅⦁ (2.1 ± 0.4) 10  (e) 
(a) (apparent) efficiency f: see Subsection c; (b) see Subsection b; (c) rate coefficient assumed identical as the rate 
coefficient for the macroradical; (d) obtained by regression analysis to an extensive set of experimental data 
(Figure A10, Figure 3.5 and 3.6): F-value=1.08 104; tabulated F-value: 4.84; ktr-0 kinetically insignificant (see 
Subsection S12); (e) obtained by regression analysis to an extensive set of experimental data (Figure 3.10): F-
value=1.71 103; tabulated F-value: 4.84; corresponding Ctr,0: 0.80±0.02 and Ctr: 0.44±0.07; (f) first exchange only 
important if still R0X (see Figure A11) present (reverse exchange can be always neglected), second one only 
relevant upon R0X removal followed by chain extension (see main text). 
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The (apparent) termination rate coefficient,  the intrinsic rate coefficient concerning chain 
initiation by the RAFT leaving group R0, and the (apparent) conventional initiator efficiency 
are discussed more in depth below.  
a. Apparent termination rate coefficient 
In order to accurately describe the diffusion-controlled mechanism of bimolecular termination 
in radical polymerization, the composite kt model8 (aka RAFT-CLD-T model) was used. This 
model allows to calculate an apparent homotermination rate coefficient (𝑘 ,
, ; i=chain length; 
only considering termination by recombination) dependent on the chain length i and the 
polymer mass fraction mp (and thus monomer conversion Xm): 
For i < igel 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖               for  𝑖 < 𝑖  (A10) 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖
( )
 𝑖               for  𝑖 ≥  𝑖  (A11) 
For i ≥ igel 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖  𝑖               for  𝑖 <  𝑖  (A12) 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖
( )
 𝑖( ) 𝑖               for  𝑖 ≥  𝑖  (A13) 
with 𝑘 ,  the (apparent) termination rate coefficient for radicals with chain length 1, 𝛼  the 
exponent for termination of short chains in dilute solution, 𝛼  the exponent for long chains in 
dilute solution, 𝛼  the exponent for chains in the gel regime, 𝑖  the crossover chain length 
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between short- and long-chain behavior, 𝑖  the chain length at the onset of the gel-effect. An 
overview of these parameters can be found in Table A4.8–10 
From the apparent homotermination rate coefficients, the apparent cross-termination rate 
coefficient 𝑘 ,




,  𝑘 ,
,                (A14) 
 
An  averaged (zero order) apparent termination rate coefficient can be calculated at any 
moment: 
〈𝑘 , 〉 =
∑ ∑ ( ) ,
, [ ]
∑ [ ]
               (A15) 
with δij the Kronecker Delta Function. When employing the kinetic Monte Carlo technique, 
each macroradical 𝑅  is tracked individually and Equation (A15) can be calculated exactly. 
However, when applying the deterministic extended method of moments method this 
information is not available. Nonetheless, Equation (A15) can still be approximately used by 








with 𝑓 (i) the number fraction of macroradicals with chain length 𝑖 and 𝑥 ,  the associated 
number average chain length. 
For the validation of the Flory-Schulz distribution for the macroradical CLD in the present 
work, the reader is referred to Chapter 3. 
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Table A4: Parameters used for the composite kt model; monomers: styrene (Sty) and methyl acrylate 
(MA; related to next subsection: these parameters were used for n-butyl acrylate simulations as a first 
approximation); mp: polymer mass fraction 
Monomer T(K) 𝐤𝐭
𝟏,𝟏 𝛂𝐒 𝐢𝐒𝐋  𝛂𝐋 𝛂𝐠𝐞𝐥 𝐢𝐠𝐞𝐥 
Sty 363 2 ⨯ 10 .  0.53 30 0.15 1.22m -0.11 3.30m .  
MA 323 See Table A6  0.78 18 0.15 0.81m -0.05 6.9m .  
 
b. Chain initiation by RAFT leaving group (R0) 
The RAFT leaving group R0 is identical to an ethyl acrylate radical. As a result, the rate 
coefficient of the reinitiation reaction (𝑘 ) can be assessed by considering the propagation 
rate coefficient of poly(ethyl acrylate) radicals to styrene, ignoring possible chain length 
dependencies. This rate coefficient can be assessed using the rate coefficient of the 











Using a reactivity ratio rEA of 0.22 as determined by Brar et al. 12 and a homopropagation rate 
coefficient k ,  of 1117 L mol-1 s-1 at 70°C as mentioned by Gao et al. 13, a k = 5077 L 
mol-1 s-1 results. Note that this value is as good as identical as the one for the other chain 
initiation. 
c. Apparent conventional initiator efficiency  
An apparent conventional initiator efficiency fapp dependent on monomer conversion Xm can be 
calculated as described by Buback et.al.:14 
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with 𝐷  the diffusion coefficient of the cyanoisopropyl radical and D = 5.3 10 m s  a 
correction factor related to the rate of termination between two cyanoisopropyl radicals.  
Table A5: Parameters used to calculate the apparent initiator efficiency (Equation (A17) - (A19) as 
described by Buback et al.14 for AIBN as conventional radical initiator and styrene as monomer. 
Parameter Description Value 
𝐷 ,  (𝑚 𝑠 ) Pre-exponential factor for diffusion 1.95 10  
𝐸  (𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ) Activation energy for diffusion 31 
𝑅 (𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐾 ) Universal gas constant 8.314 
𝑇 (𝐾) Temperature 333 − 363 
𝑤  (−) Mass fraction of monomer 0-1 
𝑤  (−) Mass fraction of polymer 0-1 
𝑉∗ (𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ) Specific critical hole free volume of monomer (a) 9.46 10  
𝑉∗ (𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ) Specific critical hole free volume of polystyrene 8,50 10  
𝐾
𝜆
 (𝑚  𝑘𝑔  𝐾 ) Parameter for specific hole free volume monomer (a) 1.49 10  
𝐾
𝜆
 (𝑚  𝑘𝑔  𝐾 ) Parameter for specific hole free volume polymer 5.82 10  
𝐾 − 𝑇  (𝐾) Parameter for specific hole free volume monomer (a) −84 
𝐾 − 𝑇  (𝐾) Parameter for specific hole free volume polymer −327 
𝜉  (−) 
Critical jumping unit volume ratio for cyanoispropyl 
radical to polymer 0.36 
𝜉  (−) 
Critical jumping unit volume ratio for monomer to 
polymer 0.59 
(a) Ethylbenzene used as model compound. 
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According to the free volume theory, 𝐷  can be calculated via: 












𝑤 𝐾 − 𝑇 − 𝑇 +
𝑘
𝜆
 𝑤 (𝐾 + 𝑇 − 𝑇 ) (A21) 
Table A5 gives an overview of the description and value of the parameters used in Equation 
(A18) and (A19). 
A.15 Reactions and kinetic parameters for chain extension with n-butyl acrylate 
The reactions and rate coefficients to investigate the chain extension of dormant polystyrene 
with n-butyl acrylate are mentioned in Table A6, neglecting chain transfer to monomer, 
backbiting and β-scission. The actual apparent termination reactivity is calculated by averaging 
the RAFT-CLD-T value for pure polystyrene and pure poly(n-butyl acrylate), according to the 
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Table A6: Overview of the reactions and rate coefficients  (extension of polystyrene with monomer n-
butyl acrylate (nBuA)) with 𝐼⦁, 𝑀, 𝑅⦁, 𝑃 , 𝑅 𝑋: initiator fragment, monomer (nBuA), macroradical 
(chain length i≥1), dead polymer species, dormant macrospecies; 𝑅 ,
⦁  and 𝑅 ,
⦁ : macroradical with 
chain length i and n-butyl acrylate (nB) and styrene (S) as terminal unit; 60°C; for termination apparent 
rate coefficients averaging with respect to composition. 
Reaction Equation k (L mol-1 s-1) Ref 
Dissociation 𝐼
,
⎯⎯ 2𝐼⦁ 1.1 10  4 
Chain Initiation 𝐼⦁ + 𝑀 𝑅 ,⦁  
4.0 10  (a) 
Propagation 𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 ,
⦁  3.4 10  
15 
 𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯⎯ 𝑅 ,





⦁ + 𝑅 ,
⦁ ,
,
⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃  




⦁ + 𝑅 ,
⦁ ,
,
⎯⎯⎯ 𝑃 + 𝑃  
1.3 10  16,(c)  
RAFT exchange(e) 𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑅 , 𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  4.6 ⨯ 10  (d) 
(a) taken identical as reaction with styrene for simplicity; (b) calculated by means of the monomer reactivity 
ratio17,18    𝑟 =  
𝑘 ,
𝑘 ,
= 0.71; (c) with 𝑘 𝑘 = 0.9  ; (d) obtained by fitting to experimental data (Figure 
3.14); corresponding Ctr: 1.35; (e) other exchanges can be neglected as kinetically insignificant (see Figure A16). 
Styrene radicals first add to nBuA based on preliminary screening. 
A.16 Inefficient removal of unreacted R0X (OEXEP) via precipitation 
In order to determine the end-group functionality (EGF) of the synthesized MADIX polystyrene 
polymers and to efficiently investigate the chain extension of these polymers, unreacted R0X 
(OEXEP) needs to be removed. Due to the high dispersity associated with the bulk 
polymerization of styrene in the presence of a xanthate-type RAFT agent, conventional methods 
such as precipitation are not recommended as this would result, next to the removal of R0X, in 
the significant loss of the low molar mass polymer chains as shown in Figure A3 (dashed blue 
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line vs solid red line). Consecutive precipitation was here performed by dissolving the polymer 
samples in a minimum amount of toluene and slowly adding it to cold methanol. A much more 
suited experimental procedure is dialysis (coinciding dashed blue and dotted green line in 
Figure A9) as this does not alter the SEC trace. For more information on the dialysis procedure 
and the confirmation of the complete removal of non-macromolecules such as styrene and 
OEXEP, the reader is referred to Chapter 3. 
 
Figure A9: SEC data illustrating the loss of low-molar mass polymer chains if precipitation is used. 
Dialysis results in the preservation of all chains; dashed blue line: original polymer sample, dotted 
green line: polymer sample after dialysis, solid red line: polymer sample after precipitation in cold 
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A.17 The effect of TCL on the homopolymerization of styrene in the presence of (O-
ethyl xanthate)-2- ethyl propionate and a fixed [R0X]0/[I2]0 
 
Figure A10: Comparison between simulations and experiments (next to Figure 3.5 and 3.6 in Chapter 
3; entry 2, 6 and 7 in Table A1). 
A.18 Demonstration of kinetic insignificance of transfer coefficient ktr during 
homopolymerization experiments  
The transfer coefficients ktr,0 and ktr are defined as the rate coefficient of the reaction of a 
macroradical and respectively a RAFT agent R0X and a dormant macrospecies RiX. Figure A11 
shows the average polymer properties as a function of time obtained by simulations with ktr=0 
L mol-1 s-1 (green) and ktr=10ktr,0 (red, other parameters as in Table A3) during a 
homopolymerization experiment (Entry 3 in Table A1). As no difference in the prediction of 
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the average polymer properties can be observed, ktr can be considered to be kinetically 
insignificant and a value of 0 L mol-1s-1 can be used for the simulations, simplifying the 
estimation of ktr,0.  
 
Figure A11: The average polymer properties as a function of time obtained by simulations with ktr=0  
L mol-1 s-1 (green) and ktr=10ktr,0 (red, other parameters as in Table A3, Entry 3 in Table A1) 
A.19 Determination of Ctr,0 via the methods of Moad and Mayo  
The methods of Moad and Mayo are often applied to determine the Ctr,0 value in MADIX when 
low values (<10) are expected by examining the slope of ln([R0X]) vs ln([M]) (Moad) or 1/xn 
vs [R0X]0/[M]0 (Mayo).19–24 Figure A12 and Table A7 give an overview of the results after 
application of both methods on the experimental data discussed in Chapter 3 (Table A1). 
 
Figure A12: Example of the use of the method of Moad (left; Entry 6 in Table A1) and the method of 
Mayo (right; Entry 4,5 and 6 in Table A1; identical [I2]0) for the determination of Ctr,0 
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The method of Moad results in a Ctr,0 of 0.69±0.04 (Table A7; one example in Figure A12: left). 
The method of Mayo leads to a value of 0.71±0.02 (Figure A12 right).   
Table A7: Application of the method of Moad on the experiments shown in Table A1 for the 
determination of Ctr,0 










A.20 Limitations of the method of Mayo for determining Ctr,0 
The method of Mayo was originally developed to determine the transfer coefficient (C ) for 
chain transfer with solvent in the radical polymerization of styrene.22 Later, this method has 
been often used in literature20,24–26 to determine C  of other reactants. Strictly the kinetic chain 
length (ν), which is related to the number average chain length of the actual polymer (no 
radicals) that is experimentally accessible, is needed. For the RAFT CTA in the present work 
this ν is given by: 
𝜈 =
𝑘 [𝑀][𝑅 ]
𝑘 [𝑀][𝑅 ] + 𝑘 , [𝑅 𝑋][𝑅 ] + 𝑘 [𝑅 ][𝑅 ]
 (A22) 
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with kp,/rM/tr0/tc the rate coefficient for propagation, chain transfer to monomer, transfer to R0X 
and termination by recombination (no correction factor as strict definition on radical level and 
total concentration), considering only termination by recombination as termination event and 
assuming that the obtained polymer has undergone only a single transfer event (ktr=0, as 
justified by Appendix A Section A18).  





















with ν  the kinetic chain length in absence of chain transfer.  
At low monomer conversion,  [𝑅 𝑋]/[𝑀]  can be considered constant and equal to the initial 
ratio [𝑅 𝑋] /[𝑀] . Consequently, by performing several experiments with varying 
[𝑅 𝑋] /[𝑀] , 𝐶 ,  can be determined by the slope of ν  vs [𝑅 𝑋] /[𝑀]  plot if ν  is 
independent of that ratio. As discussed thoroughly by Smulders27, this can be expected if the 
same initiator amount is used for all the experiments, the re-initiation rate of the RAFT leaving 
group radical (R0) is high, sufficiently fast fragmentation takes place, and ktc and [Ri] are 
independent of [𝑅 𝑋] /[𝑀] .  
However, more important and often ignored, ν represents the average number of monomer units 
of the macroradicals before their termination by recombination or chain transfer, and is not 
necessarily equal to the related experimentally determinable number average chain length xn. 
For example, in absence of chain transfer and with thus only termination by recombination as 
termination event, xn is equal to twice the kinetic chain length, not taking into account end-
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groups, whereas when chain transfer is the dominant chain stopping event and the EGF 
approaches 1,  xn will be equal to ν.  
In order to assess the validity of the Mayo equation in Chapter 3, the approximation of the 
number average chain length of the radicals by the overall chain length needs to be verified. As 
shown in Figure A13 (left), for a reference experiment (Entry 5 in Table A1), this is not the 
case due to the EGF being significantly lower than 1 and consequently shifting the overall xn to 
somewhat higher values. Nonetheless, xn of the dormant chains (RiX) and the dead chains (Pi) 
are approximately equal to, respectively, once and twice the xn of the macroradicals. 
Importantly, the small difference between the xn of the macroradicals or dormant species and 
the overall xn does result in a lower value of Ctr,0 (0.75 vs 0.80; with 0.80 also the value with 
method presented in present work) as shown in Figure A13 (right). This slight mismatch leads 
to an incorrect simulation of the MADIX average chain length characteristics in an complete 
kinetic model (see main text). In conclusion, the Mayo method can only be used to obtain an 
assessment of Ctr,0 for the conditions investigated in Chapter 3.  
 
Figure A13: left: number average chain length (xn) of radicals (green), dormant chains (red), dead 
chains (blue) and overall (orange) as a function of time for Entry 5 in Table A1; right: Application of 
the method of Mayo on model output of Entry 4, 5 and 6 in Table A1 (identical [I2]0) by means of xn(RiX) 
(red squares) and xn(overall) (orange squares, as typically done in practice); lines represent trend lines 
through the data points; Parameters as mentioned in Table A3; theoretical Ctr,0 from 
model=ktr,0/kp=384/479=0.80; ctr,0 by means of xn(RiX) =0.80 and xn(overall)=0.75  
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A.21 Influence of [R0X]0/[I2]0 and [M]0/[R0X]0 on the R0X conversion 
 
Figure A14: R0X conversion (𝑋 ) as a function of [R0X]0/[I2]0 (ranging from 1 to 50) and [M]0/[R0X]0 
(ranging from 10 to 500); simulated data have been achieved by means of the parameters given in Table 
A3 with R0X=(O-ethyl xanthate)-2-ethyl propionate, M=Sty, and I2=AIBN; 70°C; Xm=20%.  
A.22 Demonstration of the importance of accurate determination of ktr of exchange 
between polystyrene macroradicals and dormant polystyrene 
 
Figure A15: The average polymer properties as a function of time for simulations of the chain extension 
of dormant polystyrene with fresh styrene (entry 1 in Table A2) with ktr= 2.1 x 10² L mol-1 s-1 (green, see 
Table A3) as obtained by regression analysis and ktr=ktr,0=3.8 x 10² L mol-1 s-1 (red, see Table A3). 
Other parameters as in Table A3 
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A.23 Determination of the kinetically significant transfer coefficients during chain 
extension of dormant polystyrene with n-butyl acrylate in solution 
When considering the chain extension of dormant polystyrene with n-butyl acrylate, four 
possible RAFT exchange reactions exist as two macroradical and dormant species types are 
feasible:  
𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑅 , 𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  
𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑅 , 𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  
𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑅 , 𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  
𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑅 , 𝑋
,
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 , 𝑋 + 𝑅 ,
⦁  
with R ,
⦁  and R ,
⦁  a macroradical with chain length i and n-butyl acrylate (nBuA) and 
styrene (Sty) as terminal unit, and R , X and R , X a dormant macrospecies with chain 
length i and n-butyl acrylate (nBuA) and styrene (Sty) as terminal unit next to the xanthate 
functional group X.  
However, as shown in Figure A16, only ktr,nBuASty will influence the average polymer properties 
and the other transfer coefficients can be considered kinetically insignificant, reducing the 
complexity of the model and simplifying the estimation of ktr,nBuASty. Styrene macroradicals, 
generated by the exchange of dormant polystyrene with nBuA macroradicals, will swiftly react 
with nBuA monomer forming again macroradicals with an nBuA terminal unit, explaining the 
insignificance of ktr,StySty  and ktr,StynBuA. Futhermore, similarly to the chain extension reaction 
with fresh styrene (see Figure 3.10), a single activation-growth-deactivation cycle is performed 
per chain, resulting in the absence of reactivation of dormant poly(styrene-b-nBuA) 
blockcopolymer and hence the insignificance of ktr,nBuAnBuA. This can be explained by the low 
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concentration of dormant poly(styrene-b-nBuA) compared to the initial dormant polystyrene at 
low conversions, as shown in Figure A17. 
 
Figure A16: The average polymer chain length properties as a function of time obtained by simulations 
with (i) ktr,nBuAnBuA = ktr,StySty = ktr,StynBuA = 0  L mol-1 s-1 and ktr,nBuASty = 4.6 104  L mol-1 s-1 (full green line), 
and (ii) for simplicity: ktr,StySty = ktr,StynBuA = 2.1 102 L mol-1 s-1 and ktr,nBuASty = ktr,nBuAnBuA = 4.6 104  L mol-
1 s-1 (dotted red line); other parameters as in Table A6; simulated output with stochastic method; 
Conditions: [Toluene]= 6 mol L-1, [n-BuA]=2.0 mol L-1, [n-BuA]/ [Ri,styX]/ [AIBN]=198/1/1; T=60°C; 
Parameters: Table A6 
 
Figure A17: The concentration of dormant polystyrene (green) and dormant poly(styrene-b-nBuA) (red) 
during the extension of dormant polystyrene with nBuA; Conditions: [Toluene]= 6 mol L-1, [n-BuA]=2.0 
mol L-1, [n-BuA]/ [Ri,styX]/ [AIBN]=198/1/1; T=60°C  
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Appendix B: Supporting info for Chapter 4 
 
B.1 Calculation of the apparent conventional initiator efficiency of AIBN  
During a bulk polymerization, the viscosity of the reaction mixtures increases with increasing 
monomer conversion which results in a decrease of the apparent conventional initiator 
efficiency fapp. fapp can be calculated as described by Buback et.al.:1  




with 𝐷  the diffusion coefficient of the cyanoisopropyl radical and D = 5.3 10 m s  a 
correction factor related to the rate of termination between two cyanoisopropyl radicals. This 
approach was also used in the bulk study of De Rybel et al.2 
According to the free volume theory, 𝐷  can be calculated via: 












𝑤 𝐾 − 𝑇 − 𝑇 +
𝑘
𝜆
 𝑤 (𝐾 + 𝑇 − 𝑇 ) (B3) 
Table B1 gives an overview of the description and value of the parameters used in Equation 
(B2) and (B3). These parameters were originally determined for the bulk polymerization of 
styrene with AIBN as conventional initiator but can be used here as well as a first approximation 
with some small adjustments based on the experimental monomer conversion data.   
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Figure B1: Apparent initiator efficiency (left) and AIBN concentration (right) as a function of time for 
the bulk polymerization of MMA mediated by CPDB and initiated with AIBN (Experiment B1 in Table 
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Table B1: Parameters used to calculate the apparent initiator efficiency (Equation (B1)- (B3) as 
described by Buback et al.1 for AIBN as conventional radical initiator and MMA as monomer. Values 
slightly adjusted from values originally determined for styrene as monomer. 
Parameter Description Value 
𝐷 ,  (𝑚 𝑠 ) Pre-exponential factor for diffusion 1.95 10  
𝐸  (𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ) Activation energy for diffusion 24 
𝑅 (𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐾 ) Universal gas constant 8.314 
𝑇 (𝐾) Temperature 333 − 363 
𝑤  (−) Mass fraction of monomer 0-1 
𝑤  (−) Mass fraction of polymer 0-1 
𝑉∗ (𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ) Specific critical hole free volume of monomer (a) 9.46 10  
𝑉∗ (𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ) Specific critical hole free volume of polymer 8.50 10  
𝐾
𝜆
 (𝑚  𝑘𝑔  𝐾 ) Parameter for specific hole free volume monomer (a) 1.49 10  
𝐾
𝜆
 (𝑚  𝑘𝑔  𝐾 ) Parameter for specific hole free volume polymer 5.82 10  
𝐾 − 𝑇  (𝐾) Parameter for specific hole free volume monomer (a) −84 
𝐾 − 𝑇  (𝐾) Parameter for specific hole free volume polymer −327 
𝜉  (−) 
Critical jumping unit volume ratio for cyanoispropyl 
radical to polymer 0.60 
𝜉  (−) 
Critical jumping unit volume ratio for monomer to 
polymer 0.59 
(a) Ethylbenzene used as model compound. 
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B.2 Determination of chain initiation rate coefficient of the AIBN radical fragment 
and the RAFT leaving group radical (R0) 
The R0 radical has the same chemical structure as an AINB radical fragment. However, the rate 
coefficient for the chain initiation reaction between an AIBN radical fragment and MMA is 
unknown. Consequently, this coefficient was assessed based on the known chain initiation 
coefficient for styrene3 and the ratio of the propagation rate coefficients of styrene4 and MMA5: 
𝑘 , (𝑀𝑀𝐴) =
𝑘 (𝑀𝑀𝐴)
𝑘 (𝑆𝑡𝑦)
𝑘 , (𝑆𝑡𝑦) =
8.2 10
3.4 10
4.0 10 = 9.5 10  (B4) 
 
B.3 Calculation of the average apparent termination rate coefficient 
In order to accurately describe the diffusion-controlled mechanism of bimolecular termination 
in radical polymerization, the composite kt model6 (RAFT-CLD-T model) was used. This model 
allows to calculate an apparent homotermination rate coefficient (𝑘 ,
, ; i=chain length) 
dependent on the chain length i and the polymer mass fraction mp (and thus the monomer 
conversion Xm): 
For i < igel 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖               for  𝑖 < 𝑖  (B5) 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖
( )
 𝑖               for  𝑖 ≥  𝑖  (B6) 
 
For i ≥ igel 
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𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖  𝑖               for  𝑖 <  𝑖  (B7) 
𝑘 ,




 𝑖               for  𝑖 ≥  𝑖  (B8) 
with 𝑘 ,  the (apparent) termination rate coefficient for radicals with chain length 1, 𝛼  the 
exponent for termination for termination of short chains in dilute solution, 𝛼  the exponent for 
long chains in dilute solution, 𝛼  the exponent for chains in the gel regime, 𝑖  the crossover 
chain length between short- and long-chain behavior, 𝑖  the chain length at the onset of the 
gel-effect.  
An overview of these parameters can be found in Table B2. 
Table B2: Parameters used for the composite kt model with MMA as monomer; mp: polymer mass 
fraction 
𝐤𝐭
𝟏,𝟏 𝛂𝐒 𝐢𝐒𝐋 𝛂𝐋 𝛂𝐠𝐞𝐥 𝐢𝐠𝐞𝐥 
1.3 10  0.65 100 0.15 1.66m -0.06 0.53m .  
 
As the complete chain length distribution of the macroradicals is not calculated in the frame of 
the present work, Equation (B5)-(B8) are calculated using the number average chain length of 
the macroradical species. 
The (apparent) rate coefficients for the termination by recombination and disproportionation 
can then be calculated by means of ftc = 0.32, 7–9 the fraction of termination occurring by 
recombination: 
𝑘 , = 𝑓 𝑘 ,   (B9) 
𝑘 , = (1 − 𝑓 )𝑘 ,   (B10) 
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B.4 Calculation of the apparent degenerative RAFT transfer rate coefficient 
The apparent degenerative RAFT transfer rate coefficient can be calculated using the encounter 
pair model as described by D’hooge et al.10:  







with 𝑘 ,  the apparent RAFT transfer rate coefficient, 𝑘 ,  the intrinsic RAFT transfer 
rate coefficient (see Table 1 in Chapter 4) and 𝑘 ,  the diffusional contribution for RAFT 
transfer.  
The diffusional term was calculated using the equations of the composite kt model6 as explained 
in Section B3 with the adjustment of k , , iSL and αs as tuned by comparison with the available 
experimental data of the bulk polymerization of MMA mediated by CPDB and initiated by 2,2-
azobis(2-methyl-propionitrile) (AIBN) at 333K. A similar approach was considered by De 
Rybel et al. in their bulk study.2  
An overview of the parameters used for the diffusional contribution for RAFT transfer in the 
encounter pair model as calculated using the composite kt model can be found in Table B3. 
Table B3: Parameters used for the calculation of the diffusional contribution for RAFT transfer using 
the composite kt model with MMA as monomer; mp: polymer mass fraction 
𝐤𝐭
𝟏,𝟏 𝛂𝐒 𝐢𝐒𝐋 𝛂𝐋 𝛂𝐠𝐞𝐥 𝐢𝐠𝐞𝐥 
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B.5 Demonstration of kinetic insignificance of chain transfer to monomer in the 
miniemulsion RAFT polymerization experiments and of transfer coefficient k-tr,0 
in the bulk RAFT polymerization experiment 
Chain transfer of a growing macroradical with a monomer molecule makes the total reaction 
mechanism of RAFT miniemulsion polymerization much more complex as not only a new 
compartmentalized species, namely the monomer radical, needs to be considered but exit of 
this monomeric radical extends the aqueous reaction scheme as well. In order to investigate the 
impact of chain transfer to monomer and subsequent exit of the formed monomeric radical on 
the polymer properties, these reactions were added to the developed kinetic model and the 
model parameters are shown in Table B4. 
Table B4:  Overview of reactions and rate coefficients related to chain transfer of macroradicals (𝑅 ,
⦁ ) 
to monomer (𝑀 ) inside the polymer particles. Exit of the formed monomeric radical (𝑀⦁ ) is either 
taken into account (𝑘 = 10 𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠 ) or neglected (𝑘 = 0 𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠 ) as shown in 
Figure B2. 
Reaction Equation k ((L mol-1) s-1) ref 
Chain transfer to 
monomer 
𝑅 ,
⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯ 𝑀⦁ + 𝑃 ,  1.0 10  
11 
Exit(a) of 𝑴𝒑
⦁  𝑀⦁ ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑀⦁  0 𝑜𝑟 10  
Chapter 
4 
Chain initiation 𝑀⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯⎯ 𝑅 ,
⦁  8.2 10  
(b) 
 𝑀⦁ + 𝑀 ⎯⎯⎯ 𝑅 ,
⦁  8.2 10  
(b) 
(a) Rate coefficient expressed in units s-1; (b) considered to be equal to kp as a first approximation 
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As shown in Figure B2, under the conditions investigated in Chapter 4, chain transfer to 
monomer and monomeric radical exit do not significantly contribute to the average polymer 
properties. Consequently, these reactions were neglected in the kinetic model discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
 
Figure B2: Influence of chain transfer to monomer and monomeric radical exit on the conversion plots 
of Experiment ME1 (left), ME2 (middle) and ME3 (right), experimental conditions as mentioned in 
Table 2 (Chapter 4). Influence on number average molar mass and dispersity as a function of conversion 
are similar and not shown for simplicity. Green: 𝑘 = 0 𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠  and 𝑘 = 0 𝑠 , blue: 
𝑘 = 1.0 10  𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠  and 𝑘 = 0 𝑠 , red: : 𝑘 = 1.0 10  𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠  and 𝑘 =
10  𝑠 , other rate coefficients as mentioned in Table 1 (Chapter 4). 
The transfer coefficient k-tr,0 is defined as the rate coefficient of the reaction of a RAFT leaving 
group radical R0 and a dormant macrospecies RiX (i≥1), resulting in the initial RAFT agent R0X 
and a macroradical Ri: 
𝑅⦁ + 𝑅 𝑋
,
⎯⎯ 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑅⦁ 
Figure B3 shows the average polymer properties as a function of time or monomer conversion 
obtained by simulations with k-tr,0=0 L mol-1 s-1 (green) and k-tr,0=100* ktr,0 (red, other 
parameters as in Table 1 in Chapter 4, Exp B1 in Table 2 in Chapter 4). As no difference in the 
prediction of the average polymer properties can be observed, k-tr,0 can be considered to be 
kinetically insignificant and a value of 0 L mol-1s-1 can be used for the simulations. R0 radicals 
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will dominantly react with monomer, initiating new growing macroradicals, or with other 
(macro)radicals, forming new dead (macro)species.   
 
Figure B3: The average polymer properties as a function of time obtained by simulations with k-tr,0=0  
L mol-1 s-1 (green) and k-tr,0=100* ktr,0 (red); other parameters as in Table 1 in Chapter 4, Exp B1 in 
Chapter 4). 
B.6 Overview of the continuity equations for the integration of the higher order 
moments equations  
The number average chain length and the dispersity can be modeled as a function of 
polymerization time if the higher order moments equations are solved (similar approach as 
covered in Bentein et al.12 and Van Steenberge et al.13) . Below, an overview of all relevant 
equations is given with 𝑅 𝑋 , 𝑅 𝑋 , 𝑃 , , 𝑅 ,  the concentration in the particles of the 
dormant macrospecies (with chain length i), initial RAFT agent, dead species and 
macroradicals; 𝑅 ,  and 𝑅 ,   concentration in the aqueous phase of radicals with chain 
length 2 initiated by an R0 group and radicals with chain length 4 initiated by an initiator 
fragment; 𝑛(𝑅 ) and 𝑛(𝑅 ) the average number of macroradicals and RAFT leaving group 
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radicals per particle; 𝜏 / / , µ / / , 𝜆 /  the zeroth, first and second moment of the dormant 
species, the zeroth, first and second moment of the dead species and the first and second 
moment of the macroradicals; 𝑘 , 𝑘 , 𝑘 , 𝑘 , 𝑘 , , 𝑘 , , 𝑘 , , 𝑘 , 𝑘 ,the 
rate coefficients for propagation, chain initiation by R0, the RAFT transfer with the initial RAFT 
agent, the RAFT transfer with dormant macrospecies, the apparent termination by 
recombination, the apparent termination by disproportionation, the termination between 
macroradicals and R0 , the entry of an oligomer with chain length 2 initiated by R0, the entry of 
an oligomer with chain length 4 initiated by R0; 𝑁 , 𝑣 , 𝑉  Avogadro’s constant, the volume of 
a particle, the volume of the aqueous phase. The extra moment equations with 





















𝜏 − 𝜆 𝜏
− 𝑘 , , + 2𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜆 − 𝑘 , , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋  
(B12) 





















𝜏 − 𝜆 𝜏
− 𝑘 , , + 2𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜆 − 𝑘 , , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣





𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑅 𝑋
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑘 𝜆 𝜏 −
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣




𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑅 𝑋
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋 + 𝑘 𝜆 𝜏 −
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣




𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑃 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , , + 2𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣







𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑃 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , , + 2𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣




B.7 Comments related to the entry/exit rate coefficients for the RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization of MMA 
The kinetic description of RAFT miniemulsion is complicated by the possible partitioning of 
small molecules resulting in the necessity of the consideration of exit and entry events. To a 
first approximation, only R0 exit and entry rate coefficients are considered. Both the entry and 
exit rate coefficient are dependent on the average polymer particle diameter (dp) and interrelated 
by the partitioning coefficient Г:12,13 
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𝑘 = 𝐶 𝑁 𝐷 , 𝑑  (B18) 








with  𝑁  the Avogadro constant (mol-1), 𝐷 , /  the diffusion coefficient of R0 in the 
organic/aqueous phase (dm² s-1) and 𝐶 /  the proportionality constants for R0 exit/entry 
from/into a polymer particle (-)  
The particle dependency of the entry and exit rate coefficient is visualized in Figure B4. 
 
Figure B4: The rate coefficient of entry and exit of R0 as a function of particle size, as calculated by 
means of Equation B19 and B20. 
In Chapter 4, a typical value of 10 was used for the partitioning coefficient (Г).14,15 The tuning 
of 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1.5 10 dm-2 s-1 allowed the calculation of 𝐶 𝐷 , = 7.9 10   dm-2 
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Table B5: Entry and exit rate coefficient for R0 from/into a polymer particle with diameter dp in the 
miniemulsion of MMA at 333K.  
Exp 𝑑  (𝑛𝑚) 𝑘 (𝑠 ) 𝑘 (𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠 ) 
 
ME1 2.0 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  
ME2 1.4 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  
ME3 1.0 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  
 
A sensitivity analysis of the exit and entry rate coefficients was performed and can be found 
below. This shows that the simulated output mainly depends on 𝑘 ,  and not 𝑘 , 
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a. Sensitivity analysis of 𝐶 𝐷 ,   with 𝐶 𝐷 , = 7.9 10  𝑑𝑚 𝑠  
 
Table B6: Overview of the influence of 𝑪𝒆𝒙𝒊𝒕𝑫𝑹𝟎,𝒐𝒓 on the exit rate coefficient of 𝑹𝟎 (𝒌𝒆𝒙𝒊𝒕𝑹𝟎) and the 
partitioning coefficient (Г) with 𝑪𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒚𝑫𝑹𝟎,𝒂𝒒 = 𝟕. 𝟗 𝟏𝟎
𝟕 𝒅𝒎𝟐𝒔 𝟏 for the miniemulsion experiments 
mentioned in Table 2 (Chapter 4). 
Exp 𝑑  (𝑛𝑚) 𝐶 𝐷 , (𝑑𝑚 𝑠 ) 𝑘 (𝑠 ) 𝑘 (𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠 ) 
 
Г 
ME1 2.0 10  1.5 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  1.0 
ME1 2.0 10  1.5 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  10.0 
ME1 2.0 10  1.5 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  100.0 
ME2 1.4 10  1.5 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  1.0 
ME2 1.4 10  1.5 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  10.0 
ME2 1.4 10  1.5 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  100.0 
ME3 1.0 10  1.5 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  1.0 
ME3 1.0 10  1.5 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  10.0 
ME3 1.0 10  1.5 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  100.0 
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Figure B5: Influence of 𝐶 𝐷 ,   with 𝐶 𝐷 , = 7.9 10  𝑑𝑚 𝑠  on the conversion plots of 
Experiment ME1 (left), ME2 (middle) and ME3 (right), experimental conditions as mentioned in Table 
2 (Chapter 4). Green: 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1.5 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠 , Red: 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1,5 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠  , Blue: 
𝐶 𝐷 , = 1,5 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠 . Exit and entry rate coefficients as mentioned in Table B6, other rate 
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b. Sensitivity analysis of 𝐶 𝐷 ,  with 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1.5 10 𝑑𝑚  𝑠  
Table B7: Overview of the influence of 𝑪𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒚𝑫𝑹𝟎,𝒂𝒒 on the entry rate coefficient of 𝑹𝟎 (𝒌𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒚,𝑹𝟎) and 
the partitioning coefficient (Г) with 𝑪𝒆𝒙𝒊𝒕𝑫𝑹𝟎,𝒐𝒓 = 𝟏. 𝟓 𝟏𝟎
𝟕 𝒅𝒎𝟐𝒔 𝟏 for the miniemulsion experiments 
mentioned in Table 2 (Chapter 4). 
Exp 𝑑  (𝑛𝑚) 𝐶 𝐷 , ( 𝑑𝑚 𝑠 ) 𝑘 (𝑠 ) 
𝑘 (𝐿 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑠 ) 
 
Г 
ME1 2.0 10  7.9 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  0.1 
ME1 2.0 10  7.9 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  10.0 
ME1 2.0 10  7.9 10  3.8 10  9.5 10  1000.0 
ME2 1.4 10  7.9 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  0.1 
ME2 1.4 10  7.9 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  10.0 
ME2 1.4 10  7.9 10  7.7 10  6.6 10  1000.0 
ME3 1.0 10  7.9 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  0.1 
ME3 1.0 10  7.9 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  10.0 
ME3 1.0 10  7.9 10  1.5 10  4.7 10  1000.0 
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Figure B6: Influence of 𝐶 𝐷 ,  with 𝐶 𝐷 , = 1.5 10  𝑑𝑚 𝑠  on the conversion plots of 
Experiment ME1 (left), ME2 (middle) and ME3 (right), experimental conditions as mentioned in Table 
2 (Chapter 4). Green: 𝐶 𝐷 , = 7.9 10  𝑑𝑚 𝑠 , Red: 𝐶 𝐷 , = 7.9 10 𝑑𝑚 𝑠  , 
Blue: 𝐶 𝐷 , = 7.9 10 . Exit and entry rate coefficients as mentioned in Table B6, other 
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B.8 Investigation of invalidity of zero-one kinetics for experiment ME1 
 
Figure B7: Results with complete model (diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer) for 
the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 , (a), blue), average number of leaving group 
radicals per particle (𝑛 , (b), green), 𝑅 𝑋 conversion ((b), orange), fraction of particles with 0 up to 
6 macroradicals present (c), average apparent overall termination rate coefficient (〈𝑘 , 〉 =
〈𝑘 , 〉 + 〈𝑘 , 〉, (d), red, for calculation see Section B3 in Appendix B) and the average apparent 
transfer rate coefficient (〈𝑘 , 〉, (d), purple, for calculation see Section B4 in Appendix B) as a 
function of MMA conversion for Experiment ME1 (conditions as mentioned in Table 2 of Chapter 4 and 
calculated with model parameters given in Table 1 of Chapter 4.)  
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Figure B8: Top row: the average number of macroradicals per particle (𝑛 blue) and the average 
number of leaving group radicals per particle (𝑛 ) in case intrinsic kinetics are assumed for ME1 in 
Table 2 in Chapter 4 (no diffusional limitations on termination and RAFT transfer); bottom row: updates 
in case diffusional limitations on termination are accounted for. Results imply that the invalidity of zero-
one kinetics is due to diffusional limitation on termination only for this condition, similar to results of 
ME2 in Table 1 (see Figure 10 in Chapter 4). 
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B.9 Influence of TCL ([MMA]0/[CPDB]0) on the RAFT agent conversion and 
probability of exit of R0 
 
Figure B9: Influence of TCL ([MMA]0/[CPDB]0) on the RAFT agent conversion and the ratio of the 
rate of the exit of the leaving group radicals to the overall consumption (or disappearance) rate in all 
particles; dp = 100 nm, all other experimental conditions as in experiment ME1 in Table 2 of Chapter 
4 except for 𝑚 (𝑅 𝑋); Xm=10% (dashed lines) and Xm=40% (full lines, only shown for left Figure as 
R0X conversion is 100%); model parameters as given in Table 1 of Chapter 4. 
B.10 Reaction probability of macroradicals in particles containing two macroradicals 
or one macroradical and one leaving group radical 
The reaction probabilities involving a macroradical in a particle containing one macroradical 
and one leaving group radical and a particle containing two macroradicals are shown in Figure 
B10. Although propagation has the highest probability of occurring, after a short interval, the 
macroradical will terminate with either a leaving group radical (left) or another macroradical 
(right). With the former having a higher reaction probability compared to the latter due to the 
chain length dependent apparent termination rate coefficient.  
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Figure B10: Reaction probabilities involving the macroradical in particles with one macroradical and 
a leaving group radical (left) and two macroradicals (right); situation at 50% conversion of initial 
RAFT agent (Xm = 3.5); ME3 in Table 2 of Chapter 4; parameters Table 1 of Chapter 4. 
Although the termination probabilities may seem to be quite high in these particles, it is 
important to realize that the overall termination probability during a RAFT miniemulsion 
polymerization are much lower due to the segregation effect as shown in Figure B11 (left). The 
termination probabilities in a particle containing two macroradicals (purple) and in a particle 
containing a macroradical and a leaving group radical (orange) are higher than the termination 
probability in a comparable bulk experiment (red), but the overall termination probability (blue) 
is much lower as most of the particles will contain no (black) or only one macroradical (grey) 
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Figure B11: Left: Termination probabilities in bulk RAFT polymerization (red) and in RAFT 
miniemulsion overall (blue), in particles containing two macroradicals (purple) and in particles 
containing a macroradical and a leaving group radical (orange); Right: Fraction of particles 
containing no radicals (black), one macroradical (grey), two macroradicals (purple) and one 
macroradical and one leaving group radical (orange); B1 and ME3 in Table 2 of Chapter 4; parameters 
Table 1 of Chapter 4. 
B.11 Extra information regarding lower EGF with increasing TCL (Figure 13c in 
Chapter 4) 
Increasing the TCL implies a lower amount of initial R0X used in the RAFT miniemulsion. As 
a result, as shown in Figure B12 left, a lower amount of dormant macrospecies are formed. 
Increasing the TCL also results in a reduction of the dead macrospecies as well (Figure B12 
right). Nevertheless, as clearly visible in Figure B12, the decrease of the concentration of the 
dormant macrospecies with increasing TCL outweighs the decrease of the concentration of the 
dead species resulting in a decrease of the EGF as shown in Figure 13c in Chapter 4. 
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Figure B12: The total concentration of dormant macrospecies in all particles (left), the KPS 
(conventional initiator) conversion and the concentration of all dead macrospecies (right) as a function 
of MMA conversion for a TCL of 50 (blue) and 600 (red) )); dp = 100 nm, all other experimental 
conditions as in experiment ME1 in Table 2 of Chapter 4 except for 𝒎𝟎(𝑹𝟎𝑿); model parameters as 
given in Table 1 of Chapter 4. 
B.12 Influence of targeted chain length (TCL) on the monomer conversion 
As shown in Figure B13, a lower TCL leads to longer polymerization times as the retardation 
effect at low monomer conversion due to R0 exit is prolonged as more initial R0X present results 
in more R0 being generated in general.  
 
Figure B13: Influence of TCL on the monomer conversion; TCL = 100 (red), 300 (blue) and 500 
(green); dp = 100 nm, all other experimental conditions as in experiment ME1 in Table 2 of Chapter 4 
except for 𝑚 (𝑅 𝑋); model parameters as given in Table 1 of Chapter 4. 
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B.13 Influence of the (average) particle size (dp) on the total number of particles  
As shown in Figure B14, if only the (average) particle size (dp) is varied and the total volume 
of the organic phase is constant, the total number of particles decreases with increasing particle 
size.  
 
Figure B14: Influence of (average) particle size (dp) on the total number of particles present; 
Experimental conditions as in experiment ME1 in Table 2 of Chapter 4 (targeted chain length of 192) 
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Appendix C: Supporting info for Chapter 5 
 
C.1 Calculation of the average apparent termination rate coefficient 
The diffusion-controlled mechanism of bimolecular termination in radical polymerization can 
be accurately described using the composite kt model (RAFT-CLD-T model).[1] This model 
allows to calculate an apparent homotermination rate coefficient (𝑘 ,
, ; i=chain length) 
dependent on the chain length i and the polymer mass fraction mp (and thus the monomer 
conversion Xm): 
For i < igel 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖               for  𝑖 < 𝑖  (C1) 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖
( )
 𝑖               for  𝑖 ≥  𝑖  (C2) 
 
For i ≥ igel 
𝑘 ,
, = 𝑘 ,  𝑖  𝑖               for  𝑖 <  𝑖  (C3) 
𝑘 ,




 𝑖               for  𝑖 ≥  𝑖  (C4) 
in which  𝑘 ,  is the (apparent) termination rate coefficient for radicals with chain length 1, 𝛼  
the exponent for termination for termination of short chains in dilute solution, 𝛼  the exponent 
for long chains in dilute solution, 𝛼  the exponent for chains in the gel regime, 𝑖  the 
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crossover chain length between short- and long-chain behavior, 𝑖  the chain length at the onset 
of the gel-effect.  
An overview of these parameters can be found in Table C1. 
Table C1: Parameters[1,2] used for the composite kt model with MMA as monomer; mp: polymer mass 
fraction 
𝐤𝐭
𝟏,𝟏 𝛂𝐒 𝐢𝐒𝐋 𝛂𝐋 𝛂𝐠𝐞𝐥 𝐢𝐠𝐞𝐥 
10  0.53 30 0.15 1.22m -
0.11 
3.30m .  
 
For simplicity, Equation (C1)-(C4) are calculated using the number average chain length of the 
macroradical species as the complete chain length distribution of the macroradicals is not 
calculated in the frame of the present work. 
C.2 Calculation of the apparent RAFT exchange related rate coefficients 
The coupled parallel encounter pair model as described by D’hooge et al.[3] can be used to 
calculated the apparent rate coefficients for the RAFT addition, fragmentation, cross 
termination and transfer reactions involving only chain length i via: 
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𝐾 , 𝑘 , ,
 (C8) 

















with 𝑘 ,  
, , 𝑘 ,  
, , 𝑘 ,  
, ,  and 𝑘( ) (, ),  
, the apparent RAFT addition, 
fragmentation, cross termination and transfer rate coefficient; 𝑘 ,  , 
𝑘 ,  , 𝑘 ,  and 𝑘( ) (, ),   the intrinsic RAFT addition, fragmentation, cross 
termination and transfer rate coefficient (see Table 1 in Chapter 5); 
𝑘 ,
, , 𝑘 ,
, , 𝑘 ,
, ,  and 𝑘( ) (, ),
, the diffusional contribution for RAFT 











In the present work, the diffusional contributions are approximated by the corresponding one 
when considering the composite kt model[1] (see Section C1) for the apparent termination rate 
coefficient as this can also be described by the classical encounter pair theory: 
𝑘 ,  
, ≈ 𝑘 ,  
, ≈ 𝑘 ,  
, ≈ 𝑘 ,  
, , ≈ 𝑘( ) (, ),  
,  (C13) 
in which the intrinsic termination rate coefficient (kt,chem) is approximated by 𝑘 ,  (see Section 
C1). This approach is justified to a first approximation considering that the diffusion behavior 
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of the species involved in the RAFT reactions mentioned above is similar to the diffusion 
behavior of the corresponding terminating radicals.  
Similar as for termination (Section C1), the number average chain length of the radicals are 
used to calculate the actual apparent rate coefficients. 
C.3 Prove of the insignificance of the RAFT cross termination rate coefficient for 
Comb3 (ideal RAFT agent) 
As shown in Figure 1 in Chapter 5, the RAFT cross termination rate coefficient is kinetically 
insignificant for Comb3 as the same results are obtained when a value of 0 L mol-1 s-1 is used 
compared to a value of 108 L mol-1 s-1. 
 
Figure C1: Overview of average characteristics for non-degenerative miniemulsion RAFT 
polymerization of styrene at 343 K with KPS and an oligomeric RAFT agent. Monomer conversion (a) 
and initial RAFT agent (R0X) conversion (b) as a function of time and number average chain length xn 
(c), dispersity (d) and end-group functionality (EGF) (e) as a function of styrene conversion. Model 
parameters for Comb3 in Table 1 in Chapter 5 without cross termination (blue) and with cross 
termination (kt,cross  = 108 L mol-1 s-1) taken into account. [Sty]0/[R0X]0 = 200 , [R0X]0/[KPS]0 = 3 , [KPS]0 
= 4 10-3 mol L-1, and dp = 100 nm, mMMA,0 = 20 g, mH2O,0 = 80 g 
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C.4 Comparison between results of non-degenerative and degenerative model for 
Comb3 
As shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 5, identical results are obtained when a non-degenerative or a 
degenerative model is used for Comb3. This implies that all intermediate species are very short-
lived, as also can be seen in Figure 11 in Chapter 5, and no side reactions involving these species 
are kinetically relevant (see also Section C3). 
 
Figure C2: Overview of the degenerative (blue full line) and non-degenerative (dashed red line) 
simulation data for miniemulsion RAFT polymerization of styrene at 343 K with KPS and an oligomeric 
RAFT agent. Monomer conversion (a) and initial RAFT agent (R0X) conversion (b) as a function of time 
and number average chain length xn (c), dispersity (d) and EGF (d) as a function of styrene conversion. 
Model parameters for Comb3 in Table 1 of Chapter 5. [Sty]0/[R0X]0=200 , [R0X]0/[KPS]0= 3 , [KPS]0 
= 4 10-3 mol L-1 , dp = 100 nm, mMMA,0 = 20 g, mH2O,0 = 80 g 
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C.5 Influence of diffusional limitations on the apparent rate coefficients for Comb1 
Figure C3 shows the influence of the diffusional limitations as taken into account via the 
formulas mentioned in Section C1 and C2 on the apparent rate coefficient for termination via 
recombination (a), addition of Ri to RjX (b) and fragmentation of the intermediate radical to Ri 
and RjX (c) for Comb1 (Table 1 of Chapter 5). 
 
Figure C3: Overview of the apparent termination by recombination (a), addition of Ri to RjX (b) and 
fragmentation to Ri to RjX (c) rate coefficients as calculated by the formulas mentioned in Section C1 
and C2 for miniemulsion RAFT polymerization of styrene at 343 K with KPS and an oligomeric RAFT 
agent. Model parameters for Comb1 in Table 1 of Chapter 5. [Sty]0/[R0X]0=200 , [R0X]0/[KPS]0= 3 , 
[KPS]0 = 4 10-3 mol L-1 , dp = 100 nm , mMMA,0 = 20 g, mH2O,0 = 80 g; note no RAFT cross-termination. 
C.6 Influence of the (average) particle size on the average number of leaving group 
related radicals per particle 
Figure C4 shows the influence of the (average) particle size on average number of leaving group 
(blue), R0XRi (green) and R0XR0 (purple) radicals per particle for model parameters Comb1 
(first column), Comb2 (second column) and Comb3 (third column) at 30% monomer 
conversion. At this monomer conversion, the conversion of initial RAFT agent (R0X) is 100% 
resulting in a negligible amount of these leaving group related radicals. For a more in depth 
investigation of the influence of the (average) particle size on the three investigated model 
parameter sets, the reader is referred to Chapter 5.  
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Figure C4: Influence of the (average) particle size (dp) on the average number of leaving group ((a)-
(c), blue), R0XRi ((d)-(f), green) and R0XR0 ((g)-(i), purple) radicals per particle for model parameters 
Comb1 (first column), Comb2 (second column) and Comb3 (third column) in Table 1 of Chapter 5. 
[Sty]0/[R0X]0=200 , [R0X]0/[KPS]0= 3 , [KPS]0 = 4 10-3 mol L-1 , mMMA,0 = 20 g, mH2O,0 = 80 
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C.7 Influence of the (average) particle size on rates involving the macro-RAFT 
intermediate radical. 
 
Figure C5: Fragmentation and RAFT cross-termination rates for RiXRj radicals related to Figure 14 in 
Chapter 5. 
Figure C5 shows the corresponding rates for Figure 14 in Chapter 5, taking the macro-RAFT 
intermediate radical as reference. It specifically follows that for Comb1 at the higher dp a bulk-
like character is is obtained. Notably for Comb 3 the RAFT fragmentation rates are the highest. 
Furthermore, in Comb2, the RAFT cross-termination rate is the lowest at the highest dp but 
relatively the importance of RAFT-cross termination is higher (less segregation). 
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C.8 Population balances necessary to describe the temporal evolution of the polymer 
particles 
The population balances of the five-dimensional Smith-Ewart model as necessary for the non-
degenerative model (Table 1 of Chapter 5), describing the temporal evolution of polymer 
particles having k macroradicals, l R0 radicals, m RiXR0 radicals, n RiXRj radicals and o R0XR0 
radicals (Nk,l,m,n,o ; k,l,m,n,o ≥ 0) are given by: 





(𝑘 + 2)(𝑘 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)𝑁 , , , ,
+ 𝑘 𝑅 , (𝑁 , , , , − 𝑁 , , , , )








(𝑘 + 1)(𝑙 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑘𝑙𝑁 , , , ,   
+ 𝑘 , , 𝑅 𝑋 (𝑙 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑙𝑁 , , , ,  
+ 𝑘 , , 𝑅 𝑋 (𝑘 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑘𝑁 , , , ,  
+ 𝑘 , , 𝑅 𝑋 (𝑙 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑙𝑁 , , , ,  
+ 𝑘 , , 𝑅 𝑋 (𝑘 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑘𝑁 , , , ,  
+ 𝑘 , , (𝑚 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑚𝑁 , , , ,  
+ 𝑘 , , (𝑚 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑚𝑁 , , , ,  
+ 𝑘 , , (𝑛 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑛𝑁 , , , ,  
























(𝑙 + 1)(𝑜 + 1)𝑁 , , , , − 𝑙𝑜𝑁 , , , ,     
(C14) 
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C.9 The continuity equations of the species in the aqueous phase, the abundant species 
in the particles and the associated equations for the average chain length 
characteristics 
The continuity equations of the species in the aqueous phase, the abundant species in the 
particles and the pseudo-bulk approximation of the higher order moment equations of the 
macrospecies are given by: 
𝑑 𝐼 ,
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑓𝑘 [𝐼 , ] (C15) 
𝑑 𝐼
𝑑𝑡
= 2𝑓𝑘 𝐼 , − 𝑘 𝐼 𝑀  (C16) 
𝑑 𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 𝐼 𝑀 − 𝑘 𝑅 , 𝑀  (C17) 
𝑑 𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑡




















𝑑 ∑ 𝑅 𝑋
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , ,
𝑛 𝑅 𝑋𝑅
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣



































































= 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝑅 𝑋 − 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
















− 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜆 − 𝑘 , , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋
− 𝑘 , , , 𝜆 𝜏 + 𝑘 , , 𝛺 + 𝑘 , , 𝛺 ,
− 𝑘 , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣





















− 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜆 − 𝑘 , , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋
− 𝑘 , , , 𝜆 𝜏 + 𝑘 , , 𝛺 + 𝑘 , , 𝛺 ,
− 𝑘 , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
− 𝑘 , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣








𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑅 𝑋
𝑑𝑡












𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑅 𝑋
𝑑𝑡













𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑃 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜆 + 𝑘 , , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝛺
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝛺 ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝛺
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣








𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑃 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜆 + 𝑘 , , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝛺
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝛺 ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝜆
𝑛(𝑅 𝑋𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
+ 𝑘 , 𝛺
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣








𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜏 + 𝑘 , , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋 − 𝑘 , , 𝛺
− 𝑘 , , 𝛺 − 𝑘 , 𝛺
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣








𝑑 ∑ 𝑖 𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜏 + 𝑘 , , 𝜆 𝑅 𝑋 −𝑘 , , 𝛺
− 𝑘 , , 𝛺 − 𝑘 , 𝛺
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣











𝑑 ∑ ∑ 𝑖[𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ]
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , , , 𝜆 𝜏 +
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜏 − 2𝑘 , , 𝛺 ,
− 𝑘 , 𝛺 ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣








𝑑 ∑ ∑ 𝑖 [𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ]
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘 , , , 𝜆 𝜏 +
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
𝜏 − 2𝑘 , , 𝛺 ,
− 𝑘 , 𝛺 ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣








𝑑 ∑ ∑ 𝑖𝑗[𝑅 𝑋𝑅 ]
𝑑𝑡
= 2𝑘 , , , 𝜆 𝜏 − 2𝑘 , , 𝛺 , − 𝑘 , 𝛺 ,
𝑛(𝑅 )
𝑁 𝑣
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